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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this work is to investigate nonnested tests for competing univariate 
dynamic linear models with autoregressive disturbances (of order /;), where the 
motivation for Instrumental Variable estimation is mainly due to the recognised presence 
of current endogenous explanatory variables, either in one or in both models. 
As the (Aitken) transformation of those models yields a regression function which is 
nonlinear in the parameters, a Gauss-Newton Regression approach is used to obtain the 
results. 
Estimation of the competing models either by Nonlinear Least Squares or Nonlinear 
Instrumental Variables under differing instrument validity assumptions is also addressed. 
One-Step estimation (to avoid nonlinearity) is analysed. 
Emphasis is placed on those techniques which are likely to be useful to applied workers. 
In fact, the tests deduced are ali very easy to implement in an artificial linear regression 
either as Lagrange Multiplier tests or based on the C(a) principie. 
The results encompass the well known J, JA, P and PA tests for univariate spherical linear 
models either estimated by Ordinary Least Squares or Instrumental Variables. They can 
also be viewed as specialisations of the more general nonlinear corresponding versions. 
However as we will be able to show the J and JA tests specialisations may lead to 
misleading conclusions if lhe univariate linear model with autoregressive disturbances 
contain either lagged or current endogenous explanatory variables. 
ii 
«Given the growth in the scope of econometric theory, the backlog of important 
economic issues to be resolvcd and the progressive availability of bigger and 
better data sets, together with the availability of more and more powerful 
computing resources, further study of econometrics is likely to prove rewarding. 
There is certainly no shortage of work to be done.»(Jon Stewart, 1991, pp. 305-6.) 
In memorial of Aida and Aida. 
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CHAPTER 1 
MOTIVATION, METHODOLOGY AND SYNOPSIS 
Nonnested econometric models may arise from the existence of competing 
economic theories. These may postulate different definitions of variables to be 
used in a specification, or possibly different functional forms to expiain a given 
phenomenon. Moreover, distinct functional forms and/or stochastic specifications 
may also be perfectly reasonable within a single economic theory. 
Consequently, veiy often the econometrician is faced with several rival theoretical 
models and none of those models can be obtained from any of the others by the 
imposition of appropriate parametric restrictions. 
On the other hand, in applied econometric work it is not uncommon that more than 
one among those (nonnested) models will be declared "data consistenf after 
standard diagnostic checks (nested tests). However, in this perspective, a model is 
evaluated only on the basis of its own performance; such tests do not make use of 
the information that the model being tested is only one of the several models 
available to expiain the phenomenon. Davidson et al (1978) and Hendry and 
Richardson (1983) have therefore stressed the need for an assumed model to 
encompass competing specifications. In other words, the need for a null model to 
1 
be able to predict the performance of viable alternative specifications 'significantly 
well'. This is the main role of nonnested testing, where the competing models are 
used to provide additional checks of each othe^s specifications. Doing that, 
nonnested testing can only be a serious attempt to resolve or reconcile some of the 
outgoing debates in economic theory. MacKinnon (1983) (with discussion and 
reply), McAleer (1984) and the Journal of Econometrics special issue (1983) on 
nonnested specification tests provide excellent introductions to the theory and 
application of these tests. 
Emphasising however that in reality what should be estimated is not necessarily 
known, one cannot expect to detect inappropriate specifications with high 
probability in every application. There is nothing strange, therefore, if the outcome 
of nonnested testing, for example between a pair of models, is a non-rejection of 
both models. This is certainly not the reason why nonnested testing principies have 
not been more widely applied. 
According to Bernanke et al (1988, p.294) two main reasons for such attitude are 
rather the following: 
«Non-nested tests have not been developed for time-series models that possess 
general mixtures of serial correlation, lagged dependent variables, and endogenous 
variables (...); (...) in more complicated practical applications, especially when one 
wishes to implement non-nested tests based upon maximum-likelihood techniques, 
these tests can be quite burdcnsome computationally.» 
2 
This is precisely the ultimate purpose of this work: to investigate nonnested tests 
for competing univariate dynamic linear models with autoregressive disturbances 
(of order p), where the motivation for Instrumental Variable estimation is mainly 
due to the recognised presence of current endogenous explanatory variables, either 
in one or in both models. 
As the (Aitken) transformation of those models yields a regression function which 
is nonlinear in the parameters, a Gauss-Newton regression approach is used to 
obtain the results. 
Estimation of the competing models either by Nonlinear Least Squares or Nonlinear 
Instrumental Variables under differing instrument validity assumptions will be 
addressed. Maximum-Likelihood estimation will not be considered: not only 
because the resulting tests would be computationally demanding but mainly 
because in many applications it may also be difficult to defend the normality 
assumption used in the Maximum-Likelihood test procedures. On the contrary, 
seeking those techniques which are easy to implement, One-Step estimation (to 
avoid nonlinearity) will also be analysed. 
Fhe nonnested tests that we will be able to deduce are ali very easy to implement in 
an artificial linear regression either as Lagrange Multiplier tests or based on the 
C(a) principie. 
3 
As one can infer from Bernanke et afs (1988) statement (quoted above) research on 
nonnested models has concentrated moslly on models that satisfy the classical 
assumptions of serial independence, homoskedasticity and normality of the 
disturbances. 
In defence of the interest of this work we should stress that departures from the 
classical assumptions regarding the disturbances in a linear regression model arise 
frequently in empirical applications. Some good examples are applications on the 
exchange rate (Backus (1984), on money demand (Thornton (1985), Johannes and 
Nasseh (1985) and Milbourne (1985)), on investment (Bernanke et al (1988)) and 
on employment (McAleer et al (1990)). In ali these papers the authors were 
confronted with the necessity of applying nonnested tests to competing 
specifications where the disturbances exhibit autoregressive errors. Whereas in the 
first four papers Davidson and MacKinnon's (1981) J test (developed for spherical 
models) has been applied careless (see the criticism by McAleer et al (1990, 
pp.3623-25)), in the last two papers the authors have given an important 
contribution to develop valid testing procedures. However, despite the statement of 
Bernanke et al (1988), none of those papers propose testing procedures to handle 
the necessity for Instrumental Variable estimation. This will be therefore our main 
motivation. As a by-product, we will also derive new tests for spherical univariate 
linear models estimated under differing instrument validity assumptions. 
The plan of the thesis is as follows: 
4 
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to univariate nonlinear regression models. In 
this general framework, both Least Squares and Instrumental Variable estimation 
will receive a fair treatment. The corresponding Gauss-Newton regressions will be 
deduced, their properties and most interesting applications will be discussed. The 
use of the Gauss-Newton regression approach for testing any type of restrictions 
without requiring estimation of the unrestricted model is then carefully analysed. 
The importance of C(a) tests, namely in the context of instrumental variables, 
justifies also the focus on One-Step estimation methods throughout this chapter. 
In chapter 3 we will analyse under what conditions the use of a Gauss-Newton 
regression is not strictly necessary to still obtain valid asymptotic inference results 
for the parameters of an univariate linear model with autoregressive disturbances. 
We will be able to conclude that when the model is dynamic and/or it contains 
current endogenous explanatory variables, the use of the Gauss-Newton regression 
is strongly recommended because, in either case, the estimation of (3 and p will not 
be independent. We will also show that a simplified version of the Gauss-Newton 
regression (with a simplified regressand) can still be considered in both cases, but 
then due care and attention is needed if the model contains current endogenous 
explanatory variables and the disturbances exhibit an autoregressive process of 
order greater than one. 
Obviously, ali this analysis will be carried out in both the contexts of Least Squares 
and Instrumental Variables but also in the context of their One-Step counterparts. 
When Instrumental Variables should be used, the choice of the set of Instruments is 
also under consideration. 
5 
Chapter 4, on nesting procedures, should be seen as an introduction to lhe set up we 
will be using in the last chapter (artificially nesting the nonnested models). 
However, testing for serial correlation and for common factor restrictions has bis 
own merits in the context of this work: the transformed (Aitken) models to be used 
in chapter 5 should always be viewed as restricted versions of more general 
alternatives; thus, transforming the models might not be the right way to proceed. 
In other words, in practice, testing the restrictions imposed on the unrestricted 
versions of the reparametrized models should always precede the nonnested testing. 
Artificially nesting the competing models is in fact a very attractive and 'didactic' 
way of tackling nonnested models issues. That is precisely what we will do in 
chapter 5. 
By comparison of two Gauss-Newton regressions, one associated with the null 
model and the other associated with a linear combination of the two competing 
models, we will be able to deduce de PA and P tests. As we will learn in chapter 2, 
both Gauss-Newton regressions should be evaluated under restricted consistem 
estimates under the null and therefore we will consider both Nonlinear Restricted 
Least Squares and Nonlinear Restricted Instrumental Variable estimates, as 
appropriate. We will also relax the restrictive assumption of using a common 
extended set of instruments to estimate both lhe competing models as well as the 
maintained Gauss-Newton regressions. Building upon the discussion about 
Lagrange Multiplier tests and tests based on the C(a) principie (carried out on 
6 
previous chapters), the consideration of differing instrument validity assumptions 
will not prevent us to obtain valid artificial regression test statistics. 
Then, we will be able to show that the JA and J tests, not based on Gauss-Newton 
regressions, should be conducted with due care and attention to guarantee that the 
inference based upon an extended version of the null model will still yield valid 
asymptotic results. This will come through as a natural conclusion after fully 
understanding the material coníained in chapter 3. 
Finally, we will summarise our findings, generalising the results to higher-order 
autoregressive cases and specialising them to the simpler case of linear spherical 
models, either estimated by Ordinary Least Squares or by Instrumental Variables. 
This summary will clarify that the results obtained in this thesis encompass the well 
known results for the spherical model as well as the less known results obtained by 
Bernanke et al (1988) and McAleer et al (1990) for linear models with 
autoregressive disturbances estimated by Nonlinear Least Squares. 
7 
CHAPTER 2 
UNIVARIATE NONLINEAR REGRESSION MODELS 
2.1 Introduction 
Consider the univariate regression model 
y, =x,(p) + ^ , Ç, ~ IID (o, w2) , t = (2.1) 
where y, is the â observation on the single dependent variable, p is a 
/c-dimensional vector of parameters, the scalar function x,(p), referring also to 
period t, is a nonlinear regression function on certain explanatory variables and/or 
on (some of) the parameters, and is the disturbance term corresponding to the 
same time period. 
In some cases, *,(p) may also depend on lagged values of y, (if that is the case, 
model (2.1) is a dynamic model) as well as on current or lagged values of other 
endogenous variables. 
8 
The disturbance terms are, in turn, assumed to be independent and also identically 
distributed in the sense that ali have mean zero and constant variance vv2. 
2.2 Least Squares, Instrumental Variables and the Gauss-Newton Regression 
Associated with the nonlinear regression model is an artificial regression called the 
Gauss-Newton Regression (G.N.R.). 
To derive the G.N.R. take a first-order Taylor-series approximation to (2.1) around 
some parameter vector p to obtain 
where x, is the nonlinear regression function evaluated at the /:-dimensional 
(2.2) 
point P and í/x, (p) is a Â;-dimensional row vector of which lhe /"' element is the 
derivative of x,(p) with respect to the r parameter. 
The approximation can still be written as 
9 
y, -^(p) =íMp) . h + error term (2.3) P=P 
where has been taken to the left-hand side, p-p has been replaced by b 
and the higher-order terms have been combined into what we name 'error term'. 
The left-hand side in (2.3) looks now like a residual (in period t) because xJ p 
represents the value predicted by the model (in period t) when p = P. The number 
of regressors is now equal lo k, the r regressor being viewed as associated with 
P/- 
It is usually more convenient to write (2.3) in matrix notation as 
y — x — Xb + error vector (2.4) 
where y-x = y-x^pj is a «-dimensional vector of residuais, and X = 2f[pj is a 
n x k matrix ^(p) evaluated at p, with typical element 
9^(p) 
ap,. P=P 
where t=l,...,n and i=l,...,k. 
10 
The properties of regression (2.4) will depend on how the vector p is obtained. 
Consider first the Nonlinear Least Squares (N.L.S.) estimates p so that the G.N.R. 
becomes 
/N 
y-x = Xb+ error vector (2.5) 
where x = x B and X = X 
For model (2.1), the sum-of-squares function is 
^(p) = ÈP,-^(P))2 /=i 
or, in matrix notation 
5,5(p) = (^-x(p))r(>'-x(p)) = ||^-x(p)|r. 1 (2.6) 
Therefore, minimising ^(p) is the same as minimising the Euclidean distance 
between ^ and x(p). 
The sum-of-squares function (2.6) can be rewritten as 
11 
^(p) = ^^-2^rx(p) + xr(p) x(p) 
yielding first-order conditions to be satisfied by the N.L.S. estimates p 
- 2XT y + 2XT x = 0 
with x and X as defined in (2.5), or, simply, after collecting terms and dropping 
the constant factor, 
XT[y-x) = 0. (2.7) 
These first-order conditions show that in the G.N.R. (2.5), the regressand, which is 
the residual vector y-x, must bc orthogonal to the matrix of derivatives X. In 
other words, we can conclude that the Ordinary Least Squares (O.L.S.) estimate of 
h in regression (2.5), 
b = [xTx]~' XT(y-x) (2.8) 
must be identically zero and therefore the G.N.R. must have no explanatory power 
whatsoever. 
12 
In lhe same way every nonlinear model estimated by Least Squares (L.S.) has 
associated with it the version of the G.N.R. in (2.5), so does every nonlinear 
regression model estimated by instrumental variables (I.V.). 
The Nonlinear Instrumental Variables (N.L.I.V.) estimates [3 minimises instead the 
I.V. sum-of-squares function 
/ras(p) = {y- x(p))r -x(p)) = Ij/^ - x(p))||2 (2.9) 
where 
= fr(trTivy' w1' 
is a symmetric and idempotent matrix of suitable instruments, whose number 
should be equal or greater than k. 
The objective is therefore to minimise only the portion of the Euclidean distance 
between y and x((3) that lies in the subspace of fV. 
The criterion function in (2.9) can be rewritten as 
/FSS(íi} = yrPll,y-2yrPlrx(li} + xr(p}Prx(li}. 
13 
yielding first order conditions to be satisficd by the N.L.I.V. estimates (3 
-2XT Pfyy+ 2XT Ptvx = 0 
where x = j and X = j , or more simply 
XT Pír{y-x) = 0. (2.10) 
These first-order conditions show that the G.N.R. associated with model (2.1), 
whcn estimated by instrumental variables, should be 
y-x = PwXh+ error vector (2.11) 
so that the IV residual vector y-x must be orthogonal to the matrix of derivatives 
X, after the latter have been projected onto the subspace of W. 
Also, for this case, the O.L.S. estimate of h in regression (2.11), 
b = {xTPlvxyxTPlr{y-x) (2.12) 
must be identically zero and therefore G.N.R. (2.11) has no explanatory power 
either. 
14 
Thus, the only difference between this G.N.R. and the one associated with the 
N.L.S. estimates is that the regressors are now premultiplied by Pw as suggested by 
the first-order conditions in (2.10). Strictly speaking, there is an implicit choice 
here. In fact, one could argue that the alternative version, also suggested by the 
first-order conditions, 
Pw[y-x) = PwXb + error vector (2.13) 
would still have no explanatory powcr. Furthermore, one could even argue that this 
would be the natural version from first principies. That is to say, the one that one 
would obtain if we had taken a first-order Taylor-series approximation to the I.V. 
transformation of model (2.1) around (3. However, premultiplying also the 
independent variable by Pw is not a good idea since, then, the left-hand side of the 
equation would not represent I.V. residuais. For reasons that will become apparent 
in the next section, keeping the I.V. residuais in the left-hand side of the equation is 
rather convenient. That justifies our preference for the G.N.R. version in (2.11). 
In turn, the choice to be made between N.L.S. and N.L.I.V. depends, of course, on 
the nature of the explanatory variables contained in .v,(p). 
Assuming that ^,((3) depends only on strictly exogenous variables as defined by 
Engle, Hendry and Richard (1983) and that suitable regularity conditions, as 
defined by Davidson and MacKinnon (1993), are satisfied by model (2.1), then the 
N.L.S. estimator is asymptotically normal (regardless the fact that the disturbances 
15 
are only assumed to be IID) and is also the best consistent and asymptotically linear 
estimator.1 
On the contrary, if x,(p) depends also on current values of other endogenous 
variables, then the error terms are not independent of the regression function and its 
derivatives and therefore an I.V. approach is the one to be chosen. According to 
Davidson and MacKinnon (1993, p.224), the principal regularity conditions that are 
needed to guarantee that the N.L.I.V. estimator is consistent and asymptotically 
normal are those required for N.L.S. to be consistent and asymptotically normal, 
with the exception that the (violated) assumption of independence between the error 
term and both the regression function and its derivatives should be replaced by 
modified versions of the standard assumptions that validate the instrument set for 
the linear case. 
2.3 The Gauss-Newton Regression Approach 
Artificial regressions Jike the G.N.R.'s in (2.5) and (2.11) can be shown to be very 
useful as computational devices for certain purposes. 
1
 For a detailcd discussion on the regularity conditions and formal proofs, see Davidson and 
MacKinnon (1993, chapter 5, namely lhe theorems 5.1 and 5.2). A somewhat less technical 
refercnce is Scber and Wild (1989, chapter 12). 
16 
First of ali, running the G.N.R.'s (2.5) and (2.11) by O.L.S. one can confirm if the 
N.L.S. and N.L.I.V. estimates, respectively, produced by proper packages, are 
sufficiently accurate. That will only be the case if the estimates b produced by the 
G.N.R.'s are sufficiently close to zero. Strictly spcaking, to make this decision, it is 
better to consider the corresponding r-values since these are dimensionless 
quantities. 
Secondly, one can consider using the G.N.RAs to find the N.L.S. and the N.L.I.V. 
estimates themselves. If one initiates the process by using consistent estimates p(l) 
to substitute for p in the G.N.R/s and one runs the G.N.R/s, then the estimates h 
can be used to revise the initial estimates. In fact, as ^ = p-p(l), then 
p(2) =/;>+p(l). Running again the G.N.R/s after substituting p(2) for p(1), we can 
then find p(3) =/)+p(2) using the revised O.L.S. estimates b. Ideally, the process 
should continue until convergence is achieved, that is, when p^ = p("_,). However, 
given the limitations of floating-point arithmetic on computers, one should stop the 
process as soon as b is not statistically different from zero, as emphasised above. 
Thirdly, one can also use the G.N.RAs to very easily estimate consistently the 
covariance matrices of the N.L.S. and N.L.I.V. estimates. For a correctly specified 
nonlinear regression model where there is motivation for I.V., the ultimate result, as 
stated by Davidson and MacKinnon (1993, p.225) is given by 
17 
^(P-P)~a{oV Plim(/2"1 A'r(p)/^(/Ar(p)) 'j (2.14) 
The covariance matrix estimate that the L.S. program will print when running 
G.N.R. (2.11) is, in turn, given by 
=í2(^rPI,Ã;) ' (2.15) 
where 
{y-*)T[y-x) ■S2 =" ^^ (2.16) 
n-k 
because G.N.R. (2.11) has no explanatory power. 
This estimate for w2 uses exactly the same residuais as the I.V. estimate vv2 from 
the original nonlinear regression in (2.1). Strictly speaking, the two estimates may 
only differ due to the fact that not ali N.L.I.V. programs use the degrees-of-freedom 
adjustment. It is therefore obvious that ó-2 in (2.16) consistently estimate w2. 2 
2
 Notice that lhe Total Sum of Squares {T.S.S.) of the G.N.R. version in (2.13) would not provide a 
consistem estimate of W2. This is one of the major reasons why the G.N.R. version in (2.11) is lo 
be chosen. 
18 
On the other hand, as p is also a consistent estimate for p, n 1X' Pw X must 
consistently estimate n~xXr[$]Pwx[$). Thus it is clearly reasonable to use (2.15) 
to estimate the covariance matrix w2[xT(p)^^(p)) , the finite-sample analog of 
the asymptotic covariance matrix which appears in (2.14). 
Similarly, in a simpler N.L.S. context, running G.N.R. (2.5) to estimate consistently 
the covariance matrix of the N.L.S. estimates from model (2.1) is very easily seen 
as a perfectly valid way to proceed. Equations (2.14 - 16) should now be replaced 
by 
((5 - p)~ 7^0, w2 Plim^"1 Xr (p)^(p))"') (2.17) 
Var[b)=s2{xTXy' (2.18) 
and 
[y-XY[y-~) 
S2=-  L (2.19) 
n-k 
because G.N.R. (2.5) would also have no explanatory power. 
19 
The use of (2.18) to estimate the finite-sample analog of the asymptotic covariance 
matrix which appears in (2.17) is therefore justifiable on the same grounds as 
before. 
However, in contrast to the N.L.I.V. context, where the Sum of the Squared 
Residuais (S.S.R.) is not the value of the objective function, there is now a good 
reason to use the degrees-of-freedom adjustment. In fact, it can be shown that the 
bias of the Maximum Likelihood (M.L.) estimate of w2 is, for nonlinear regression 
models and to order 0{n ]), the same as its exact bias for linear regression models. 
On the contrary, the fact that the degrees-of-freedom adjustment must be used for 
linear regression models estimated by O.L.S. suggests that, in large samples, 52 in 
(2.19) should be approximately unbiased for nonlinear models.3 
After this preamble to provide an introduction to the Gauss-Newton Regression 
Approach, we can finally embark on lhe study of its most interesting application for 
the purpose of this thesis. That is, the use of that approach for testing any typc of 
restrictions on p without requiring estimation of the unrestricted model. 
Sometimes this can be very convenient, namely when the unrestricted model is a 
nonlinear model whereas its restricted version is linear. 
3
 The M.L. estimate is biascd downward. In contrast lo the same order, is unbiased (see 
Davidson and MacKinnon (1993, pp. 166-7)). 
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Corresponding either to a Nonlinear Least Squares or to a Nonlinear Instrumentai 
Variables set-up, two different cases should be considered. 
In the firsl case, as we will see in section 2.3.1., the test statistic based on the 
Lagrange multiplier principie will simply be based on the corresponding G.N.R. 
associated with the unrestricted model, if evaluated at Restricted (Nonlinear) Least 
Squares or at Restricted (Nonlinear) Instrumental Variables, as appropriate. 
In the second case, the test statistics, based on the C(a) principie, can still be very 
easily computed by comparison of the two corresponding G.N.R.'s associated with 
the restricted and unrestricted models, if both evaluated at any arbitrary restricted 
root-/2 consistent estimates under the null. This second case will be handled in 
section 2.3.2.. 
2.3.1. Tests Based on the Lagrange Multiplier Principie 
Consider estimating the model 
y = ^(p) + 4 í;~IID(0,vrI„) (2.20) 
(which is model (2.1) in matrix form) subject to lhe p [p <k) linearly independent 
restrictions 
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(2.21) 
where R is a pxk matrix of full row rank p, and r is p-dimensional vector. 
Set up the Lagrangian 
/.(P,d s (^ - ;c(P))r(l' - dP)) + (^P - Í") ^ (2.22) 
where X is a p-dimensional vector of Lagrange multipliers. 
Differentiating (2.22) with respect to p and X one obtains the first-order 
conditions: 
-2Jfr(pdp-dPs)) + ^^ = 0 (2.23) 
^P/e — r = 0 * (2.24) 
where P^ stands for Restricted Nonlinear Least Squares (or R.N.L.S.) and £ for 
the estimated Lagrange multipliers. 
Equation (2.23) can be rcwritten as 
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y2RTi- X^y-xR) (2.25) 
where XR = ^(p J and ^ ^x^). 
The term on the right-hand side of (2.25) is the so called Score vector, with 
asymptotic covariance given by 
"^(PWP) (2.26) 
because the vector of residuais y-xR should converge under the null to the 
disturbance vector Ç . 
We can thercfore construct two numerically identical test statistics: 
As R 
(2.27) 
and 
[y-tjK[s\myn[y-t,)={y~*R)Tpx:'[y~*s) (2.28) 
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2 [y-**] (.v--^) 
where 5^ =  (2.29) 
n-k + p 
znd Pt^X^XlX,) Xl (2.30) 
The flrst test statistic in (2.27), is clearly a Lagrange multiplier statistic and is 
asymptotically distributed as X2{p) • 
Thus the second statistic too is asymptotically X2(p)'4 which can be very easily 
obtained as the Explained Sum of Squares (E.S.S.) from the artificial regression 
— (t ~ ~ error vector . (2.31) SR 
This is veiy similar to the G.N.R. in (2.4) for p^p^apart from the fact that, in 
regression (2.31), the restricted residuais y- xR are each divided by the estimated 
standard error of the restricted regression. 
On the other hand, the most rclevant difference between G.N.R. (2.31) and G.N.R. 
(2.5) is the explanatory power of regression (2.31) in general. In other words, on the 
contrary of G.N.R. (2.5), the O.L.S. estimate of b in (2.31) is in general not 
identically zero, because the restricted residual vector is not orthogonal to the 
4
 For a formal proof, see Davidson and MacKinnon (1993, pp. 172-3). 
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matrix of derivatives of the unrestricted model, even if these are evaluated at 
restricted estimates. In fact, that would only be the case for a G.N.R. associated 
with the restricted (reparametrized) model. 
Now, the E.S.S. of regression (2.31) is easily seen to be identical to [n - k + p)Rl 5 
of the following G.N.R. 
y-xR = XR h+ error vector. (2.32) 
Thus, provided the restricted model still contains an intercept term, to test the 
restrictions one only has to compare the value of the statistic (n- k + pjR2 
obtained from G.N.R. (2.32) with the criticai value of the yi2{p) table, rejecting or 
not rejecting the null according to the usual decision rule. 
However, if the restricted model does not contain an intercept term, then the 
restricted residuais will not have in general a zero mean. Therefore, the centred R1 
printed by the package is not necessarily equabto the uncentred R] that we need to 
reproduce the E.S.S. of regression (2.31). If that is the case, the E.S.S. from G.N.R. 
(2.31) should rather be used to make the decision, despite the fact that to run that 
G.N.R., it still requires a prior transformation of the restricted residuais. 
5
 Rl stands for uncentred R2 
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Io better clarify this type of tests and also to illuminate its relationship with the 
lests that we will discuss in the next section, consider the particular case of testing 
exclusion restrictions. 
Let us write the null and alternative models as 
Ho: ^-^(PpO) + Ç (2.33) 
Ha: + Ç (2.34) 
where ^ ~ IID (o, w") and (3, and P2 are k-p and p-dimensional vectors, 
respectively. 
Thematrix ^(p) can be partitioned conformably as ^(p) and ^(p), that is, with 
dimensions nx. {k- p) and n x p, respectively. 
The G.N.R. associated with the alternative model, when evaluated at R.N.L.S. i is 
y - Xr - + X2R b2 + error vector (2.35) 
where xR =x(pi/?.o), XXR = 2^, ((3,^,0) and X2R = ^(p^.o), whereas the G.N.R. 
associated with the null model is simply 
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y-xR = X]R h] + error vector (2.36) 
where both xR and X1R have the same definition as in (2.35). 
Now define 
M>R=In~Xxlt[xJRX,Ry XlR (2.37) 
the matrix that projects onto the orthogonal complement of XXR , so that 
MXRXXR=Ç). (2.38) 
Also, 
M,R[y-xR) = {y-xR) (2.39) 
because the restricted estimates are such that satisfy the first-order conditions 
K{y-xR) = 0fi (2.40) 
6
 That is lo say, the first-order conditions imply that y — xR already lies in lhe orthogonal 
complement of XXR . 
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Taking into consideration (2.38), (2.39) and also the well-known orthogonality 
condition between the regressors and the residuais of a regression run by O.L.S., it 
is easily seen that regression (2.35) will yield exactly the same S.S.R. as the 
regression 
y-xR = MlRX2R h2 + error vector . (2.41) 
On the other hand, as both regressions have the same T.S.S., the E.S.S. of the 
G.N.R. in (2.35) can thus simply be given by the E.S.S. of regression (2.41), which 
is 
{y - xj x™ (ií» KJX' (y-i*)- (2-42) 
This quantity, if divided by any consistem estimate of vv2, provides a ratio which is 
asymptotically distributed as X2{p) under the null hypothesis. This is something 
that we did not stress, but was implicit, when we dealt with the general case of 
testing the set of restrictions in (2.21). Thus, one possibility to test the particular 
case of exclusion restrictions is still to use the statistic [n- k + p)R2 in the G.N.R. 
(2.35).7 Using this statistic, one is using s] , as given in (2.29), to estimate vv2. 
Provided lhe restrictcd model still contains a constam tcrin so that R2 = R2. If that is not lhe 
case, then a prior transformation of the rcgressand in (2.35) is still needed. as emphasised heforc. 
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However, a second alternative to conduct the test is highlighted by the treatment of 
exclusion restrictions because an explicit G.N.R., associated with the null model, is 
now available. 
Consider then the G.N.R. in (2.36), where the S.S.R. equals the T.S.S. because this 
G.N.R. has no explanatory power. The difference between the S.S.R. from G.N.R. 
(2.36) and the S.S.R. from G.N.R. (2.35) is simply given by the E.S.S. from 
regression (2.35), because the T.S.S. is the same in both regressions. 
In other words, the E.S.S. from regression (2.35) can be interpreted as the reduction 
in the S.S.R. of that regression brought about by the inclusion of X2R . 
On the other hand, the S.S.R. from G.N.R. (2.35) can certainly provide a consistent 
estimate of w2, because under the null the G.N.R. should have no explanatory 
power. 
Thus, one may conclude that an ordinary pseudo-F test based on the statistic 
where R.S.S.R. and U.S.S.R. stands for restricted and unrestricted sums of squared 
residuais from G.N.R. (2.35), is an equally valid alternative to test the exclusion 
{R.S.S.R.-U.S.S.R 
(2.43) 
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restrictions8. And, of course, when h2 is a scalar, the corresponding pseudo-/ 
statislic from lhe G.N.R. in (2.35) is just as valid as any of the two test statistics we 
have been proposing. 
We refer to these tests as 'pseudo' because the corresponding ratios will not 
actually have the F and t distributions in finite samples when x,(p) is nonlinear in 
the parameters. Moreover, we have also not excluded both the possibility of x,(p) 
containing lags of y, and the errors being not normally distributed. However, 
asymptotically, pF^p.n-k) and hi/s.eí^bFj are distributed as "jC^p) and 
jV(0,l) under quite weak conditions and the finite-sample distributions of the 
'pseudo' statistics above are frequently approximated quite well by the F^p.n - k] 
and t{n - k) distributions. 
As we said, we have considered exclusion restrictions for the sake of clarity, but 
this in no way limits the generality of the above conclusions9. Even when dealing 
with nonlinear restrictions of the form ;*(p) = 0 ali we need to test the set of 
restrictions can be summarised as follows: i) Estimate the restricted (reparametrized 
null) model to obtain the restricted residuais and then regress those residuais on the 
derivatives of the unrestricted (alternative) model evaluated at restricted estimates; 
8
 Even if the restricted model does not contain a constam term. 
9
 The way we writc the restrictions is purely a matter of parametrization. 
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ii) Use either the X2(/;) statistic [n-k + p)R2 given by the so obtained G.N.R. 
(2.32)l0, or lhe ordinary pseudo-F statistic with p and n-k degrees of freedom 
U.E.S.S. 
P 
U.S.S.R. 
[n - k) 
(2.44) 
where U.E.S.S. and U.S.S.R. denote the unrestricted explained sum of squares and 
the unrestricted sum of squared residuais from G.N.R. (2.32). That is to say, in 
either case, we do not need to construct the G.N.R. associated with lhe null model. 
As we will see in section 2.3.2., this is the most relevant difference between tests 
based on the Lagrange Multiplier principie and those based on the C(a) principie. 
In the same way that every restricted version of a nonlinear model estimated by 
Least Squares can be tested by the use of an appropriate G.N.R., so can every 
restricted version of a nonlinear model estimated by instrumental variables. For the 
latter, the I.V. analog of equations (2.35-42) are as follows: 
y-xR = P\yXXR 6, + b2 + error vector (2.45) 
where = x(piJt,o), X1S = ^(p^.o) and X2II = X2{^s.o)-, 
10
 If lhe restricted model does not contain a constant term rather use the E.S.S. from lhe G.N.R. in 
(2.31). 
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y-xR = PWXXR ò, + error vector (2.46) 
where both xR and XXR have the same definitions as in (2.45); 
= L- PWXMÍXirPWXX XIRPW (2.47) 
The matrix that projects onto the orthogonal complement of PiyX]R , so that 
MmíPwX]R = 0; (2.48) 
Also, 
MÍR[y-XR) = [y-xR) (2.49) 
if the restricted estimates are such that satisfy the first-order conditions 
^,
r
s^(>'-^) = 0;U " (2-50) 
11
 That is to say, if lhe first-order conditions imply that y - xR already lies in the orthogonal 
complement of PWXXR . Notice, howcver, that this will only be the case if onc has also used the 
same sct of instrumenls W to obtain the R.N.L.I.V. estimates (31/?. 
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Taking into consideration (2.48), (2.49) and also the orthogonality condition 
between the regressors and the residuais of a regression run by O.L.S., regression 
(2.45) can only yield exactly the same S.S.R. as the regression 
y-xR = MxrPwX2R h2 + error vector (2.51) 
with exactly the same E.S.S. as regression (2.45), that is, 
(2.52) 
or even 
[y -xr)TPWX2R{XIRPwMirPlyX2Ry' XlRPw[y-x,] (2.53) 
taking into account (2.49). 
Provided the /7-dimensional vector 
n ^XlRPw[y-xR) = n ^XlRP„MiR[y-xR) 
is asymptotically normally distributed with asymptotic covariance matrix 
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then expression (2.53), if divided by any consistent estimate of w2, provides a ratio 
which is asymptotically distributed as ^[p] ""der the null hypothesis. In fact, as 
Davidson and MacKinnon (1993, pp. 231-2) show, expression (2.53) turns out to be 
asymptotically the same as 
(2.54) 
the diííerence between the two I.V. criterion functions associated with the restricted 
and unrestricted models. See also Engle (1982) for a more detailed discussion. 
Bearing in mind that there is now some doubt about the appropriateness of the 
degrees-of-freedom adjustment, as we emphasised before (section 2.3 - cf. footnote 
3), one possibility to test any set of restrictions is therefore to use the statistic n R2 
in the G.N.R. (2.45), provided the restricted model as well as the set of instruments 
IV, used to estimate Pl/?, include a constant term.12 Using this statistic, one is 
using 
12
 The inclusion of a constant term in IV guarantees that lhe fitted valucs and lhe actual values of 
the constant term includcd in the restricted model will be exactly lhe same. Therefore. the I.V. 
residuais y-XR will have zero mcan and /^2 = R2 . If this will not be lhe case because either the 
restricted model or lhe set of instruments do not contain a constant term, then the regressand of 
regression (2.45) should be transformed in lhe usual way, using now expression (2.55). Then, the 
E.S.S. of the resulting regression, ralher than the statistic n R2, should be used to perform the test. 
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(2.55) 
to consistently estimate w2. 
It would be also valid to use the S.S.R. from G.N.R. (2.45) to obtain a consistem 
estimate of w2, despite the fact that the regressors have been multiplied by Pl(,, 
because under the null the G.N.R. should have no explanatory power. 
On the other hand, stressing the fact that both the G.N.R/s in (2.45) and (2.46) have 
the same T.S.S., expression (2.53) can be interpreted as the reduction in the S.S.R. 
of regression (2.45) brought about by the inclusion of PWX2R. Hence, expression 
(2.53) is easily seen as the difference between the S.S.R. from G.N.R. (2.46) and the 
S.S.R. from G.N.R. (2.45). That is, the pseudo-/7^,/?) statistic 
where now R.S.S.R., U.S.S.R. and U.E.S.S. denote, respectively, the restricted and 
unrestricted sum of squared residuais and the unrestricted explained sum of squares, 
ali from G.N.R. (2.45), is an equally valid alternative to test the restrictions in an 
I.V. context.13 
(2.56) 
13
 Even if the restricted model and/or lhe sct of instruments do not contain a constant term. 
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So far we have shown that there is essentially no difference between results for the 
N.L.S and N.L.I.V. versions of the G.N.R.. 
Before moving to the next section a last comment still in the I.V. context. We have 
been assuming in ali the above discussion that the G.N.R. (2.45) is run by O.L.S.. 
One might wonder why not regress y-xR on X^R and X2R by an I.V. procedure, 
using W as the matrix of instruments, avoiding the otherwise required initial step 
of regressing the columns of XXR and X2R on W. 
To clarify this issue let us define 
^ =In- VA (2.57) 
so that 
MiA =0. 
Also, 
MlR{y-xR) = {y-xR) 
(2.58) 
(2.59) 
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if the restricted estimates are such that satisfy the first-order conditions in (2.50).14 
Taking into consideration (2.58), (2.59) and also the I.V. analog orthogonality 
condition between the regressors and the residuais of a regression run by I.V., the 
following G.N.R/s 
= X{R hx + X2R b2 + error vector (2.60) 
and 
= M]RX2R b2 + error vector (2.61) 
can only yield exactly the same (I.V.) S.S.R. and (I.V.) E.S.S. 
Now, the (I.V.) E.S.S. from G.N.R. (2.61) is easily given by 
b2 X2RM\KM\RX2Rb2 (2.62) 
where h2 stands for I.V. estimates, that is, where 
^2—[x2RM\RPwMXRX2r} X2 r Mx r Pw i^y XR ). (2.63) 
14
 As we said before , that will bc the case if and only if IV is the same. 
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Using (2.63) to substituto for h1 in (2.62), onc obtains 
[y XR) -^2 « ( ^2 R R X 2 R) ^2R^\R^\R^2R 
/- ~ ^  , x (2.64) 
\^2R ^W^XR X 2 R ) ^2R^>w{_y ~ XR] 
because 
MlRPw[y-XR)= PwM,R[y-XR)= P^y-Xt) (2.65) 
MXrPwMXR — PwMxrPw. (2.66) 
with Mxr as defined in (2.47). 
Howcver, in (2.64) 
M\RM\R ^ PWMXRPW 
even asymptotically, and therefore expression (2.64) is different from expression 
(2.53). 
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Notice finally that despite the different expressions for the E.S.S., the I.V. 
estimate in (2.63) is precisely the estimate one would obtain running by O.L.S. the 
G.N.R. in (2.51). This equaiity is easily proved taking into consideration (2.65) 
and (2.66). 
To conclude, whereas the pseudo-t-statistic reported by an I.V. package is still a 
valid statistic to test one single restriction, one cannot use the (I.V.) E.S.S. from a 
G.N.R. to calculate test statistics. Therefore, for tests with more that just one 
degree of freedom, the use of an I.V. package is not a directly valid alternative. 
For the same reason, one cannot also construct pseudo-F tests obtained from I.V. 
estimation of a restricted and an unrestricted model.15 
2.3.2 One-Step Estimation and Test Based on the C(a) Principie 
In the introduction to this section we have referred to the use of the appropriate 
G.N.R. to find either the N.L.S. or the N.L.I.V. estimates themselves. Then, we 
have stressed that the convergence processes should stop as soon as the O.L.S. 
estimates of the appropriate G.N.R. (in both cases denoted by b) are not 
statistically different from zero. 
15
 Unless lhe package prints the quantities in (2.54) (this is for example lhe case for T.S.P.). Strictly 
speaking, even if the package does not prinl lhose quantities there is an alternative to deduce valid 
pseudo-F tests. First, one would have lo rcgress (by O.L.S.) both the restricted and unrestricted I.V. 
residuais on W saving the obtained E.S.S. from those regressions. Then, one would take lhe 
difference between those expressions to obtain expression (2.54) which is the proper expression for 
the numerator of the F-statistic. 
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Now, we want to prove that to obtain asymptotically equivalent estimates to either 
N.L.S. or N.L.I.V. estimates we do not actually need to carry out those processes 
of convergence. 
With these results in mind, we will then be able to discuss a type of tests named in 
the literature on M.L. estimation as C(a) tests. The discussion of these tests will 
be particularly useful in the context of I.V., sincc its rationality will avoid the 
common need of considering a unique set of instruments (both to estimate the 
restricted model and to run the appropriate G.N.R.) when testing a set of 
restrictions. 
2.3.2.1 One Step Estimation 
Consider the model in (2.20), which is model (2.1) in matrix form. 
Let p denote arbitrary initial estimates, which are assumed to be root-n consistent. 
The G.N.R. in (2.4) becomes 
y — x=X /? + error vector (2.67) 
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where x = p j , X = xj^p^j and /? = p - p. 
The O.L.S. estimates from this regression are 
h = ■T xr\ ir r X X X'[y-x (2.68) 
and thus the one-step (O.S.) estimator is simply given by 
P = P+Íi. (2.69) 
Taking a first-order Taylor-series approximation to xl p 1 around p , yields 
p-p (2.70) 
where xl P I = x. 
Substituting (2.20) and (2.70) into (2.68), the O.L.S. estimates h can be 
approximated by 
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b*[xT.x] Xr(x(p) + ç-4p)-^(p)(p-p)] 
«[xxj xTç-[xTxj ^7'^(p)[p-p) 
(2.71) 
Now, inserting appropriate powers on n so that ali quantities become O(l), one 
obtains 
n^bvin'' XT x\ n'^ XT ^-in^ XT xl XT x{\s) 
(2.72) 
= [,^xT (p)2r(p))"' Xr (p)Ç - (p- p) 
a 
where = means asymptotically equivalent, since 
n~' Xr X = A-fp) i n-'XT{fl)x(p) 
and also 
n'^ XT^ = n^X1'^ 
as a consequence of the consistency of (3. 
Taking into account (2.69) and (2.72) one can lhen easily conclude that 
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n/2 P = n''2 [3+ n '2 h 
= n^p+(«-'jrr(p)jr(p))"1«-^xr(p)ç-n^(p-p) 
= (n-'^r(p)4p)pr%r(p)i; + «% 
That is, 
«^(p-p)= (ír^^p)^)) ^-^^r(p)ç (2.73) 
or after taking the probability limit of u 1 A'7 (pjxfp), 
«•^(p- p)~^(o,w2 Plim(«",^r(p)x(p))'1) (2.74) 
II 
because, as (2.73) shows, the O.S. estimator (3, as defined in (2.69) and obtained 
after running G.N.R. (2.67) by O.L.S., is asymptotically equivalent to the N.L.S. 
estimator (3 and it must therefore have the same asymptotic distribution (cf. 
expression (2.17)). 
The interest of one-step estimation in the context of L.S. relies on the fact that it is 
sometimes easier to obtain root-n consistent but inefficient estimates than to 
obtain N.L.S. estimates. This will be, for example, the case if the nonlinear model 
is simply a restricted version of a linear model subject to nonlinear restrictions. In 
these circumstances, the initial unrestricted estimates can very easily be obtained 
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and then used as initial root-« consistcnt estimates to construct the G.N.R. in 
(2.67). 
One-step estimation can also be useful in the I.V. context as we will see in this 
subsection. A detailed discussion in this context seems unnecessary since the main 
results are not essentially different from those obtained for the L.S. case. We will 
therefore restrict ourselves to mention the analog I.V. expressions. 
Consider that one wants to estimate model (2.1) by N.L.I.V. using W as the set 
of instruments. Consider also that, for any particular reason, one has already 
available the I.V. estimates (3, which have been obtained using WD , a different set 
of instruments. 
It is easily seen that whereas expressions (2.69-70) remain the same, the 
expressions (2.67-8) and (2.71-73) should now be replaced by the following ones: 
y-x = PwXb + error (2.75) 
XTPwx\ XTPw[y-^] (2.76) b = \ / 
'x
TPwx] XTP^-[xTPwx] XT P^X^-Vj (2.77) b 
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n^b= [n^XT{v)P,vX{v)y\-y>XT{v)P^-nK[v-^ (2.78) 
and 
ny[líi-p)={n-'XT{f,)p„x(f!,))'\-yxT(p)ti. (2.79) 
It should therefore come as no surprise to learn that 
n^[p-(3]~iv|o,M'2Plim(H"'2rr(p)^jr(p))"1) (2.80) 
ti 
because, as (2.79) shows, the O.S. estimator p obtained after running G.N.R. 
(2.75) by O.L.S., is asymptotically equivalent to the N.L.I.V. estimator p and it 
must therefore have the same asymptotic distribution (cf. expression (2.14)). 
It is worth noting that the equivalence between the O.S. estimates based on the 
appropriate G.N.R. and either the N.L.S. or the N.L.I.V. estimates is only valid 
asymptotically. In finite samples the O.S. estimates may actually differ greatly. 
Thus, O.S. estimation makes more sense for large samples so that the initial 
consistent estimates are not far from the true values, and also where a nonlinear 
procedure may be too expensive. 
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2.3.2.2 Tests Based on the C(a) Principie 
Once again consider the models in (2.33) and (2.34) 
H0: y = jc(Pi.o) + í; 
Ha: >' = x(pi,P2) + 4. 
The G.N.R. assoeiated with the alternative model, when evaluated at restrieted 
arbitrary root-/2 eonsistent estimates (under the null) is either 
y-xR = X[Rbx + X2Rb2 + error vector (2.81) 
or 
y- xR = Pw X^b^ + Pw X2Rb2 + error vector (2.82) 
aecording to the context (either L.S. or I.V., respeetively). 
In turn, the G.N.R.'s assoeiated with the null model are, respeetively 
y - Xr = XXR hx + error vector (2.83) 
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and 
y - xR = Pw XXRhx + error vector . (2.84) 
In the above G.N.R.'s, xR , XXR and X2R have similar definitions as before. 
That is, 
Xr Xxr and X2R = 
Let us first consider the L.S. context. 
Define, 
/ ' , \ -i 
M,R=In-X,R X{rx,r X;r (2.85) 
so that 
^\R X\R — 0. (2.86) 
However, 
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MtR[y-x)j*{y-x^ (2.87) 
because, in general, 
X^\y-xR]*0. (2.88) 
That is, (3,^ will not in general satisfy the first-order conditions for N.L.S. 
estimates of the restricted model. 
Taking into consideration (2.86) and also the orthogonality condition between the 
regressors and the residuais of a regression run by O.L.S., it is still true that 
regression (2.81) will yield exactly the same S.S.R. as the regression 
M\Rí^y- = M1/? X2R b2 + error vector . (2.89) 
However, now the T.S.S.'s of the two regresslons will in general be different and 
thus, so it will be their E.S.S.'s. 
To obtain the E.S.S. of regression (2.81) let us first obtain its S.S.R.. 
In both regressions (2.81) and (2.89) 
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b2 — X2R M]R X2R] X2R M\Ri^y (2.90) 
and the S.S.R. from regression (2.81) can be obtained as the difference between 
the T.S.S. and the E.S.S. from regression (2.89), 
T 
r v-t y xR I MXR\y xR I b2 X2RM]RX2Rb2 (2.91) 
or substituting for (2.90), 
y-xRl MiRX2R 
^2R ^\R ^2R J ^2R XR 
(2.92) 
Finally, to obtain the E.S.S. from regression (2.81), take the difference between its 
T.S.S. and S.S.R., 
y-xRÍ MiR[y-xR) + 
t ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ' v1 ' 
r w v v T 
+
 yy xr) M]R XIRI X2R Mir Xiji j X2R M]Ryy xR 
y~x^) ^R[y-x^) + 
+
 Íy —^\R ^2R\ ^2R ^\R ■^2R\ ^2R^\R\y~XR 
■ \ t . . r ■ . • V1 ' 
T w ^ xr T 
(2.93) 
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where 
P\r XXR\^X\RX^Rj XXR . (2.94) 
The first term oí expression (2.93) is easily seen to be the E.S.S. from regression 
(2.83) which is in general not zero because X]R has still some explanatory power 
for y-xR (cf. (2.88)). 
The difference between the E.S.S.'s from regressions (2.81) and (2.83) is in turn 
the second term of expression (2.93). That is, 
[y-x„] M,sX1R[xlRM,RX2^ XT1RM,R[y-x^ (2.95) 
can still be interpreted as the increase in the E.S.S. (or the reduction in the S.S.R.) 
of regression (2.81) brought about by the inclusion of X2R . 
Apart trom the fact that this last expression is evaluated at restricted root-n 
consistent estimates ((3^ ,0) rather than at the restricted N.L.S. estimates (P1/? ,0), 
the expression looks like expression (2.42).16 
lf
' Notice that expression (2.42) could be rewritten as 
(t — M XrX2r{kX1rM \rX2R} X2R M^y — Xr^ , since (y — X ^ ) = M]R (y — ] 
(cf.(2.39)). 
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Now, from the last subsection we know that 
n (2.96) 
where p^p+Z? is the O.S. estimator, b is the O.L.S. estimate of b from (2.81) 
and p is the unrestricted N.L.S. estimate. Since p2/{ = 0, we have that P2/í =b2 
and thus 
It should therefore come as obvious that a pseudo-F test for b2=0 from G.N.R. 
(2.81) is equivalent to a test for P2 = 0 and asymptotically the same as the 
pseudo-F test previously described and based on the L.M. principie (cf. (2.43)). 
Also, when b2 is a scalar, the corresponding pseudo-r statistic from G.N.R. (2.81) 
can only be as equally valid as it was when based in the L.M. principie. Notice, 
however, that there is a crucial argument here. That is, both statistics use now the 
S.S.R. from regression (2.81) to estimate w2. This must therefore be a consistent 
estimate for w2. In fact, despite (2.88), under the null hypothesis p2 = 0, 
(2.97) 
(2.98) 
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which is simply a consequence of the consistency of under the null. In other 
words, under the null, the G.N.R. (2.81) should have no explanatory power 
asymptotically. 
On the contrary, the (n - /: + pjR] from G.N.R. (2.81) is not a valid statistic since 
the equality between expressions (2.43) and (2.44), obtained in subsection 2.3.1, 
does not hold now in general. As we stressed before, XXR still has some ability to 
explain y - xR in general, and thus expression (2.93) is in general different from 
(2.95). 
As an alternative, one could however construct a valid test statistic as (n-k)Rl 
from (2.81) minus {n-k)Rl from (2.83), which would still have a X2[p) 
distribution.17 
Whichever the choice, one can conclude that, unlike the tests based on the L.M. 
principie, these type of tests (based on the C(a) principie) always require 
estimation of two G.N.R/s - one associated with lhe unrestricted model and other 
associated with the null model. Both G.N.R.'s must be evaluated at restricted 
consistem root-/2 estimates under the null. Therefore, like for the tests based on the 
L.M. principie, estimation of the unrestricted model is ncver required. 
nConsidcration of the same small sample corrcction guarantees a unique consistem estimate of 
W ".which is slrictly lhe same as for the F-tcst proposed above. 
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As we have emphasised before, these conclusions are perfectly valid even if one 
wants to test any set of (nonlinear) restrictions. The way one considers the 
restrictions is just a question of reparametrization. 
We also said that a particular reasonable motivation for O.S. estimation would 
exist if the nonlinear model is simply a restricted version of a linear model subject 
to nonlinear restrictions. In this case, restricted estimates may be obtained 
substituting for the unrestricted O.L.S. estimates in the nonlinear set of 
restrictions. These restricted estimates, which would also be root-zz consistent 
under the null could then be used as initial estimates to construct the appropriate 
G.N.R/s.. 
Motivation for O.S. estimation, and therefore for C(a) tests, is however most 
present in the I.V. context. In this context it can easily happens that the regression 
function for the alternative model depends on more strictly exogenous variables 
than the regression function for the null model. In this circumstances the matrix of 
instruments fV, that one would have to use to estimate the G.N.R. associated 
with the alternative model, would have more columns than the one actually used 
to estimate the null, say fVfí. It could even be the case that consistent estimation 
of the null model does not require the use of I.V.. Moreover, and most interesting 
for the sake of this thesis, if lhe two models are nonnested models, then the 
recommended sets of instruments to be used will certainly be different sets, say 
IVxj and . Thus, to compute a test based on the L.M. principie, one would 
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have to reestimate the null model again, using the most comprehensive set of 
instruments W . Using a test based on the C(a) principie, as we will see, is still a 
strictly valid alternative to avoid reestimation of the null model if one uses the 
proper G.N.R.'s to conduct the tests. 
The treatment of this case is similar to the L.S. case and the final result is not 
fundamentally different. However, to make sure that there is no misleading 
generalisation of the equations presented for the L.S. case, we will repeat the 
reasoning. 
Consider then G.N.R/s (2.82) and (2.84) previously defined. Define now 
(2.99) 
so that 
M]RPfVX]R=0 (2.100) 
but still 
(2.101) 
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because, in general, will not satisfy the first-order conditions for N.L.I.V. 
estimation of the restricted model. That is, 
Certainly this will be the case if to estimate the null model one has used either 
, JV#, (or no set of instruments at ali), rather than fV, the comprehensive set of 
instruments. 
Taking into consideration (2.100) and also the orthogonality condition between 
the regressors and the residuais of a regression run by O.L.S., it is still true that 
regression (2.82) will yield exactly the same S.S.R. as the regression 
x^j = M]R Pw X2Rb2 + error vector. (2.103) 
The two regressions will also in general have different T.S.S.'s and thus also 
different E.S.S/s. 
In both regressions, 
(2.102) 
(2.104) 
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and thus, the difference between the T.S.S. and the E.S.S. from regression (2.103) 
is given by 
y A'/íl í.v M\r Pw Xir 
\ -1 
X2R Pw MXR PW X2R Xir Pw M^R\y xR 
(2.105) 
which is still the S.S.R. from regression (2.82). 
Finally, taking the difference between the T.S.S. and the S.S.R. from regression 
(2.82) one similarly obtains 
y j P\Á,y M\rPwx2r 
(2.106) 
X2R PW M\R Pyy X 2R I X2R Pyy M XR\y — X R 
where 
^r = PwXxr\XIrPwXxr\ X^Pw. (2.107) 
Given the new definition of PXr , this is the I.V. analog expression of (2.93). A 
similar interpretation can therefore be offered in the I.V. context for the above 
expression. The first term of expression (2.106) is easily still seen as the E.S.S. 
from regression (2.84) which is in general not zero because Pw XXr has still some 
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explanatory power for y-xR (cf. (2.102)). Also, the difference between the 
E.S.S.'s from regressions (2.82) and (2.84) is given by the second term of 
expression (2.106), 
P\v M\R Pw X2R^ X2r Pw MXRí^y — (2.108) 
which can again be inteipreted as the increase in the E.S.S. (or the reduction in the 
S.S.R.) of regression (2.82) brought about by the inclusion of Plf, X2R . 
From the last subsection we also know that 
= «'
2(P-P) (2.109) 
u 
where p = p+ò is the O.S. estimator, h is the O.L.S. estimate of b from (2.82) 
and P is the unrestricted N.L.I.V. estimate. 
Therefore 
«^(è2-p2) =n!2(p2~P2) (2.110) 
II 
since for p2/í = bj for P2^ = 0. 
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Taking now into consideration the consistency of p]/f under the null, then 
despite the fact that in general the first-order conditions will not be satisfied. 
Therefore, either a pseudo-F statistic for b2 = from G.N.R. (2.82) (a pseudo-/ 
statistic, if b2 is a scalar) or the difference between nR] from G.N.R. (2.82) and 
nR] from G.N.R. (2.84) would be valid testing procedures also in the I.V. 
context. 
On the contrary, the nR] from G.N.R (2.82) would not be a valid statistic since 
the equality in (2.56), obtained in subsection 2.3.1, does not hold in general in this 
context. 
2.3.3 Final Comments 
Two last comments before we put an end to this chapter. 
(2.111) 
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1. The choice among tests often depends on which test has a finite-sample 
distribution better approximated by its large-sample distribution. 
For example, among the tests based on the L.M. principie, there is some 
evidence that the F-test should be preferred to the corresponding version based 
on nR] (see Kiviet (1986)). 
On the other hand, as we said before, O.S. estimation and therefore testing 
procedures based on the C(a) principie makes more sense for large samples. 
The fact that the restricted initial estimates are root-n consistem under the null 
does not prevent them from being extremely inefficient in finite-samples. 
Therefore, the O.S. estimates may still differ greatly from the true values of the 
parameters to be estimated. 
The use of testing procedures based on the C(a) principie is however most 
interesting when testing restrictions in the I.V. context because it allows us to 
relax the use of a unique set of instruments. Finite Sample Theory and Monte 
Carlo evidence suggest in fact that an 'excessive' number of instruments to 
estimate a model by I.V. increases the bias of the I.V. estimator (see Davidson 
and MacKinnon (1993, chapter 7) and the references within). This is an 
inevitable consequence of the I.V. estimator approaching the O.L.S. estimator 
as PWX approaches X. Moreover, when the 'extra' instruments have little 
ability to explain the offending regressors, the I.V. estimators may be 
extremely inefficient. This harmful effect may be importam when forcing the 
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use oí comprehensive set of instruments to reestimate the null model. This 
argument is against the use of L.M. procedures in the context of nonnested 
models estimated by I.V., specially if the sample size is large so that the initial 
root-n consistent estimates are likely to be close to the true values of the 
parameters to be estimated. 
2. The methodology so far discussed is 
diagnostic tests. In this case, if the 
G.N.Rfs in (2.35), (2.45) and (2.81-4) 
^ ^ ^ 
y — x = Xb + Zc + error vector 
y-x = PlyXb + PiyZc+ error vector 
y — x = Xb + Zc+ error vector 
y- x = Ply Xb + PiV Zc+ error vector 
y - x = X b + error vector 
y — x=PwXb+ error vector 
also strictly valid for the construction of 
model to be tested is model (2.1), the 
should be replaced, respectively, by 
(2.112) 
(2.113) 
(2.114) 
(2.115) 
(2.116) 
(2.117) 
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with the n x p Z matrix to be evaluated at N.L.S. (3, N.L.I.V. p or at any 
root-« consistent estimates under the null p. This matrix Z must also satisfy 
the same regularity conditions as ^(p) and might or might not actually depend 
on p. Also, in the G.N.R/s (2.112) and (2.114) it is assumed that 
would tend to a zero vector, whereas in the G.N.R.'s (2.113) and (2.115) W 
must be a valid instrument set for the null model. 
Implicitly, of course, Z must correspond to the matrix X2 for some 
unrestricted model that includes model (2.1) as a special case. This will be, for 
example, the case for nonnested models, where the comprehensive model is 
simply an extended version of the null model under testing. 
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CHAPTER 3 
LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS WITH AUTOREGRESSIVE ERRORS 
3.1 Introduction 
Most of the issues involved in estimating models with, and testing for, serial 
correlation will be clarified by the discussion of the AR(1) case. This is also by far 
the most popular error process in applied econometric work. We will restrict our 
attention to first-order autoregressive errors. There will be no loss of generality 
since ali the results carry over to higher order processes in an obvious fashion. 
Consider the model 
.y, =*, P + w, ; ul=put_x+^t ; ~ IID ('O.w2; (3.1) 
where x, is row t of matrix X,t= 1,2,..., n, and p is a Â:-dimensional vector. 
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Because 
"/-i = .>Vi --Vi P (3.2) 
model (3.1) can be rewritten as 
7, = a-, p + p {y^ - p ) + Ç, ; Ç, ~ IID (0,w2) (33) 
which is spherical, that is with well-behaved disturbance terms, but nonlinear in the 
parameters since the regression function is 
a;(P,P) = a, p + p Ov, - A,,, P ) (3.4) 
depending on p as well as on p in a nonlinear fashion. 
It is therefore justifiable to appeal for a nonlinear estimation method and for the use 
ol the corresponding G.N.R. to make valid inference about the model. Happily, the 
results we have already obtained in the previous chapter will allow us to handle 
most of the issues under analysis in this chapter (as well as in the following 
chapters). 
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3.2 Least Squares Estiniation 
Provided X does not contain any current endogenous variable, assuming the 
stationarity condition |p | < 1 and dropping the first observation for both y and ali 
the variables in X, it seems natural to estimate model (3.3) by N.L.S. and to make 
inference about it by using the corresponding G.N.R., as firstly advocated by 
Davidson and MacKinnon (1980 b). 
The N.L.S. may be obtained by minimising, with respect to (p,p) the criterion 
function 
y-x'(P,p)] [y-x'(P,p)] 
= [y-[Xf> + p (y,, - .T, P )]}7 {y - [ Ap + p (y., - P )]} (3.5) 
where y_1 has typical element y,,, and hàs typical row . 
The first-order conditions are then given by 
y A-p +p 1 y., - Ar_1 p = 0 (3.6) 
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and the corresponding G.N.R. is 
y- 
A A 
A-p +p + error vector (3.7) 
or 
A 1 A f A 
A, P y,-\ 1 ^ - P J P - I x, - p xl_] jh + r\ - xl_] p J + error term ; 
where 
t = 2,n (3.8) 
A N A A 
A,-PA,-,-Ur-P V.J P = ^ 
^ - p = 
ax;(p,i 
ap 
(p,p)= P.P 
" 5<((3,p) 
y,-, -^-iP = õp 
(p.p)= P,p 
= U,-\ 
and A denotes, as before, N.L.S. estimates. 
This regression can be used as the basis for an algorithm to minimise the criterion 
function in (3.5): the convergence process to be stopped as soon as the O.L.S. 
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estimates h and r are not statistically different from zero, that is to say, vvhen the 
G.N.R. has no explanatory power. 
Under suitable regularity conditions plus the assumptions described above, the 
N.L.S. estimators for p and p will be consistent, asymptotically efficient and 
asymptotically normal with a covariance matrix consistentiy estimated by the 
estimated covariance matrix of the O.L.S. estimators for h and r in the G.N.R.. 
In fact, a particularisation of the general result given in equation (2.17) yields 
(n-\y p-p A 
í>-p 
/V , w2 Plim («-1) 
-i (jr-pxJV-pz,) {x-px^fu^ 
u/{x-pxj 
(3.9) 
T W_, u_x 
whereas the covariance estimate produced by the G.N.R. will be given by 
4T ç 
n- k - 2 
X-pX_A {x-pX_) (x-px) u-i 
U-\ u-\ u-^X-pX^ 
-! 
(3.10) 
where u-\ has typical element u,-\ and u-\ has typical element u,-\. 
It is obvious that g
T
 ^ 
n-k-2 
consistentiy estimate vv2. Note that since the G.N.R. 
(3.8) has no explanatory power, the R.S.S. will be exactly the same as the T.S.S. in 
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A A 
that G.N.R.. Also, p and p consistently estimate p and p. Therefore, n-1 times 
the covariance matrix estimate in (3.10) estimates consistently the covariance 
matrix of {n - l) 
P-P 
A 
P-P 
. In other words, the covariance matrix estimate produced 
by the G.N.R. estimates consistently the covariance matrix of p-p A 
P-P 
, which is the 
matrix whose estimation we are interested in. 
One could also make valid inference about the N.L.S. estimates using the following 
simplified version of the G.N.R. (say S.G.N.R.) 
y,-p y,-, = *, - P b + /" ^,-1 - *,-i P + error term ; í = 2, ..., n (3.11) 
which would report the same estimates for the variances of the O.L.S. estimates of 
b and r since both regressions have the same regressors and also the same residuais. 
The second part of this statement is not so obvious, but it can easily be proved. 
First notice that the O.L.S. estimate r in the G.N.R. (3.8) is the same as the one we 
obtain running the S.G.N.R. (3.11) (say rs ) since 
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(3.12) 
In other words, rs also equals zero in the S.G.N.R.(3.11). Secondly, the O.L.S. 
o A 
estimate of b in the S.G.N.R.(3.11) (say bs ) is precisely p, the N.L.S. estimate. In 
fact, in (3.8), the O.L.S. estimate of b, which is identically zero, is given by 
0 y y f A ^ )"V A ^ i b = Ma 
' M-l 
1
 
CL
 
1
 T
 
CL
 
1
 M. 
i/_i 
V - V / 
A
 \ ( A V 
=1 
[X-pX^ 
«-I 
CL
 
1
 T
 
Cl
 
1
 
J 7 n-1 
where MA is the matrix that projects onto the orthogonal complement of «_]. 
Therefore 
X-pX_,j [x-pX^M. [y-py_; 
which is the O.L.S. estimate bs in the S.G.N.R.(3.11). Hence, the residuais in 
(3.11) are just the regressand in (3.8), or the residuais in (3.11) are just the residuais 
in (3.8) since the G.N.R.(3.8) has no explanatory power. 
M 
X-px_x 
is the matrix that projects onto the orthogonal complement ot \ X - p X 
-V ' 
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Note that apart from the necessary regularity conditions mentioned in section 2.2., 
the stationarity condition must hold. Otherwise standard results about N.L.S., in 
particular the asymptotic normality theorem, would no longer apply. In practice the 
A 
N.L.S. estimate p may be greater than 1, or although smaller, still very close to 1 
(in absolute value); one should treat this as evidence of model inadequacy. 
On the other hand, losing one observation makes no difference asymptotically.2 We 
are therefore assuming the sample size is reasonably large. 
Under these circumstances, however, it may not be worth the time to obtain N.L.S. 
estimates, because O.S. estimates are asymptotically equivalent and thus quite an 
adequate alternative. 
Consider then any vector of root-/í consistent estimates for model (3.3). It is 
known from subsection 2.3.2.1. that 
a { a A 
P.pj =1 P.pJ+(AH = I p,p (3.13) 
7 
"" On lhe contrary setting the first observation equal to zero would imply that w, rather than ^, is 
lhe error term for observation 1. It would therefore no longer be appropriate simply to use N.L.S. to 
estimate model (3.3) as heteroskedasticity would have bcen crcated (observation 1 would have 
varianee W2 / (l — p2) rather than w2)- 
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where are the O.S. estimates, (^,pj are the N.L.S. estimates, {b>r\ are the 
O.L.S. estimates of [b,r) in the following G.N.R. 
y, ~ P^z-i ~ (x/ ~ Px/-i) P = - P^-i)^ + r{y,-\ - xt-\ p) + error term ; 
t = 2,...,n (3.14) 
a 
and = means asymptotically equivalent. 
Once again, using the corresponding S.G.N.R. version 
^-P^., =[xt-pxl_^b + r[yl_]-xl_l$j+error term ; t = 2,...,n (3.15) 
would produce exactly the same O.L.S. estimate of r and therefore the same O.S. 
estimate of p. However, using the S.G.N.R. version would have the advantage of 
producing (directly) the O.S. estimate (3 as being bs , the O.L.S. estimate of b in 
this simplified version of the G.N.R.. 
In fact, in (3.15), 
bs = X -pX_ M. [X-pX^ 
"-i 
X -pX_A M. \y-py_ (3.16) 
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where u-\ has typical element ut-\ and M. is the matrix that projects onto the 
orthogonal complement of u-\. 
On the other hand, in the G.N.R. (3.14), 
b = X-pX_A M. X -p X_ X-pX, M. y-py^-lX-pX.Ap 
X-pX^ M. X-pX.A M. 1 y-py_l ) -P • (3.17) 
As from (3.13), p = p +ò,thatisò = p -p, one may conclude that 
ff 
P = X -pX^ 1 M. \X-pX_ 
-i 
X-pX_A M. \y-py_A (3.18) 
which is expression (3.16), the O.L.S. estimate bs in (3.15). 
Also, as è = p - p in (3.14), the O.L.S. residuais from that regression will be given 
by 
X-PL,-,-U-p-V, Jp -[x.-px^ b-r ly^-^.p 
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= >',-p^-i-1^-p^-ijP +^,-p^-ijP -r \y,-x-x,-^) 
= y,-py,-í-[x,-px,-]v P) (3-i9) 
which are also the O.L.S. residuais from regression (3.15) since in that regression , 
a 
as we have shown, bs = (3 and the O.L.S. estimate of r is the same as the one 
produced by (3.14). 
Therefore, the O.S. estimators for [5 and p which are consistent, asymptotically 
efficient and asymptotically normal (cf.(2.74)), will have its covariance matrix 
consistently estimated by the estimated covariance matrix of the O.L.S. estimates of 
b and r , no matter the version of the G.N.R. one may use (either (3.14) or (3.15)).3 
Of course, the fact that O.S. estimators based on either version of the G.N.R. are 
asymptotically equivalent to N.L.S. estimators does not imply that the former will 
have finite-sample properties similar to those of the latter. Even under the crucial 
assumption that the model is correctly specified, a great deal depends on the quality 
of the initial consistent estimates (as emphasised in subsection 2.3.2.1.). 
The question is therefore how to obtain those initial consistent estimates. Previously 
we have assumed that X does not contain any current endogenous variable. If we 
3
 The covariance estimate produced by hoth G.N.R.'s is similar to lhe one given in (3.10) 
(with A replaced by ' everywhcre). 
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assume that X does not contain any lagged dependent variable either, the answer to 
lhe question is quite obvious. 
First, one should run by O.L.S. the regression 
y, = *, P + error term ; t=\,2,...,n (3.20) 
to obtain inefficient but consistent (initial) estimates of P. Then, using the O.L.S. 
residuais 
u
l
=yl-xlf> ; '= 1.2, ...,n (3.21) 
which are consistent, one should run the O.L.S. regression 
u, = P",-] + error term ; í = 2,..., n (3.22) 
to obtain the (initial) consistent estimate of p. . 
Estimating p in this way implies that U-\ will be orthogonal to the regressand in 
G.N.R.(3.14). In fact, p has been obtained by minimising the criterion function 
iSiS = I u— pw-i j lw-pH_, j 
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y-Xfi-ply^-X^f, y - Xfi- p [y^ - X^ p (3.23) 
with fírst-order conditions 
■ \ t 
7-. " XP y-Xfi-p I y^ - X^ p = 0 (3.24) 
Despite that, the O.L.S. estimate r in the G.N.R.(3.14) will still in general be 
different from zero. It would be identically zero, if and only if either w_, is also 
orthogonal to X -pX_] or X -pX_] is also orthogonal to the regressand. 
However, as X only comprises exogenous variables, w,, will be independem of X, 
which implies that 
Plim //—>co [n-\y\X-pX_A u-\ = 0. (3.25) 
In these circumstances, as we will now show , the estimate of the variance of the 
O.L.S. estimate bR given by the following restricted version of the S.G.N.R. (say 
R.S.G.N.R.) 
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y, ~ P y,-] = [xi ~P xt-] J ^ + error term 5 t = 2, ...,n (3.26) 
will be asymptotically the same as the estimate given by both h and hs in 
G.N.R.(3.14) and in its simplified version, the S.G.N.R. in (3.15), respectively. 
In the last two cases, the estimated covariance matrix of b (also of bs ) is given by 
the upper left-hand block of the matrix 
SSR\ b,r 
n — k — 2 
X-pXA íx-px) íx-px) u., 
U-\ U-\ u-^X-pX, 
(3.27) 
where, as we have already shown, SSR[b,rj = SSR\jbs,r^j (the sum-of-squares of 
the residuais in (3.19)), whereas the estimated covariance matrix of hR from 
regression (3.26) is simply given by 
SSR[b 
n-k-\ 
X-pX_A \X-pX_ (3.28) 
Because of (3.25),(«-1) 1 times lhe second factor in (3.27) will be asymptotically 
blockdiagonal and therefore the estimated covariance matrix of both b and bs in 
the two versions of the G.N.R. reduces to 
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SSR\ b,r 
n — k — 2 
X-pX_, \ \X-pX_ 
-1 
(3.29) 
Moreover, is now reasonably clear that asymptotically, the O.L.S. estimates of b in 
(3.16) and (3.17) collapse, respectively, to 
bs = X-pX, I X -pX_ 
-i 
x
-Px-\] [y-py- 
(3.30) 
= bI 
and 
b = X -p X^ I [X-pX_ X-pX,, y-py_, -P 
(3.31) 
= p-p=is-p 
That is, the O.S. estimate [3 given by G.N.R.(3.14) which is in general the same as 
the O.L.S. estimate bs in the S.G.N.R.(3.15), is also asymptotically the same as the 
O.L.S. estimate bR that one would obtain running the R.S.G.N.R.(3.26). 
On the other hand , the residuais are exactly the same in (3.14) and (3.15) and equal 
to 
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-P^ (3.32) 
because, taking into account (3.25), r will be asymptotically zero in (3.19). 
These are precisely the residuais we would obtain running by O.L.S. the regression 
in (3.26) since hR in that regression equals p , as equation (3.31) shows. 
Therefore, as the different corrections for the degrees of freedom are also negligible 
asymptotically, SSR^b,^ = SSR[b^j , and we must conclude that inference based 
upon model (3.26) is perfectly valid, provided X only comprises exogenous 
variables. 
Under this crucial condition, it is now easily seen that in the context of N.L.S. it 
would be perfectly valid, as well, to make asymptotic inference based upon the 
restricted version of (3.11) 
y, -p yt-\ = - p Vi) b +error term ; ^ = •••»n- (3.33) 
Hence, provided X only comprises exogenous variables there is no real advantage in 
using a G.N.R. to make inference based on N.L.S. or O.S. estimates since (3.33) 
and (3.26) , respectively, are perfectly valid to do so. The difference between the 
final O.L.S. regression to be run after a Cochrane-Orcutt procedure as in (3.33) and 
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the simple O.S. estimation as in (3.26) will be confined to the small sample 
performance4 as asymptotically they are equivalent. 
3.3 Instrumental Variable Estimation 
Let us now assume that X contains eilher current endogenous variables or lagged 
dependent variables or even variables of both types. Whichever the case, the O.L.S. 
regression (3.20) does not produce consistent initial estimates of p . 
There are two different sources of inconsistency, one from the fact that X may 
contain lagged dependent variables in the presence of serially correlated 
disturbances, and the other from the fact that X may contain current endogenous 
variables. These deserve separate treatmcnt. 
Consider the former case first. 
One possible way to overcome the problem is, as before, to use N.L.S. estimates of 
the transformed model in (3.3). Note that the presence of y_] as well as of lagged 
dependent variables in X is now irrelevant given the sphericality of the model. 
4 
Evcn the N.L.S. estimates from (3.33) enlail some loss of finite sample performance relative to a 
full M.L. estimation, because of the difference in the treatment of starting values. 
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In other words, the transformation of the model gets rid of the serial correlation 
problem which was, in the presence of lagged dependent variables, the source of the 
correlation between those variables and the disturbances ut in model (3.1). 
Therefore, as long as we are prepared to apply N.L.S., does not really matter 
whether the original model contains lagged dependent variables or not. 
Provided X does not contain any current endogenous variable, assuming stationarity 
conditions not only for p but also for the coefficicnts of the lagged dependent 
variables 5 and dropping as many observations for y and ali the variables in X as the 
order of the highest lag, the N.L.S. estimates will be consistent, asymptotically 
normal and asymptotically efficient. However, in the presence of lagged dependent 
variables in X, inference about the N.L.S. estimates based upon regression (3.33) is 
no longer valid and consequently we must use the G.N.R. or its simplified version, 
namely to obtain the correct estimates of the variances. 
On the other hand, if we prefer to apply a O.S. estimator, dynamics will imply a 
different solution, eventually the necessity for I.V. estimation to find initial 
consistent root-« estimates of (3 and p. 
A proper discussion of ali these aspects is the main objective of the next section. 
5
 The roots oí" the polynomial which defines the difference equation in y must lie outside the unit 
circle. 
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3.3.1 The Dynamic Adjustment Model 
Consider the general formulation in (3.1), in which now X implicitly contains one 
or more lagged dependent variables. Either using the G.N.R. (3.8) or its simplified 
version, the S.G.N.R.(3.11), the reported estimated covariance matrix for the N.L.S. 
estimates of p and p will be given by 
SSR[b,'rj 
n — k — 2 
X-9XA \X-pXA \X-9X_x w-, 
A-pA , 
(3.34) 
11U-\ 
where, as we have shown before, SSp{b,r^ = SSp{bs,r^ also in the context of 
L.S.. 
On the other hand, the estimated covariance matrix for bR from regression (3.33) 
is simply given by 
SSR\b 
n-k-\ 
X-pX_A \X-pX_ (3.35) 
The presence in X of any lagged dependent variable or any other variable that may 
be correlated with u_], invalidates the orthogonality condition 
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Plim /I— (n-\y\X-pX.] u. = 0 (3.36) 
and therefore lhe block-diagonality of (3.34). 
Hence, lhe estimated covariance matrix of h (also of bs ) in either lhe G.N.R. (3.8) 
or in its simplified version (3.11) should be written as 
SSr{ b,r 
n-k-2 
X-pX_i] [X-pX_ 
"-i 
-i 
(3.37) 
The comparison between this expression and (3.35) justifies our earlier statement 
that inference based on regression (3.33) might be misleading. The reason is that 
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(3.38) 
is Positive-Semidefinite and in turn SSR[b,rJ = RSR^b^J since lhe G.N.R.(3.8)will 
o A 
have no explanatory power and, in lhe R.S.G.N.R.(3.33), lhe N.L.S. 
estimate. 
Therefore, apart lhe negligible asymptotic effect of using different degrees of 
freedom in lhe denominator of lhe statistic that estimates w2, one may conclude 
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that the standard errors reported by regression (3.33) will be too small even 
asymptotically.6 
Let us now turn our attention to the O.S. estimation of the dynamic adjustment 
model. 
First note that model (3.3) can be rewritten as 
Hence, if we are able to find a consistent estimate p to substitute for p, we can 
then find a consistent estimate of p, from O.L.S. applied to the R.S.G.N.R. in 
(3.26). 
But, as we have been emphasising, if X comprises lagged dependent variables or 
any other variable correlated with w_,, the estimation of p is not independent of the 
estimation of p. Therefore, the initial root-zr consistent estimates p and p should 
be used in either the G.N.R. (3.14) or in its simplified version, the S.G.N.R. in 
(3.15) so that valid (asymptotic) inference can be conducted based upon them 7. On 
the contrary, (asymptotic) inference simply based upon the R.S.G.N.R. version in 
6
 As a matter of fact, the differcnce in lhe different corrections for lhe degrees of freedom will 
reinforcc this cffect for finite samples. 
7
 The proof for the O.S. ease is on lhe same lines as for N.L.S. presented earlier. 
(3.39) 
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(3.26) will be misleading since that regression will report a wrong estimate of the 
a 
covariance matrix of (3. 
It might seem that we could obtain consistent estimates of bolh [3 and p estimating 
by O.L.S. 
y,=py,-x+x$+x,-j+t„ ; ~nD(oV) (3.40) 
where y = -p[3. 
However, as some of the coefficients in this model may not be identifiable, that will 
rarely be the case. For example, a constant term might be included in X and 
therefore in ; Then, one of the parameters in [3 and one of the parameters in y 
cannot be separately identified. 
To avoid this specific situation, consider the alternative specification of model 
(3.3), 
yt =a + xlP> + p(yl_l -a-*,., p ) + §, 
or 
y, =CL{l-p) + pyt_l+xlf> + xl_]y + ^l ; ^~IID(o,w2) (3.41) 
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If ali the lags of the dependent variable included in X are greater than one, the 
estimated coefficient of _y_1 provides a consistent estimate of p. Unfortunately, the 
absence of the first lag in X is not so common. 
For example, consider that X comprises the two regressors y_x and z with 
corresponding coefficients (3, and P2. Model (3.41) becomes 
y, =a(l-p) + p^-i +P1JV1 +P2Z, -pPjZ,^ +5, 
or 
y, =«(l-p) + (p+Pl)^M -pPl^-2 +P2Z, -pp2Z,-l +5, (3.42) 
whose corresponding unrestricted version is given by 
7, = S,+Ô2^/_i+Ô3^_2+642,+Ô5Zf_i+Ç,. n (3.43) 
As there are five regression coefficients in this unrestricted version, one more than 
in the restricted model (3.42), there are several ways to obtain a consistent estimate 
of p using the consistent unrestricted O.L.S parameter estimates. The easiest is to 
obtain 
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05 
P = -— (3.44) 
04 
from the last two relationships ô4 = p: and ô5 = -PP2 • 
Since in many cases the original model will have more than one regressor like z, the 
increasing degree of arbitrariness used to estimate p is a drawback of this 
procedure. 
A completely different approach would be to run regression (3.20) by I.V. to first 
obtain consistent estimates of p and then to use the I.V. residuais in the usual way 
to estimate p consistently (see Hatanaka (1980)). 
Formally, to obtain p, the I.V. estimate of P, we can run instead by O.L.S. the 
regression 
yt = x, P + error term s (3.45) 
where x, is row íof matrix X = PWX and P]V projects orthogonally onto W, 
a suitable matrix of instruments. Then, use the I.V. residuais 
u,=yl-xl$ (3.46) 
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which are consistent, to run a second O.L.S. regression 
u, = Ç)u,-i + error term (3.47) 
to obtain a consistent estimate of p .8 
Estimating p in this way once again implies that u-\ will be orthogonal to the 
regressand in the G.N.R. (3.14), since p is still obtained by minimising the 
criterion function in (3.23). 
The only difference is that given the initial I.V. estimation of p, that criterion 
function now incorporates I.V. rather than O.L.S. residuais. 
Despite that, as we stressed before, the O.L.S. estimate r in the G.N.R.(3.14) (and 
the O.L.S. estimate bs in the G.N.R.(3.15)) will be neither in general nor 
asymptotically equal to zero if X comprises lagged dependent variables. 
Ali this has been carefully proved in the context of L.S. estimation and now easily 
generalised to a context in which an initial consistent estimate of p is obtained by 
I.V.. 
g 
The number of observations thal wc lose in ali the regressions involved (regression (3.20) 
included) is given by lhe highest order of the lags considercd as instruments. A valid alternative 
would be to set equal to zero the unobserved values as neccssary: that will not affect the consistency 
of the initial eslimates. 
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Dynamics is mostly relevant in the sense that invalidates the inference commonly 
based upon the restricted version either in (3.26) or in (3.33), that is, regardless we 
may use O.S. or N.L.S. estimation. 
To conclude this section a final note. In equation (3.45) the instrumental variables 
(the columns of X) are the columns of predicted values from the O.L.S. 
regressions of each column of X on W. Including in W at least ali the exogenous 
variables in X, so that for those variables the predicted values are actually their 
actual values, allows us to interpret the O.L.S. regression (3.45) as being a 
regression where only the lagged dependent variables have been substituted by 
instrumental variables. The fact that other variables than the exogenous variables in 
X (and some of their lags) might be included in the set of instruments brings back 
the question of arbitrariness. An element of it is indeed also involved in this 
procedure, because the initial consistent estimates will depend on the instruments 
used. 
Before commenting further on this issue, let us bring the other source of 
inconsistency referred to, that is, the case in which the inconsistency of the O.L.S. 
estimation of regression (3.20) is rather due to the presence of current endogenous 
variables in the matrix X. 
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3.3.2 Current Endogenous Variables as Explanatory Variables 
This is a more fundamentally different case since (even) the application of N.L.S. to 
model (3.3) would not guarantee consistent estimates. The reason is that the 
existing correlation between the endogenous elements in x, and u, may still 
remain between those elements and Ç,. 
Therefore, model (3.3) has to be estimated by N.L.I.V.. 
The N.L.I.V. estimates may be obtained by minimising with respect to (P,p) the 
criterion function 
(^-x'(P,p))7 P(K(^-x'(P,p)) 
= -[AT3 + p (y_x - X_x £)]}' Plv{y-[xf> + p (y^ - p )]} (3.48) 
Which is the I.V. analog version of the criterion function given in (3.5). 
The first-order conditions for this minimisation are given by 
X-pX_, ^.-AT.P P^y- X$+ç> T-.-^.P -0 (3.49) 
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and the corresponding G.N.R. is 
y xp+p (^-X.P) = p.. X-pX_, ^.-x.p + error vector (3.50) 
or 
y, -Pyt-i - {xt "P V.) P = + p) + error term (3.51) 
where 
y,-py,-p x,-i P = Ç, 
x
,-,-p x,-, = 
ô<(p,P) 
ep 
(P.p) = lp.p 
y,-,-x,-,P = 
s x;(p,p) 
õp 
(p,p)= P,p 
x,, x^, and yi_l denotes the corresponding row of X = PWX, X_^ = PWX_x and 
y_l = Pwy^ respectively, x] the corresponding row of X' = PWX', and ~ denotes, 
as before, N.L.I.V. estimates. 
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The G.N.R. in (3.51) is the one to be used for an algorithm to minimise the criterion 
function in (3.48) where the convergence process is to be stopped as soon as the 
O.L.S. estimates b and r are not statistically different from zero. 
Under suitable regularity conditions mentioned in section 2.2., given a suitable set 
of instruments W, assuming lp | < 1 and losing some observations for both y and ali 
the variablcs in X 9 the N.L.I.V. estimators will be consistent and asymptotically 
normal with a covariance matrix consistently estimated by the estimated covariance 
matrix of the O.L.S. estimators for b and r in the G.N.R. (3.51). 
The O.L.S. estimate of b in the G.N.R., which is identically zero, will be given by 
b = X-pX^ M 
y.rx-\V 
X-pX^ X-pX^ M 
y.rX-xV 
y-py^ -\X-pX_ 
X- p X_i I M X-pX X-pX_A M T-PT-, -P (3 
since 
9
 The number of observations thal we lose is given by the highest order of the lags considered as 
instruments. 
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X-pX.J M, , AX-pX^^[X-pX^ M .JX-pX^I (3.53) 
as is idempotent. 10 
Therefore 
(3 = X-pX A M, , AX-pX. 
-i 
X-pX^j M(, 0 J (3.54) 
y-.-^-.P 
which is just the O.L.S. estimate bs in the S.G.N.R. version 
y,-? y,-\ = (^ - P xt-\)b + - *,-1 p) + error term. (3.55) 
On the other hand, the O.L.S estimate of r in the G.N.R., which is also identically 
zero, will be given by 
/o o /o o /o o -Y 7 - W ~ 3 ~" 
k-X.pl M U-Z.pl k-YP) M [y-py^j-lx-pX^ 
v 7
 [-V-P.V..J 
10 M,, o v is lhe matrix that projects onto the orthogonal complement of y , - X , B that 
G-.-^-.P 
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lies in lhe subspace of W. 
y_,-X_^] M(, _ . ^[y-py^j (3 
X-pX. 
since 
y.rX^p) Mr. _ lx-pX,lp = U_,-^,pl M ^[x-px^jç, 
X-pX_l j X-pX_i 
as Plv is idempotcnt, 
= 0, asA/r. , . ^ X-pX , ) =0." (3.57) 
X-px^ 
Therefore, r in the G.N.R. is precisely the same as rs in the S.G.N.R.(3.55). 
Ali this allows us to conclude that the residuais in the G.N.R., which are just the 
regressand, are given by 
y.-py,^ - U -PVi P (3.58) 
whereas the residuais in the simplified version are given by 
ii M, . is lhe malrix that projects onto lhe orthogonal complement oí \ X — p X , \ that 
[x-px^j V V 
lies in the subspace of W. 
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y,-py,-, -Uz-p^Jp (3.59) 
In other words, the residuais are not the same in the two regressions and therefore if 
we are using a two-stage N.L.S. procedure we must not consider using (3.55) to 
base our inference about the N.L.I.V. estimates. If we do, we do not estimate w2 
consistently. 
Note that premultiplying Pw by the regressand in both regressands would make the 
residuais equal. In that case, however, none of the regressands would estimate vv2 
consistently. 
Also, it might seem easier to regress the regressand on the regressors by an I.V. 
procedure, using W as matrix of instruments. This would avoid the initial stage of 
regressing the regressors on W and the residuais reported by the package would be 
the correct ones (given in (3.58)). However, this is not as good idea as it seems 
since one could then not use the explained sum of squares reported by the package 
to calculate test statistics. 12 
Previously we discarded the restricted simplified version of the G.N.R., because it 
is not valid to base inference on it when X contains either lagged dependent or 
12 This statemcnl has been fully Justified in lhe previous chapter (subsection 2.3.1). However the 
issue will be rccovcrcd in chapter 4, when dealing with testing procedures in the context of this 
particular model. 
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current endogenous variables.13 However, now we do not discard the simplified 
version of the I.V.-based G.N.R., despite the fact that it is not valid to base 
inference on it when X contains current endogenous variables and we use a two- 
stage L.S. procedure. 
Nevertheless, from now on we will mostly consider the (complete) G.N.R. version. 
Obviously, this version 'encompasses' the others in the sense that it is generally 
valid. 
As before, the nonlinearity of the estimation process can still be avoided 
considering O.S. estimators. 
The G.N.R. to be used will be the I.V. analog of (3.14), 
y, -Py,-i -{x, -P'Vi)p = (*,-PVi)^ + '{.V,p) + error term (3.60) 
where 
(p.p) =(p.p) + (è,r) = (p,p]. (3,61) 
13
 Actually, the statement concerning the prcscncc of current endogenous variables will be fully 
justified in the next section, when discussing the set of inslruments one should include in W. 
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Fhe O.S. estimators so obtained for (3 and p can be proved to be consistem and 
asymptotically normal and will have its covariance matrix consistently estimated by 
the estimated covariance matrix of the O.L.S. estimators for b and r (see section 
(2.3.1)). 
The initial consistent root-/z estimates can be obtained as in the previous (dynamic) 
case, running regression (3.20) by I.V. to first obtain consistent estimates of p and 
then using the I.V. residuais to estimate p consistently. 
Including in W at least ali the exogenous variables in X allows us this time to 
interpret the O.L.S. regression (3.45) as being a regression where only the current 
endogenous variables have been substituted by instrumental variables. 
It remains to discuss which set of instruments should we use whenever an I.V. 
approach is in order, that is, either in the dynamic model with serially correlatcd 
disturbances or in the presence of current endogenous regressors in the equation. 
3.3.3 The Choice of the Set of Instruments 
For asymptotic efficiency, one always wants the instrument set to be used in the 
G.N.R. to include ali the exogenous variables but also ali the lagged variables that 
appear in the regression function x/(p,p). 
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To clarify ideas, consider for example the simpler model 
Ti,/ Po ^ PlZl./ ^ P2Z2. I PsT),/-! + P4T2./ Ut ' Ut ~ P UI-1 + *-), » 
5, ~IID(o,w-') (3.62) 
where X contains three exogenous variables (a constant and two z's) one lagged 
dependent variable (the fírst lag of ) and one current endogenous variable (y2). 
In this case, the regression function x,'((3,p) wili be given by 
^(P-p) — Po T Pj^, / + P2Z2. / T p3^] + P4>'2 1 + 
+
 P (Tl,/-l — Po — PlZl. /-I — P2Z2,/-1 — P3T1./-2 — P4T2. /-I ) 
= p0(l - p) + P,Z, , + p2z2 , - pP.z, - Pp2z2 + (p, + p)^, - 
n n n (3.63) 
-PPiTl.,-2 +P4T2,/ -PP4T2./-1 
One should therefore use 
{l,z,,z2,z^.Zj.,,^1_2,(3.64) 
as the set of Instruments to form the instrumental variables in both the G.N.RAs 
(3.51) and (3.60). 
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Note that including in W at least ali these variables it allows us to interpret those 
G.N.RAs in the following way 
-PP,-! -{x, -PVi)p = Í^'-PVi)^ + ^-i -xl_iP]+error term (3.65) 
where yl =y] , ; ^ = ^ ZU Z2.i y\.r-\ >'2,, 
^-1 = ^ zi.i-\ z2.i-\ y 1.1-2 y2.t-\ 
and * denotes either N.L.I.V. or any other root-/2 consistent estimate, respectively. 
In other words this choice of W generates G.N.R.'s where only the current 
endogenous variable y2 has been substituted by an instrumental variable . In the 
O.S. context, however, one first has to find initial consistent root-n estimates of p 
to obtain consistent residuais to then find an initial consistent root-zz estimate of p . 
As regression (3.62) includes a current endogenous variable but also a lagged 
dependent variable in the presence of serial correlated disturbances, one therefore 
should form instrumental variables for bolh and Obviously, the set of 
Instruments to be used at this stage must not include . It must not include either 
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the lagged dependent variable or the lagged endogenous variable y2 since 
either of them is correlated with the disturbances.14 
Hence, we are left with 
that is, with only five valid instruments to estimate five parameters. Consequently, 
the parameters will be exactly identified and the validity of the instruments cannot 
be tested. Also, in the set (3.64), the presence of the first lag of y2 in some way 
would incorporate some levei of explanation of y2 itself. In other words, there was 
no need for the inclusion of extra exogenous variables to form the instrumental 
variable y2 to be used in the G.N.R/s. Now, not considering y, ^ in the reduced 
set (3.66) one has lost that levei of explanation when forming the instrumental 
variable for y2 at the first stage. 
The remedy is therefore obvious: consider some extra exogenous variables that one 
suspects explain y2 and include those variables and also their first lag in both 
14 . 
Ií y2 ( is correlated with w,, y2 /_l is correlated with .Thus, both y2and depend on 
W,_i ; therefore, anc' *6 arc a'so correlated. In whal respectsyj (or any other lagged 
dependent variable) its correlation with uf is obvious. 
(3.66) 
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sets.15 The overidentifying restrictions implied by the extendcd reduced set can and 
should then be tested at the first stage. 
Obviously, if y] was not in equation (3.62), the set of instruments to form the 
instrumental variable for y2 in the G.N.R/s would not comprise y] _2 but would 
still comprise y, _1 as well as y2 ; the set of instruments to be used at the first 
stage in a O.S. context would still be the reduced set (3.66). 
As in the previous case, this set might also be extended with some extra exogenous 
variables and their first lag. Even though now the overidentifying restrictions 
implied by the reduced set (3.66) could be tested,16 looking for some levei of 
explanation of y2 is still a valid argument on the grounds of efficiency.17 
Once again if wc would consider using these extra variables, they should also be 
included in the more comprehensive set to be used in the G.N.R/s. 
On the other hand, if y2 was the variable missing in equation (3.64), there was no 
need for I.V. estimation in the G.N.R/s. The set of instruments to be used at the 
15
 If we are implicitly considcring a reduced form for y-, , the transformed model should also reflect 
lhat information. 
16
 Nole that now we have a set comprising five instruments to estimate only four parameters in 
(3.62). 
17
 One should however be aware lhat gains in efficiency are eventually obtained at the cost of an 
increased bias. One should therefore not cxaggeralc in lhe number of instruments. That is the 
ultimate reason why wc do not recommcnd including lags of higher order in lhe set (3.64), despite 
lhe fact that they are valid instruments lo be used in the G.N.R.'s. 
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first stage would simply be the reduced set in (3.66) whose validity could still be 
tested.18 
Finally, one can make more explicit the lack of independence, in either case, 
between the estimation of (3 and p, which therefore justifies the necessity of 
♦ 
including u-\ in the G.N.R. version to be estimated. 
As we have explained earlier (in the context of the dynamic adjustment model), 
when lagged dependent variables are the only offending regressors, the 
orthogonality conditions ((3.25) and (3.36)) are not satisfied and therefore inference 
must not be based upon the R.S.G.N.R/s. When I.V. estimation of the G.N.R/s is 
also required, what is also at stake is the analog I.V. orthogonality condition 
It is easily seen that condition (3.68) will not be satisfied if y2 is also included in X 
because W (in 3.64) would then comprise the lags y,.,, and y2_l . Neither 
(3.67) 
or simply 
(3.68) 
18 In this case, as we have shown, also the regressand of the G.N.R/s could simply be y/ — py/ l 
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would it be satisfied if y2 was the only offending regressor in X as y, and y2 , 
would still remain in W. 
3.4 Conclusions 
The discussion conducted in this chapter definitely highlights the advantage of 
using the G.N.R. approach, introduced in chapter 2, lo make valid inference about a 
model like (3.1), wherever either lagged dependem variables or current endogenous 
variables are implicitiy considered to be contained in X. 
In fact, as we have shown: 
1. If X only comprises exogenous variables, asymptotic inference based upon 
either the G.N.R., its simplified version or its restricted simplified version 
(evaluated either at N.L.S. or at any other consistem estimates) is perfectly 
valid. 
2. If X contains either lagged dependem or current endogenous variables, then 
the restricted simplified version of the G.N.R. (evaluated either at N.L.S., or 
N.L.I.V., or at any other consistem estimates) should not be used for inference 
because the estimation of |3 and p will not be indcpendent: 
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2.1. In the presence of lagged dependent variables, those variables will be 
correlated with , violating the necessary orthogonality condition for 
independence; 
2.2. In the presence of current endogenous variables, the G.N.R. must be 
estimated by I.V. and some of the instruments recommend (on the 
grounds of efficiency) will be correlated with u_x, violating the 
necessary orthogonality condition for independence; 
On the other hand, if X contains current endogenous variables and we apply 
a two-stage L.S. procedure, not even the simplified (non restricted) version of 
the G.N.R. will be valid for inference because w2 will not be estimated 
consistently: the residuais produced by this version will not be I.V. residuais; 
Nevertheless, it is valid to use the simplified (non restricted) version of the 
G.N.R. if we use I.V. directly, but then we cannot perform any test basing the 
statistic of the test on the E.S.S. from that rcgression. This issue deserves 
further attention in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 
NESTED TESTING PROCEDERES 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter we have been assuming that the original model exhibits 
nonspherical disturbances which follow an AR(1) process. This is such a 
fundamental assumption that underlies our previous discussion of appropriate 
nonlinear estimation methods. 
Those methods have also been adapted in response to other assumptions. We have 
in fact dealt with the problem of the model containing lagged dependent variables 
or any current endogenous variable so that an I.V. approach is recommended in the 
former case and strictly necessary in the latter case. 
Strictly speaking, propositions about serial correlation and/or the presence of lagged 
dependent variables as regressors and/or correlation of regressors with disturbance 
terms should be tested in advance. Otherwise, one may cnd up making misleading 
inference, namely if it is based on a seriously misspecified model. 
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It is well known that not rejecting the null hypothesis of serial correlation can be 
and usually is interpreted as evidence of misspecification of the main pait of the 
model. Using an estimation process appropriate to serially correlated disturbances, 
which implies transforming the model first, is not always the right way to proceed. 
Apparent serial correlation might happen if a current exogenous or endogenous 
variable that was itself serially correlated or any lagged variables (either dependent, 
exogenous or endogenous) were incorrectly excluded from the regression function. 
In fact, dependence between economic variables is rarely fully worked through 
within the unit time period. Respecifying the model by including the incorrectly 
excluded lagged variables should account for that. 
However, in practice, not ali of those incorrectly excluded variables will be 
recognised as such and it is sometimes unavoidable to have lagged effects spilling 
over to the disturbance term, which acts as a summary representation of what is still 
missing. 
Fortunately there is a family of tests, the so called 'Common Factor Restrictions 
Tests', which can be used to detect misspecification in models with apparent 
autoregressive errors. 
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4.2 Testing for Serial Correlation 
As explained in chapter 2 (section 2.3), any restrictions on the parameters of a 
nonlinear regression function can be tested by estimating the corresponding G.N.R. 
evaluated at restricted estimates, provided the estimation methods involved produce 
consistem root-« estimates under the null hypothesis under testing. 
Take then the regression function given by (3.4) 
*;(P,p) = *, p+p Ov, - Vi p )' 
with corresponding G.N.R. 
yt-p v, - - p Vi) P = (^ - P ^,-i )b + r[y,-\ - ^/-.P) + error term • (4- U 
Consider [p^.oj any consistem root-« restricted estimate of the parameter vector 
(p,p) under //0;p = 0. 
Evaluated at these estimates, the G.N.R. becomes 
y(-x,K=xth +Vi - x/-i P J + error term ■ (4.2) 
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Under lhe null, however, lhe regression function itself is simply given by 
4p,p) = x;(p,o) = x,p (4.3) 
with corresponding G.N.R. evaluated at p^ 
y, - x! P n = xth + error temi. (4.4) 
Hence, to test lhe restriction p = 0 one simply has to test the significance of the 
extra term u.\r with typical element in (4.2). 
If X does not contain any current endogenous variable, G.N.R. (4.2) (also G.N.R. 
(4.4)) can simply bc estimated by O.L.S. (as one concluded in section 3.3.1). On the 
other hand, the restricted estimation of p can also be obtained by O.L.S. estimation 
of model (3.1) regardless the fact that X may contain lagged dependem variables 
since, under the null, u, = . 
Consider now the E.S.S. of regression (4.2) which is given by 
(4.5) 
Dcduced in Annex I (also cf.(2.93)). 
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where Ur has typical element y, - x, p^ , and the matricesand Mx have the 
usual definitions. 
Provided one has used \ - 2, N to initially estimate p as well as to run (4.2) (or 
alternatively, one has used í = 1, N to estimate p as well as to run (4.2) setting 
♦ • 
then ut-\.R=§ (/=!)) the regressand Ur will be orthogonal to XIn these 
circumstances. 
represents itself the E.S.S. of regression (4.2) since lhe first term in (4.5) would be 
equal to zero. Expression (4.6) multiplied by (n-k-\) and divided by the S.S.R. taken 
from regression (4.2) is easily seen to be the square of the r-statistic to test the 
(4.6) 
significance of the extra term u-ir .3 Then, the (n-k)R^ statistic4 taken from the 
same regression which would be given by 
(4.7) 
" For the rest of Ihis work. unless otherwise cxplicilly assumcd, we will denote by n the 
number of observations effectively used on lhe estimation process. 
3
 See Annex 1. 
4
 = R2 if lhe restricted model contains a contains term (see chapter 2, section 2.3.1). 
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and is distributed as x2(0 is asymptotically equivalem to the pseudo-í test, both 
based on the L.M. principie. 
Obviously the {n-k)R^ statistic uses the T.S.S. of regression (4.2) to estimate m2 
whereas the pseudo-? statistic uses the O.L.S. S.S.R.. Clearly, the T.S.S. divided by 
n- k vvill provide a consistent estimate of w2.5 It is however also valid to use 
the S.S.R. divided by n- k - \ because the correction for the degrees of freedom is 
negligible asymptotically and as X is orthogonal to Ur, the G.N.R. (4.2) should 
have no explanatory power (asymptotically) under the null p = 0. In other words, 
both statistics use the same consistent estimate of w2. 
On the contrary, if we have used the entire sample to obtain the restricted estimate 
of (3 and only the last N-l observations to estimate (4.2), the orthogonality 
♦ 
condition between Ur and X would not be satisfied for finite samples, though it 
would be satisfied asymptotically. 6 For finite samples, expression (4.6) should 
now rather be interpreted as the contribution of the extra term for the E.S.S. of 
regression (4.2), or alternatively, as lhe reduction in lhe S.S.R. brought about by the 
inclusion of u-]r in the regression. Therefore, a pseudo-? test now based on the 
5
 Note that ihis is s2K , lhe restricted estimate of vv2 ; the restricted model has k parameters 
and n denotes the number of observations effectively used (cf. footnote 2 in this scction). 
6
 Asymptotically does not malter which time pcriod we have used to estimate P . 
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C(a) principie 7 would still be strictly valid, and should be preferred to the L.M. 
(n-k)Rl version which will tend to reject the null too often in finite samples.8 
Let us turn now our attention to the I.V. case. 
If X does contain any current endogenous variable, G.N.R. (4.2) has to be estimated 
by I.V. (as one concluded in section 3.3.2). If the instrument set includes, as it 
should, ali lhe non-redundant columns of the pre-determined variables contained in 
X, 9 the regressors contained in X_^, lhe first lag of y and eventually other 
exogenous variables that we suspect might explain lhe offending regressors (and 
also their first lag, as one concluded in section 3.3.3), then the I.V. estimates of b 
and r that we would obtain running G.N.R. (4.2) by I.V., are exactly the same as the 
O.L.S estimates that we obtain running by O.L.S. the following G.N.R. 
yt-xl$R= x,b + Áyt_x + error term (4.8) 
7
 In ihis case is vicwed as an arbitrary rool-/2 consistem estimate not satisfying the fírst-order 
condition 1 y — V ( X = 0 . 
8
 The C(a) test can also be computed as {n — k — \)R~ from (4.2) minus {n - k — \)R* from 
(4.4) (sec subscction 2.3.2.2). Therefore, [n — k)R~ from (2.42) will be obviously greatcr lhan 
the valuc computed by the C(a) test. Similarly, when tesling for serial correlation of order p, the 
9
 That is, ali the exogenous, lagged dependem or other lagged endogenous variables contained in X. 
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where x, denotes row t of matrix X = PWX. 
As far as the restrictcd estimation of (3 is concerned, it should also be obtained by 
I.V. estimation of model (3.1), eventually using the same set of instruments. We say 
eventually for two reasons: first, there is no need to include lagged dependent or 
other lagged exogenous variables in the instrument set as at this stage there is no 
lagged residual to form predicted values for ; secondly, ali those variables are 
nevertheless valid instruments under the null and therefore may be included. 
Whatever the choice we make when estimating the initial consistent root-n estimate 
of p , the I.V. analog version of equation (4.4) can still be written as 
♦ o 
yl-xl$R= x, h + error term (4.9) 
where the instrument set implicitly considered to form the instrumental variables 
for the offending regressors is the same as the one considered in equation (4.8). 10 
The O.L.S. E.S.S. of regression (4.8) is given by 
(4.10) 
l0That is lhe comprehensive set of instruments. 
11
 See Annex 1 (also ef. (2.106), where now X\r = PwX = X and X2R = PwU-\r = U-\r 
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Ali the considerations concerning the time periods used for the estimations involved 
and previously emphasised are also valid in the I.V. case. However, in this case 
another requirement is needed to ensure that Ur is orthogonal to X\ one should use 
the same set of Instruments in both initially estimating (3 and forming the 
instrumental variables for the offending regressors. In these circumstances, 
represents itself the E.S.S. of regression (4.8) since the first term in (4.10) would be 
equal to zero. Then, the nR] statistic is asymptotically equivalent to the pseudo-í 
test, both based on the L.M. principie. 12 
On the contrary, if we have chosen to use different sets of instruments to initially 
estimate (3 and subsequently to form the instrumental variables for the offending 
regressors to be used in the G.N.R., the orthogonality condition between X and uR 
would not be satisfied for finite samples (cf. (2.102)), even if we had been careful 
and had used the proper time periods in both estimation processes. Then, one would 
have rather to think of expression (4.11) as being the contribution of the extra term 
for the E.S.S. of regression (4.8); or alternatively, as in the previous case, as the 
12
 As emphasised in subsection 2.3.1, lhere is now some doubl aboul lhe appropriateness of 
the degrees-of-freedom adjustment since lhe S.S.R. is noi lhe value of the objective function in 
lhe I.V. contexl. On the othcr hand, for the conditions under which R~ = R~, cf. footnote 12 
in that subsection. 
(4.11) 
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reduction in the S.S.R. brought about by the inclusion of u-\r (now an I.V. residual) 
in the regression. 
However, as we have shown in chapter 2 (subsection 2.3.2.2), a pseudo-r test based 
on the C(a) principie will still be valid since X will have no asymptotic 
explanatory power for Ur (cf. (2.111)). That is to say, under the null, the G.N.R. 
will have no asymptotic explanatory power and, therefore, w2 will still be 
estimated consistently. 
Nevertheless, one might wonder why not to regress (4.2) by an I.V. procedure, 
using W as matrix of instruments. This would certainly avoid the initial stage of 
regressing the offending regressors on W. More fundamental than that, the right I.V. 
residuais would be used to estimate w2 as the package would substitute X by X 
when forming the residuais. 
There is however a problem doing this, as the E.S.S. from an I.V. regression would 
rather be given by 
-i / „ „ \-i 
u/x[xTx] XTx[xT)?j Xtur 
+2urt)ÁXtX\ X' ') T[l-x[xTxj X u-wTM.^ur 
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+ URJ M, U-\I\U-\R M, ii-\R \ U-\R 
x ^ x ' 
U-MÍU-xr M, W-i«] IÍ~\R7 M, UR . V
 X ' X 
/ ^ «. _i 
r vl v-T- /-Al X X\ X1 /-Al X X X 
o x 
r vl v r 
13 (4.12) 
Comparing this expression with the O.L.S. E.S.S. of G.N.R. (4.8), which is given by 
(4.10) one may conclude that the two E.S.S.'s are in general different, even if the 
* o O 
orthogonality condition UrT Ar = 0 is satisfied. In fact as A' ^ A", 
i-x(xrx] xT\[i-x{xrx\ X T (4.13) 
does not collapse to A/. . 
x 
In other words, a nRl(\) test based on the L.M. principie would never be valid if 
one uses an I.V. package (no matter if one has eventually chosen the same set of 
instruments to initially estimate p and to run the G.N.R.). 14 
Nevertheless, the r-statistic reported by the I.V! package would still be the correct 
one as it would still be based on the right estimate of r and on the right estimate of 
its variance but also on the right I.V. residuais that estimate w2 consistently. The 
pseudo /-test based on the C(a) principie is therefore also valid if based on I.V. 
estimation rather than on a two-stage O.L.S. procedure. 
13
 Scc Annex 1. 
14
 Neither it would be a test to test for serial corrclalion of ordcr p (cf. last paragraph of 
subseclion 2.3.1). 
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Unfortunately, this conclusion cannot be generalised for higher-order serial 
correlation processes, unless the I.V. package reports not only the S.S.R. of the 
restricted and unrestricted versions but also the transformed S.S.R. of both 
regressions,15 whose difference should be used to compute the numerator of the 
pseudo-F test. That is to say, for the test to be valid, the pseudo-F test should not be 
based upon the last two terms of expression (4.12), which represent the difference 
between the E.S.S.'s one would obtain running both the G.N.R/s (4.2) and (4.4) by 
I.V., using the same set of instruments. Rather it should be based upon the 
difference between the transformed E.S.S.'s that one would obtain including in 
the middle of the products of the corresponding predicted values. In fact, looking at 
Annex 1, it is straightforward to conclude that using that correction, expression 
(A. 1.13) would become expression (A. 1.8) and therefore expression (A. 1.17) 
would simply be expression (A. 1.12). Hence, the difference between the 
transformed E.S.S.'s obtained from I.V. regressions would finally be given by 
(4.11), which is the difference between the explained E.S.S.'s obtained from second- 
stage O.L.S. regressions. 
Unfortunately, very few I.V. regression packages make it easy to compute an F-test 
in this way.16 This means that calculating the proper test statistic is frequently 
harder than it should be. Going back and using a two-stage O.L.S. procedure to 
obtain the right F.5.SVs or, running instead two extra regressions on W using the 
15
 That is the I.V. minimiscd criterion functions. 
16
 Although this is not a problcm for T.S.P., for example. 
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I V- residuais as regressands and taking the E.S.S/s of those regressions, both 
procedures are alternatives to be considered. Simplicity has however been one of 
the motivations to use I.V. rather than O.L.S. twice. Simplicity is nevertheless at 
stake with ali these necessary artificial regressions. The simpler way, therefore, to 
perform the test is either: 
i) To use the same set of instruments as well as the proper time periods both to 
initially estimate (3 and to run G.N.R.(4.8) by O.L.S. and base the test on the L.M. 
principie, either using the pseudo-í statistic or the nR^(\) version to test for 
first-order serial correlation; Then, when testing for higher-order serial correlation 
the nRl[p) {p being the order considered) or the pseudo-F statistic F[p, n) are 
still valid and very easy to implement. 
ii) To use instead the 'natural' reduced set of instruments to initially estimate p and 
base the test on the C(a) principie using the pseudo-í statistic to test for first-order 
serial correlation in the O.L.S. regression (4.8); Then when testing for higher-order 
serial correlation the pseudo-F statistic F^rc) is still valid and very easy to 
implement. 
Finally there is still something that we can do to simplify further the test procedure 
if X does not contain current endogenous variables. 
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Consider regressing y rather than uR on X and u-]R. That is, consider instead the 
S.G.N.R. 
♦ 
y, = xfi + r u,-]iR + error term. (4.14) 
Comparing this S.G.N.R. with the previous version one may easily conclude that 
the O.L.S. estimate of r is the same in both, since MxX = 0 provided we have used 
♦ 
the same time period to form the residual uR. If that criticai condition has been 
fulfilled, bs in this version equals b in the previous version (which is identically 
zero) plus the value of the initial restricted estimate of p. Hence the O.L.S. 
residuais of both versions will be exactly the same and given by 
o o ♦ 
Xt ~ ^fb s—r Ut-x, R . (4.15) 
As r is the same and both regressions would report the same estimate for the 
standard error, one may easily conclude that a-valid pseudo-í test can be conducted 
by running the simpler regression (4.14) by O.L.S.. 
Note that even under the null, this G.N.R. will have asymptotically explanatory 
power as the regressand is far from being orthogonal to X. The test just described is 
thcrefore based on the C(a) principie, that is the (n - k)Rl[\) version is not valid. 
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This result, as ali the others we have been obtaining in this chapter can be seen, in 
fact, as specialisations of the general results obtained in chapters 2 and 3. 
However, iíX contains current endogenous variables, a two-stage O.L.S. procedure 
applied to the S.G.N.R. version would never produce a consistem estimate of w2 
(as one concluded in subsection 3.3.2). Therefore, regression (4.14) should instead 
be run by I.V. with ali the complications we have already referred to if we want to 
generalise the test for higher-order serial correlation. In that case we suggest that 
this piocedure should be avoided and we should stick with the previous version of 
the G.N.R. to implement either a nR^p) test based on a two-stage O.L.S. 
procedure (using the same set of Instruments as well as the same time period in both 
stages), or a pseudo-F(/vz) test based on a two-stage O.L.S. procedure (if using the 
'natural' reduced set of Instruments to initially estimate p ). 
Before moving to the next section, a final remark. Ali the discussion until now has 
been conducted using the term 'serial correlation' rather than 'autoregressive errors'. 
In Annex 2, we consider a model containing Moving Average (M.A.) disturbances 
of first-order. 
Taking into consideration the transformed model in (A.2.7) it is straightforward to 
conclude that under the null a = 0, and when evaluated at restricted estimates, the 
G.N.R. given in (A.2.13) would simply be the G.N.R. in (4.2) looking at (A.2.5). 
Thus, the G.N.R. for testing against the alternative of M.A.(l) errors is identical to 
the G.N.R. for testing against A.R.(l) errors. In other words, under the null 
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hypothesis of no serial correlation, regression models with A.R.(l) and M.A.(l) 
errors are locally equivalem alternatives. Strictly speaking, models with 
A.R.(/7 + í/), models with M.A.(/? + í/) and models with A.R.M.A.(/?, í/) errors 
are ali locally equivalent alternatives. Therefore, the same G.N.R. which would 
include p + q lags of uR would be appropriate for testing against any of these 
processes. 
4.3 Testing for Common Factor Restrictions 
Return to model (3.3), 
.V, =-*, P + POV,--V, P) + Ç, ; ^~IID(0,w2) 
and consider as alternative, model (3.40) 
+^P+^_,Y+^ ; 4,-110 (0,w2) 
The former can be rewritten as 
'i_p^y, = (i-p+ç, ; 4, ~ IID (o,w2) (4.i6) 
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where L is the lag operator, and the latter as 
[\-pL)yt = x,$ +Lx,y+1,, ; Ç, ~ IID (OV) (4.17) 
It is easily seen that model (4.16) is the restricted version of model (4.17) when 
imposing the nonlinear restrictions 
Y = -pP. 17 
Consider now the regression function of the alternative model (4.17) (the regression 
function of model (3.40)), 
*;(p.p.r) = *, P + P^M+^-iV (4.1B) 
which is a linear function. Nevertheless, the corresponding G.N.R. will be given by 
{y, - P X-i )-{*,$ + xl-C{) = xtb + c y,^ + x^d + error term . 18 (4.19) 
Evaluating this G.N.R. at the restricted consistent root-72 estimates under the null 
j , the G.N.R. becomes 
17
 The fact that (l-p^) appears in both sides of equation (4.16) bui not in (4.17) explains the 
name given to the test. 
18 The regressors are simply the derivatives in order to the parameters (as for the nonlinear case). 
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V X-1J ~ j P/J = ^ ^ + c^,-1 + xt~,d + error term. (4.20) 
To test the restrictions we simply have to confront the S.S.R. of this G.N.R. with the 
S.S.R. of the following G.N.R. 
y, - Pfi - [x, - PR Ps = (^ -Ps + '"(y,-, - P J + error term (4.21) 
which is the G.N.R. corresponding to the null model when evaluated at the same 
estimates. 
If X does not contain any current endogenous variable the initial consistent 
estimates and could be obtained either by N.L.S. applied to model (3.3) or, 
as also described in section 3.3.1, using LV. estimation to first obtain a consistent 
estimatc of p in regression (3.20) and then using the I.V. residuais in the usual way 
to estimate p. 
If we opt for N.L.S., then G.N.R. (4.21) will have no asymptotic explanatory power. 
In these circumstances ali we have to do is to run G.N.R. (4.20) by O.L.S. (with 
t = 2, ..., N ), considering only the non-redundant regressors and to use the 
{n -k- \)Rl(Í) statistic to test their significance. Obviously, the value so obtained 
will be exactly the same as the (n-k-\)Rl(í) one we would obtain extending 
G.N.R. (4.21) with the non-redundant regressors in (4.20) and running then by 
O.L.S. (with / = 2,..., N) the extended regression. 
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Using (n-k-\)Rl(í) one is implicitly using s2R to estimate w2. Note that 
G.N.R.(4.21) has k + \ parameters and would be estimated over n observations. 
The finite-simple adjustment is therefore given by n-k- \. 
Note also that the number of degrees of freedom (which we have denoted by /) is 
not equal to the number of non-redundant regressors in (4.20). It is rather given by 
the difference between that number and ^ + 1 (the number of parameters in 
equation (4.21)). For example consider X containing a constant, two exogenous 
variables (z, and z2) and the first lag of 7. Then, the number of non-redundant 
regressors in (4.20) would be equal to 7. As in that case (4.21) would contain 5 
parameters (4 //s plus 1 r), the number of degrees of freedom would be equal to 2 
(/ = 2). 
If instead we have opted for the second alternative, that is, by initial I.V. estimation 
of p and subsequent estimation of p using the I.V. residuais, then, as we have 
emphasised in section 3.3.1, the k regressors in i^X-pR X_^j would still have some 
explanatory power in G.N.R. (4.21). In that case, the test should be based on the 
C(a) principie rather than on the L.M. principie (as above). Therefore, we should 
run both regressions (4.20) and (4.21) by O.L.S. and compute a pseudo-F test using 
the statistic 
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{R.S.S.R.-U.S.S.R) j 
U.S.S.R./ 
(n-k-l - l) 
(4.22) 
where R.S.S.R. and U.S.S.R. are taken from G.N.R. (4.21) and (4.20), respectively.19 
Finally if X does contain any current endogenous variable, the initial estimates (3^ 
and must be obtained either by N.L.I.V. applied to model (2.3), or, as also 
described in subsection 3.3.2, using the same procedure as in the previous simple 
dynamic case. 
If we opt for N.L.I.V. estimation, the following G.N.R. 
yt - Pr X-i) - " P* Vi) x,-})b + r[y,-\ - x.-x P J + error term (4.23) 
will have no asymptotic explanatory power provided we use the same set of 
Instruments to form the instrumental variables% for the offending regressors in X 20 
and the proper time period.21 Then, we simply have to run the following G.N.R. 
y, - Pr y.-i J -U, - P^ ^-1J P« = b + cy,_1 + x^d + error term (4.24) 
1;
 The denominator is n-k-l -\ because (4.20) is cstimatcd ovcr n observations and has 
/: + ! + / parameters corresponding io k b} s, c, and / additional paramelers. 
90 i ■ Í* The choice of the set of instruments has becn clarificd carlicr (in subsection 3.3.3). 
By 'proper' we mean the same time period as used to oblain (3^ and . 
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by O.L.S., using the proper time period and only the non-redundant regressors, and 
then compute the nR2u{í) statistic to make a decision about their significance. 
On the contrary, if we have not used either the same set of instruments or the same 
time period in both regressions or if we have opted for an alternative to N.L.I.V. to 
initially estimate p and p, the L.M. test is no longer valid and we will have to base 
our decision on a pseudo-F test based on the C(a) principie. That is, using the 
statistic in (4.22), where the denominator n-k-l- \ should now be replaced by n 
and R.S.S.R. and U.S.S.R. are taken from G.N.R.(4.23) and (4.24), respectively. 
Running by I.V. both regressions (4.20) and (4.21) is still an alternative but then 
one should be careful and to make sure that we use {T.R.S.S.R-T.U.S.S.R.)22 
in the numerator of the F-statistic. 
Finally, in the introduction to this chapter we have referred to the 'Common Factor 
Restrictions' as a family of tests. To complete this section there is still another test 
that should be mentioned. 
Consider the following model as alternative to model (3.3) 
T, =*, P + p.y,-i-ô*,-, P + Ç, ; Ç, ~ IID (O.w2) (4.25) 
22 As on foolnote 15 in the prcvious section. 
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which can be rewrittcn as 
(l - pZ,)^ = (1 - hL)xt p + Ç, ; Ç, ~ IID (0,w2) (4.26) 
Now, model (3.3), which is (4.16), it is easily seen to be the restricted version of 
model (4.26) when imposing the linear restriction ô = p. 
The regression function of this alternative model is 
*;(p,p,5) = *, p + p^.-S^.p (4,27) 
which is nonlinear. 
The corresponding G.N.R. will be given by 
{y, P y,-]) (x, ~ & x,-\) - (*, - ô ^ b + r d + error term. (4.28) 
When evaluated at the restricted consistent root-/2 estimates under the null 
P^pJ , the G.N.R. becomes 
(t, P, Tí-i) (*, P^ P^ - - P^ ^ J b + r- clx,,, p^ + error term (4.29) 
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or, after subtracting and adding up the term rx,^ P/e in the right hand side of the 
equation, and collecting terms, 
P^mJ (a'/ P, a/-i) - (A/ P/j xí-i) b+r ^_i -xt_x +(r-d)xt_x $R+error term.{A30) 
To test the restrictions we still could confront the S.S.R. of this G.N.R. with the 
S.S.R. of G.N.R. given in (4.21), which is still the G.N.R. corresponding to the null 
model, when evaluated at the same restricted estimates. In this case, however, that 
would be equivalent to test the significance of the extra term (r-d)x . P in the 
í l * R 
extended regression (4.30). 
It is straightíorward to conclude that ali the previous considerations about the type 
of test we would use are still valid in this case. The only difference is the dimension 
of the test, that is the number of degrees of freedom. Now / = 1, and therefore the 
(n-k- \)Rl (/) (the nRl(í)) becomes either a pseudo-/ test or a (n -k- l)-/^ (l) 
(a nRl(\)) test and the pseudo-F test can be conducted as a pseudo-/ test. It is worth 
noting that the two tests will be equivalent if the regression function is such that 
/ was equal to 1 in the previous case as well. Otherwise, the test with only 1 degree 
oí freedom is testing against a less general alternative. That is, model (4.25) is in 
general more restrictive than model (3.40). 
As either test might perform better than the other, depending on how the data were 
actually generated, both tests should be implemented. 
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4.4 Conclusions 
Before moving to the next chapter, it will be useful to summarise the main results 
so far obtained. 
As the so called 'Common Factor Restrictions' tests have not been extended to 
higher-order autoregressive processes,23 there is no need to include the obtained 
results in the following summary. Hence, we will restrict ourselves to the results on 
the serial correlation testing which are in fact as illuminating and of great help for 
the discussion of nonnested testing. 
1. To test for serial correlation of order p, one simply has to test the 
significance of the extra terms (the first p lags of uR) in the maintained 
G.N.R. (the G.N.R. associated with the alternative model) evaluated at 
restricted consistent root-/z estimates under the null. 
2. If X does not contain current endogenous variables and one uses the same 
time period to restrictly estimate p as well as to run the maintained G.N.R., 
the tests (of the significance of the extra terms, which will be O.L.S. restricted 
23 _ Two mteresting cases might be considcred for further rcsearch: lhe 
AR(2) and a combination of first and fourlh-order autoregressive disturbances 
(like (l - p1/-)(l -pAL^ ut = t)l). Note that this would correspond lo include lhe first, 
♦ 
the fourth and also the fifth lag of u r in lhe analysis. 
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residuais) can be based on the L.M. principie. Therefore, one may simply use 
the {n - k)R~[p) statistic from the G.N.R., which is the easiest to compute. 
However, taking into consideration the results of Kiviet (1986) (mentioned as 
U.E.S.S. 
a final comment in chapter 2), the pseudo-F test version jrt  7 P  
U .S.S.R./ 
/[n-k-p] 
may be a better choice to avoid rejecting the null too often in finite samples. 
U E S S To see this, not that {n-k)R; = TSS'/' (if the restricted model 
[n - k) 
contains a constant term) and, under the null, T.S.S.= U.S.S.R. since the 
G.N.R. has no explanatory power under the null. 
Similarly, when testing for AR (1), the pseudo-í(« - ^ -1) test associated 
with the lagged O.L.S. restricted residual should be preferred to the 
corresponding («-Â:)^(l) version. 
3. If X does contain any current endogenous variable and one uses not only the 
same time period but also the same comprehensive set of instruments to 
restrictly estimate p as well as to form the instrumental variable(s) for the 
offending regressor(s) in the maintained G.N.R., the tests (of significance of 
the extra terms, which will be I.V. restricted residuais) can still be based on 
the L.M. principie and the statistics above, now computed from the second- 
stage O.L.S. maintained G.N.R., may still be used (in this context there is 
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however some doubt about the appropriateness of using finite-sample 
adjustments). 
If any of the crucial conditions in 3. is not fulfilled, the tests must be based on 
the C(a) principie, rather than on the L.M. principie. The R] version in the 
maintained G.N.R. is never valid in these circumstances. Instead (after 
substituting the offending regressors by the appropriate instrumentais 
variables if X contains any current endogenous variable(s)), one should run 
by O.L.S. both the maintained and the null G.N.R/s to compute the numerator 
of the pseudo-F test (the difference {R.S.S.R.-U.S.S.R.) from those 
regressions). 
Alternatively, if p = \, then a pseudo-r test on the significance of the lagged 
restricted residual (a restricted I.V. residual if X contains any current 
endogenous variable(s)) in the maintained G.N.R. is the easiest to compute. 
As an alternative, wherever I.V. estimation is required, ali the tests described 
in 3. and 4. can also be conducted using an I.V. package. As we said before, 
this would avoid unnecessary O.L.S. regressions to form the instrumental 
variable(s) for the offending regressor(s) at first-stage. 
The Lstatistics produced by this procedure would be exactly the same as those 
obtained írom the second-stage O.L.S. regressions. However, as we also 
stressed before, one should be careful and to make sure that the package also 
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prints the 'transformed' quantities required to be used in the numerator of the 
R] and F statistics (when testing for higher-order serial correlation 
processes). Otherwise, extra O.L.S. auxiliary regressions are needed to 
compute those quantities. 
The maintained and the null G.N.R/s can always be substituted by their 
simpliíied versions (that is, the regressand in both regressions can simply be 
replaced by y), but then the tests must necessarily be based on the C(a) 
piinciple. Mote lundamental than that, if X contains any current endogenous 
variable(s), then a two-stage L.S. procedure must not be used since vv2 would 
not be estimated consistently. In other words, the use of the S.G.N.R. implies 
the use of an I.V. package so that the residuais used to estimate w2 are 
(proper) I.V. residuais. 
Finally, as explained in the final comments on chapter 2, the use of testing 
procedures based on the C(a) principie is most interesting when testing 
restrictions in the I.V. context because there is no need to enforce a unique set 
of instruments both to restrictly estimate (3 and to run the maintained G.N.R.. 
The harmful effect of such enforcement is however most relevant when the 
'extra' instruments are too many (increased bias) and have little ability to 
explain the offending regressors (increased inefficiency). This argument 
against the L.M. tests is therefore much more relevant in the context of 
nonnested models than in the context of nested ones. 
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CHAPTER 5 
NONNESTED TESTING PROCEDERES 
5.1 Introduction 
Diagnostic checks as those discussed in the last chapter, or any other nested testing 
procedures, cannot be expected to detect inappropriate specifications with high 
probability in every application. 
On the other hand, it is very unlikely that one of the models under consideration 
will be the true model. 
It follows that quite often a collection of nonnested econometric models, usually 
based upon different economic theories will be declared 'data consistent' after a 
nested testing routine. Then, a sensible thing to do is to use these competing models 
to provide additional checks of each other's specification. In other words, rather 
than choosing among 'data consistent' alternatives, nonnested testing is valuable in 
providing additional specification testing. 
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There is nothing strange therefore, if the outcome of the nonnested testing, for 
example between a pair of models, may be either a rejection or a non-rejection of 
both models. When both are rejected, each model provides evidence that the other 
is misspecified; when neither is rejected, either the two models are very similar or 
we need to use a more informative data set to distinguish between them. Last but 
not the least, if only one is rejected, the other model should be considered as the 
preferred model. 
5.2 The PA Tests 
Consider the two alternative models 
=^,,P.+P,(y,-,-^,,-,P,) + 4u ; Çu ~nD(o,W,2);|p1|<l (5.1) 
=^,,P2+P2(y,-,-^.mP^+í;,,, ; ç2i, ~iid(o,w2); ( p2|<i (5,2) 
where p, and P2 are and k2 dimensional vectors, respectively. 
These models are said to be nonnested if it is in general not possible to find 
restrictions on (ppP,) such that, for arbitrary ^2^2)» the regression functions of 
M, and M2 are exactly the same and vice versa. 
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Consider also the linear combination of the two models which have been put 
forward after passing the 'Common Factor Restrictions Tests' described in the 
previous chapter, 
M. .■y, =(l-a)[,v, ,p, +p,(y,_1 + [^,,P2 +p2(yM + (5.3) 
The regression function of Mc is given by 
<,(Ppp2'Ppp2'a) = (1-a) +P1(>;f-, --^u-iPi) 
^2,1 P 2 +P2(3;/-1 ~X2,i-1^>2) 
(5.4) 
with corresponding G.N.R. 
-Vr ^c,,(Ppp2'PpP2'0t) P | X\,i-] )^| P 2X2.t-\ )^2 
+ (l-a)(y,_1 + a (>>,_, 
+ a\x2.,$2 +p2(>;,-i •^27-1P 2) [-^"i./P i +Pi(>'r-1 "^u-iPi) } + error term 
(5.5) 
where the regressors have been obtained, as usual, by differentiation of the 
regression function with respect to the parameters. 
Testing a = 0 in Mc corresponds to test M, (as the null model) against M,. 
Testing a = 1 in M(, corresponds to test M2 (as the null model) against M, . 
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Consider the former case. 
When evaluated at restricted root-n consistent estimates under the null 
(p,,P2,pl,p2,a) = í|3l,P2,p],p:!,0 
the G.N.R. (associated wilh the comprehensive model) simplifies to 
♦ \ ♦ 
y < P| ^f-l l^l./ P|Xl,í-lJPi lXl,/ Pi j^l ''l i X-l 'Vl,r-1 P 
+ a<X2ilf,2+P2[yt-] - x2.t-i P2) - 
♦ • 
^l.rP, + P, Ur-l P, 
(5.6) 
+ error term. 
On the other hand, the G.N.R. associated with the null model will simply be given 
by 
y, -p, y,., -Uu -p, IP, -U,., -p, \bx +^-,1 y,., p \+error term. (5.7) 
Therefore, to test a = 0 in the comprehensive model, one simply has to test a = 0 
in G.N.R.(5.6). 
We dcliberately drop the subscript/í, which stands for restricted estimalion, to avoid awkward 
notation. 
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Now, as we said before, we want to evaluate G.N.R.(5.6) at restricted consistent 
root-/2 estimates under the null. As under the null Mc collapses to M, , any root-zz 
* * 
consistent estimates (3, and p, that we may obtain to substitute for the parameters 
in M, can be used in the G.N.R.. 
M, does not contain any current endogenous explanatory variable 
If x] l does not contain current endogenous variables not only the parameters in 
M] but also the G.N.R.(5.6) could simply be estimated by L.S.: eventually N.L.S. 
to estimate M, if we do not consider initial root-zz consistent estimates of p, and 
p, to be used in the G.N.R.. 
Then, for example the term 
would simply be the N.L.S. predicted value in period t given by M,. 
The problem is how should we estimate (32 and p2 (consistently), taking into 
consideration that M, is the null model. 
(5.8) 
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Provided x2l does not contain any current endogenous variable either, one 
argument lor the estimation oí P2 and p2 will be to minimise the squared 
differences between the predicted values of the two models, taking the predicted 
values of Ml as given. 
To achieve that, we simply have to obtain consistent estimates of P2 and p, so that 
they minimise the criterion function 
/.{Pi.pJ-^ÍPz.Pí)] (^{prpJ-^Pí.Pa))- (5.9) 
That is to say, we simply have to estimate by N.L.S the auxiliary regression 
=x2,rp2 +P2(>V-i -x2t_fi2) +error term (5.10) 
which is equivalem to the substitution of the actual value of y, in M2 by the N.L.S. 
predicted value of y, given by M,. 
Obviously, the S.S.R. of this auxiliary regression will be the minimal value of the 
criterion function in (5.9) which can be represented by 
T / A A 
^PpP.J-^lP^P,/!] <P.'PJ-^ P2/1'P2/1 (5.11) 
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that is the minimal sum-of-squares of the differences between the predicted values 
given by the two models. 
If either oí the models contain any current endogenous explanatory variable, this 
desirable principie of minimising a function of the differences between the 
predicted values of the two models in direction of M, is still valid. 
Foi example, if M2 is the only to be estimated by N.L.I.V., the auxiliary regression 
in (5.10) should rather be estimated by N.L.I.V. to obtain consistem estimates of [3, 
and p2. 
Aftei forming W2 for M2 in the usual way (as in section 3.3.3), regressing (5.10) 
by N.L.I.V. can be reinteipreted as regressing by N.L.S. 
^'/(pnPi) = x2.,^2+p2{y,-\ - x2.t-fi2) +error tenn (5.12) 
where only the offending regressors in x2 l have been substituted by instrumental 
variables. 
Note that this two-stage L.S. procedure will minimise 
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(^(prPi) X2(P2'p2)j ^i(pi-P]) - ;c2(p2'p2)j (5.13) 
rather than the criterion function in (5.9). 
Alternatively, thesamel.V. estimates p2/1 and p2/1 can be obtained by minimising 
the criterion function 
A
'i(pi'Pi) ^2 (P2' P2 PW2 ^í(Pl'P|) "^2 (P 2' P 2 * (5.14) 
which corresponds to run (directly) by I.V. the auxiliary regression in (5.10) using 
W2 as the set of instruments. 
That is to say, as it is criticai to obtain consistent estimates of ali the parameters 
involved, a weighted sum-of-squares (rather than an 'ordinary' sum-of-squares) of 
the differences between the predicted values given by the two models must be 
considered in this case. 
Finally, replacing P2 and p2 in (5.14) by the consistent estimates pv| and p v| 
one obtains 
( ,(n A ^ r- - f /
A
 A \ f~ ~ \\ 
l/l[P.'Ply ■^2 y P 2/1 * P 2/1J J pw2 
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which is simply the T.S.S.R.2 that one would obtain running by I.V. the auxiliary 
regression in (5.10). 
Note also that there is no reason to consider including in W, any of the non- 
redundant columns of M, since for the moment we are assuming that x2, and x, f 
do not have any current endogenous variable in common.3 
Now, provided M, has been estimated by N.L.S. using the same time period as the 
one used lo run the G.N.R., the orthogonality condition between the regressand and 
each of the regressors in G.N.R.(5.6) (in matrix form) will be satisfied, with one 
exception: the extra regressor 
^2 P2/1 + P2/] (x, " ^ P2/I] - X, P, + p, [y,, - P J (5.16) 
wheie P2/| and p2/1 denote either N.L.S. or N.L.I.V. estimates from regression 
(5.10), as appropriate.5 
2 T.S.S.R. stands for Transformed' S.S.R.. 
Actually, we are assuming that x] l does not contain any current endogenous variable at ali. 
4 
When evalualed ai N.L.S. estimates, lhe first two regressors will be orthogonal to lhe 
A A 
regressand because P, and p, satisfy the N.L.S. íirst-order conditions. Also, when 
evalualed at N.L.S. estimates, the last term in (5.16), which is lhe N.L.S. predicted values of 
M] , it is orthogonal lo lhe N.L.S. residuais; that, however, does not mean that this last term 
can simply be dropped from lhe G.N.R. since that would affcct (the estimation o0 the 
variance of lhe estimate of <7 . 
Or any other consistem root-n estimates counterparts (likc, for example, the appropriate 
O.S. estimates of the parameters of that regression). 
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Therefore, this extra regressor simply represents either the N.L.S. or the N.L.I.V. 
residual vector from the auxiliary regression (5.10) (apart from the sign). 
In these circumstances, as we learned from previous chapters, the test of the 
significance of this residual vector (the extra regressor) in G.N.R.(5.6) can be based 
on the L.M. principie. That is to say, either the [n - kx -l)^(l) statistic or the 
pseudo-/(« - 2) statistic from the G.N.R. can be used to perform the test. 
On the contrary, if either O.S. estimation has been used to estimate M, or we do not 
have used the same time period to both estimate M, and to run the G.N.R., then only 
the pseudo-/ statistic will be valid since, as the G.N.R. associated with the null 
model (G.N.R.(5.7)) will still have some explanatory power in general, the test must 
be based on the C(a) principie. 
Whichever the case, as we also have learned from previous chapters, a S.G.N.R. 
version can be used instead to perform the test. Replacing the regressand simply by 
A 
yt ~ Pi y,-\ one would still obtain the same estimates of rx and a and also the same 
O.L.S. residuais (cf. for example equations (3.8) and (3.11) and also equations 
(3.14), (3.15) and (3.19)). As the O.L.S. estimate of a is the same and both the 
G.N.R. and its simplified version would report the same estimate for the standard 
error, a valid pseudo-/ test can be conducted by running the S.G.N.R. by O.L.S.. 
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M, is the oniy containing current endogenous explanatory variables 
If Xlt is the only containing any current endogenous variable, then not only the 
parameters in M, but also the G.N.R. (5.6) must be estimated by I.V.: eventually 
N.L.I.V. to estimate M, if we do not consider initial root-n consistent estimates of 
P, and p, to be used in the G.N.R.. 
In that case ali the non-redundant columns of the non offending regressors in M] 
should be included in W, not only to run the G.N.R. but also to estimate M, . 6 
Moreover, the non-redundant columns of M2 should also be considered to extend 
the instrument set used to run the G.N.R. (say, the instrument set WlE ). 7 
Then, if one uses not only the same time period but also the same extended set of 
instruments W]E to reestimate M, as well as to form the instrumental variable(s) 
for the offending regressor(s) in the G.N.R., the orthogonality condition between 
the regressand and each of the regressors in the following G.N.R. 
6
 It is true that if we opt instead for initial estimation of P, and p, , some of lhose 
instruments will not be valid instruments when obtaining the I.V. residuais at that stage (as 
one concluded in scction 3.3.3). Thcy are, ncvertheless, valid instruments both to 
estimate M, and lo run lhe G.N.R.. 
7
 Where W]E = W] U X, U X2 . 
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P| lxl., P, -íi.r-iJPi 1 "^l.i P| -^l.í-l J^l + ri I ^/-i _ ^i.r-i P 
A A 
+ a
 ^P2/, + P2/l U.-. " ■*uP, + P, U-, -^u-, P, 
(5.17) 
+ error term 
will be satisfied, with one exception: the extra regressor 
^2 P2/1+ P2/11 ^-i ^2.-1 P IA x.p. + p, x.-x^p, (5.18) 
A A 
wherep2/] and p2/1 still denote the N.L.S. estimates of P2 and p2 but now from the 
auxiliary regression 
^'/[PrPiJ =^2)/P2+P2U-i -xlt_fi2) +error term (5.19) 
which is equivalent to the substitution of the actual value of yl in M1 by the two- 
stage N.L.S. predicted value of y( given by M, . 
That is to say, the N.L.S. estimates of P2 and p2 minimise now the criterion 
function 
g 1
 When evaluated at N.L.I.V. estimates, lhe first Iwo regressors will bc orthogonal to the regressand 
because Pj and Pj satisfy lhe N.L.I.V. first-order condilions. Also, when evaluated at N.L.I.V. 
estimates, the last term in (5.18), which is lhe two-stages N.L.S. predicted valucs of M, , it is 
orthogonal to the N.L.I.V. residuais; that, however, does nor mean that this last term can simply be 
droppcd from the G.N.R. since that would affect (lhe estimalion of) the variancc of the estimate of 
a . 
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A
'i(P|'Pi) A2(P2'P2)] (^Aí(p|'pj A2 (P2' P2 (5.20) 
whose minimal value can be represented by 
Tf 
^v^)-x'2\í>2A,p2A \ UlP^P, -4P2/i,P2/i (5.21) 
The S.S.R. of the auxiliary regression in (5.19). 
Under the circumstances described above, once again the test of the significance of 
the extra regressor, once again a N.L.S. residual vector (apart from the sign) but 
now from the auxiliary regression (5.19), can be based on the L.M. principie. 
Either the statistic nR] (l) or the pseudo-/(n) statistic may be used to perform the 
test. Moreover, there is now an option between obtaining these statistics either 
from G.N.R.(5.17) or (directly) from the following G.N.R. 
y
' Pl ^'-1 \Xli Pl Al./-lJ P| " I AU Pl Al,f-I l^i+ril ^/-l _ Al,,-i P, 
A A 
+a]x2l, P^+p^ y,-! - ^uP. + P, U-l — P, 
(5.22) 
+ error term 
to be run by I.V. using the 'proper' time period and the extended set of instrument 
W\e mentioned above. In this case, the extra regressor should be reinterpreted as 
the N.L.S. residual vector (apart from the sign) from the auxiliary regression 
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'
Ví.'[Pl'Pl J =X2.IP>2 ^ P2 (^r-l -X2.,-\^2) + err0r tenn (5.23) 
which is equivalent to the substitution of the actual value of yl in M. by the 
N.L.I.V. predicted value of yt given by M,. 9 
However, if we opt for the R] test based on this second alternative, we must be 
careful and to make sure that the package prints lhe correct R], that is, the one that 
makes use of the T.E.S.S. (see conclusion 5 in the previous chapter). 
On lhe contrary, still using the extended set of instrument to run the G.N.R. but 
using Wl to estimate M, , will certainly have implications on the choice of the type 
of test to perform when testing a = 0. In other words, the test must now be based 
on the C(a) principie and therefore the R* version is not a valid alternative, no 
matter the choice between the G.N.R/s (5.17) and (5.22) mentioned above (see 
conclusion 4 in the previous chapter). 
Whichever the case, as we have learned from previous chapters, as long as one opts 
íor direct I.V. estimation, the S.G.N.R. version can be used instead to perform the 
pseudo-r test based on the C(a) principie. Replacing the regressand simply by 
9 
Note that we are assuming that the non-redundanl columns of M2 have been taken imo 
consideration to extend the sei of instruments. Therefore, bolh auxiliary rcgressions (5.19) 
A A 
and (5.23) will produce the same estimates P2/] and p2/] . 
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y, ~ Pi y,-\ one would still obtain the same estimates of /, and a and also the same 
I.V. residuais (cf. for example equations (3.51), (3.55), (3.58) and (3.59)) which 
will estimate vv2 consistently. 
Both M, and M2 contain current endogenous explanatory variables 
If both x,, and x2 t contain current endogenous variables ali the comments on the 
preceding two cases are still valid and should be combined adequately. 
In this case, however, the extended instrument set used to run the G.N.R. should 
include ali the non-redundant columns of the non-offending regressors either in M, 
or in M1 (say, the instrument set W). 10 The G.N.R to be run by O.L.S. should 
now be rewritten as 
X - Pi - K, - P, ^,-1 IP, =1 *,,, - P, ^,_l \b, + r, y,., - X,p 
-^2,/ P2/I + P2/I l -^í-l ^2,1-1 P2/I J *.,rP, + Pi U-i --^u-iP: 
(5-24) 
+ error term 
where the extra regressor 
^Ps/I + Pz/l^-l -X2,-lP2/i)- ^iP. + P^-l -^1.-, P (5.25) 
10 Where IT = W, U VK,. 
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can be obtained as lhe N.L.S. residual vector (apart from lhe sign) from lhe 
auxiliary regression 
+P2(y,-i -x2,_$2) +error term. (5.26) 
In this case, lhe N.L.I.V estimates of P2 and p2 minimise lhe criterion function 
A
'llPl'PlJ A2 (P 2' P2 ) J PJdPi.Pi A2 (P 2 ' P2 ) (5.27) 
whose minimal value can be represented by 
•
VllP|'P|J J P2/I'P2/I J J Pw J,' Pl.Pi X2[^2A'^2A (5.28) 
lhe S.S.R. of lhe auxiliaiy regression in (5.26). 
Alternatively, lhe G.N.R. to be run (directly) by I.V. should now be rewritten as 
y, P| ^r-i \.Xli Pl-^l.í-lJP) X\.i p| AI.Í-I J^l +'l 1 ^f-i P 
+ ai x2j P2/1 + p2A I yl_] x2j_l p2/1 I AuP, + Pi P; 
(5.29) 
+ error term 
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where the extra regressor should be interpreted as the N.L.S. residual vector (apart 
from the sign) from the auxiliary regression in (5.23). 
Then, if one uses not only the same time period but also the same extended set of 
instruments W to reestimate M, as well as to form the instrumental variables for 
the offending regressors in the G.N.R.(5.24), the orthogonality condition between 
the regressand and each of the regressors will be satisfied with the exception of the 
extra regressor under testing. The test of the significance of the extra regressor can 
therefore be based on the L.M. principie. The statistics to be used are exactly the 
same as in the previous case and, in a similar fashion, one might also prefer instead 
to run by I.V. the G.N.R.(5.29) to conduct the test. 
Also, as in the previous case, still using the extended set of instruments W to run 
the G.N.R. but using VT, to estimate M] will have the same implication: the test 
must be based on the C(a) principie and therefore the /?; version is not a valid 
statistic. 
Finally, according to our previous comments on the interest of C(a) tests in the 
context of I.V. estimation (see conclusion 7. in the previous chapter), it will not 
make much sense to reestimate M, using the extended set of instruments when 
both models do not have the same current endogenous explanatory variables in 
common. 
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In other words, whereas in the previous case there is never a good reason to base the 
test on the L.M. principie (M1 has no current endogenous explanatory variables), in 
this iatter case that reason may exist: it will exist if M, and M2 contain the same 
offending regressors. 
Nevertheless, no matter the choice one has made about the set of instruments to be 
used, one might also prefer instead to run by I.V. the G.N.R.(5.29) to conduct the 
test. As in the previous case, this preference will have the advantage that a 
simplified version, where the regressand would simply be yl -pI , can be used 
instead to perform the pseudo-/ test based on the C(a) principie. 
The tests so far proposed should be considered as PA tests because, as Fisher and 
McAleer (1981) firstly suggested and Godfrey (1983) further studied, the basic idea 
of implicitly minimising a criterion function like the one in (5.9) was firstly due to 
Atkinson (1970). The papers by Atkinson (1969, 1970) together with the papers by 
Cox (1961,1962) are considered pioneer works on nonnested models. Their basic 
ideas have been adapted to linear regression models by Pesaran (1974) and to 
nonlinear regression models by Pesaran and Deaton (1978). Following the artificial 
regression approach firstly advocated by Davidson and MacKinnon (1981) 11 
(but also making use of what we have learned from previous chapters in this work) 
has made it possible, so far, to handle the particular (nonlinear) case of models like 
those in (5.1) and (5.2). We have by now discussed most of the points of interest 
'' Only in the conlcxl of L.S.. The inilial work in lhe I.V. context is due to Godfrey (1983), 
Ericson (1983) and MacKinnon et al (1983). 
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concerning the nonnested lesting of such models by proposing adequate alternative 
criterion functions (to the one in (5.9)) whenever an I.V. approach is required. The 
issues related to the choice of different sets of instruments have also been clarified. 
The validity of C(a) tests also in this context has proved to be of great relevance. 
5.3 The P Test 
In the previous section we have proposed a variety of auxiliary regressions (either 
(5.10), (5.12), (5.19), (5.23) or (5.26)) to estimate P2 and p2 consistently, taking 
into consideration that M, is the null model. The PA tests so far proposed are in 
fact valid since the first term of the extra regressor 
x
'lj>2n'Pv)=xiKn + Pviy-i-X2,-,PM) 12 (5-30) 
which appears on the right-hand side of thè G.N.R., depends on y through 
•^íl P]' Pj J , the predicted values of y given by the null model. Therefore, the extra 
12 Cf. cquation (5.16), for example. 
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regressor can be treated as if it were a prcdetermined variable (provided xi t does 
not contain any current endogenous explanatory variable).13 
Now, following Davidson and MacKinnon (1981) suggestion (in the L.S. context), 
one can also consider to use rather than ^(pvi-Pvi) as the first term 
the extra regressor. In this case, however, it is not so obvious that the test of the 
significance of the extra regressor is in fact valid since ;c^P2,p2j will depend 
directly on y. Neverthcless, provide that, under the null (model), the vector 
p2, p2 J converges asymptotically to some constant vector, so it will be the vector 
2P2' P2J ■ ^)nce aga^n' lt ls therefore asymptotically valid to treat the extra 
regressor as if it were a predetermined variable.15 
Using X2^P2,p2j rather than x^P2/],pvJ as first term of the extra regressor 
(under testing) has clearly the advantage of avoiding the auxiliary regressions 
mentioned above. That is to say, the extra regressor in equation (5.16) would 
simply become, either 
13
 If it does, .X]'^ p,, pj j should bc rcplaccd by P,, p] j as suggcsted in (5.19) and 
(5.26). 
11
 And so it will bc the vector Xj[ P9, p2 J to be used, instead, if I.V. estimation of M7 is 
required. 
15
 This lype of argument can also reinforce the treatment of lhe extra regressor in the PA tesls 
as a prcdetermined variable. 
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(5.31) 
or 
P2.P2■ (5,32) 
On the other hand, the extra regressor in equations (5.18) and (5.25) would simply 
become, respectively 
4 P2.P2 PrP, (5.33) 
and 
■*UP2'P2 P.-P. (5.34) 
where and ^P,.,pJ denote N.L.S. and N.L.I.V. estimates from Mi [i = 1,2), 
respectively. 
Ali the equations above are simply the difference vector between the appropriate 
predicted values given by the two models: the extra regressor in (5.31) to be tested 
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when neither M, nor M2 contain any current endogenous explanatory variable; 
the extra regressor in (5.32) to be tested when M2 is the only to contain any current 
endogenous explanatory variable; the extra regressor in (5.33) to be tested when 
M, is the only to contain any current endogenous explanatory variable; and the 
extra regressor in (5.34) when both M, and M2 contain current endogenous 
explanatory variables. Ali these tests to be conducted in a G.N.R. to be run by 
O.L.S.. 
If, instead, one prefer to run the G.N.R. directly by I.V., then the extra regressor in the 
last two equations would rather be 
In the former case, the G.N.R. should be run using W1£ as the set of instruments. In 
the latter case, W should be used instead. 
(5.35) 
and 
(5.36) 
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This option, as for the PA tests, would have the advantage thal a simplified version, 
where the regressand would simply bc y, -p, yl_] can also be used to perform the 
pseudo-/ test based on the C(a) principie. 
Finally, this alternative is obviously always valid when x] t does not contain any 
current endogenous variablc and therefore the simplified version of the G.N.R. can be 
run by O.L.S. to test the significance of the extra regressor either in (5.31) or (5.32). 
This type of tests is named in the literature as a P test. As mentioned before, Davidson 
and MacKinnon (1981) were the first to suggest such a test in the context of N.L.S.. 
MacKinnon et al (1983) further studied the P test (in the same context) when the 
models contain lagged dependem variables and nonnormal disturbances. These 
authors, in the same paper, also have considered the I.V. version of the test but only in 
lhe linear context. 
Like for linear models, the PA test and the P test so far proposed are obviously 
asymptotically equivalem. In small samples and in the spherical context, the PA test 
can be shown to be less biased than the P test (Fisher and McAleer (1981) and Godfrey 
(1983)). Unfortunately, the PA test is in many circumstances much less powerful than 
lhe P test (Davidson and MacKinnon (1982), Godfrey and Pesaran (1983) and 
MacKinnon (1983)). 
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Bernanke ct al (1988) and McAleer et al (1990) have extended the nonnested criteria 
of Pesaran (1974), Fisher and McAleer (1981) and Davidson and MacKinnon (1981) 
to situations involving first-order serially correlated errors. In both papers, a variety of 
asymptotically equivalent test statistics are derived. 
In the former paper, the computational and statistical tradeoffs of several statistics are 
evaluated. Bernanke et al (1988, p.320) conclude that: i) there is a distinct size and 
power advantage to using a Generalised Least Squares (G.L.S.) test when the serial 
correlation in the residuais of both models is high; ii) the G.L.S. nonnested tests have 
desirable power properties when the two models have an approximate number of 
regressors; iii) there is, however, an unacceptably large bias toward rejection of a true 
model when the alternative model has a large number of regressors and the residuais 
are highly serially correlated; iv) the P test version appears to be the best of the 
alternatives presented.16 
In turn, McAleer et al (1990, p.3631) generalise G.L.S. results previously obtained to 
the case where lagged dependent variables are pcrmitted and the disturbances follow a 
stationary autoregressive process of order p. In this paper, the authors end up 
(A A \ A 
in a regression where y, -p, y,_, 
A A 
is the regressand, and , -p, x]l_l and (3, are the other regressors (cf. the 
authors equation 12, on p. 3628). As they emphasise, this regression is simply 
«Hatanaka's (1974) two-step (or residual-adjusted Aitken) estimator for the dynamic 
16
 Sce bclow. 
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adjustment model with autoregressive errors», and thcrefore «didactically more 
appealing» than an alternative regression they also propose (cf. the authors equation 
10, on p. 3627). 
It happcns lhat the alternative regression of McAleer et al (1990) is simply the G.N.R. 
A A 
we have been proposing, but evaluated at M.L. estimates and where , rather 
than P2) _ pJ ' is under testing. On the other hand, McAleer et al 
(1990) preferred regression is simply the S.G.N.R. we have been proposing, but where 
(A aN) í A A í A A 
rather than x2.;l P2'P?J " A'í.d Pi'Pi) ' is un^er testing. However, 
[A A \ A f A A \ A 
P^pJ+Ç^ = Xj J P2,p2J, it follows 
A A í A A \ / A A \ 
that Çlf-Ç2í = ^2,,l p2'p2j ~ Ai,íl PpPiJ an^ therefore the alternative P tests 
proposed by McAleer et al (1990) are precisely the tests we have been able to derive 
using the G.N.R. approach. Moreover, the preferred regression of McAleer et al 
(1990) is also the preferred regression of Bernanke et al (1988) (cf. the authors 
equation 16, on p. 302), on the basis of Monte Carlo experiments on nonnested models 
of investment subject to serial correlation. Finally, it is important to emphasise that 
McAleer et al (1990, pp. 3628-30) also show that similar results can be obtained 
through the application of the Cox test of Pesaran and Deaton (1978) directly to 
models like (5.1) and (5.2). 
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Neither Bernanke et al (1988) nor McAleer et al (1990), however, handle the situation 
where either of the models contain current endogenous explanatory variables and 
therefore the relative performance of the G.L.S. tests in an I.V. context are completely 
unknown and deserves further investigation. 
5.4 The J and JA Tests 
An alternative and (apparently) simpler approach which does not make use of the 
G.N.R. was also originally suggested by Davidson and Mackinnon (1981) and 
further studied by Godfrey (1983) and MacKinnon et al (1983). 
Consider again Mc given by (5.3). This model cannot be estimated because not ali 
the parameters will be separately identifiable. One solution to this problem is 
simply to replace the regression function of M1 by a consistent estimate in (5.3). 
M[. would become 
y, =(l-a)xlfP1 +P,(>>,_, + a x[[$vç>^+error term. (5.37) 
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These resulting model has only &, + 2 parameters,17 therefore ali the parameters will 
be asymptotically identified because the two original models are nonnested and M, is 
assumed to be asymptotically identified. 
For the sake of simplicity consider for a moment the case where neither x,, nor 
x21 contain current endogenous variables. 
Estimating model (5.37) by N.L.S., one can then test M, by simply testing the 
significance of the extra term using a pseudo-r test based on the C(a) principie.18 
Alternatively, the JA test suggested by Fisher and McAleer (1981) uses 
X2,,{$2A'P2À] instead 0f as tfie extra term whose significance is under 
testing. 
However, as we said before, only apparently this is a simpler approach. What is 
then deceptive about such approach? 
First, our discussion in chapter 3 allows us to conclude that due care and attcntion is 
needed to guarantee that one obtains the correct estimate of the covariance matrix of 
kx + 1 parameters in x[ t ((3,, p, ], plus the parameter a . 
The test is ealled J because both and a are estimated jointly. 
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the N.L.S. estimates when xu does contain lagged dependent variables. In fact, if 
M, contains any lagged dependent variable, the estimation of (3, and p, will not 
be independent and therefore the inference based upon model (5.37) may be 
misleading if one uses for example a Cochrane-Orcutt procedure to estimate the 
model. The fact that the extra term can be treated as if it were a vector of 
observations on a predetermined variable (asymptotically uncorrelated with the 
error term) does not validate the inference. For example, (*, so widely 
used in chapter 3, also contains some predetermined variables if evaluated at initial 
consistent estimates p. Nevertheless, the absence of the first lag residual in the 
corresponding G.N.R., as one concluded in chapter 3, would invalidate the 
inference with respect to ali the parameters and not only to those associated with the 
lagged dependent variable(s). Moreover, even if xu only contained strictly 
exogenous variables, a similar requirement must be fulfilled by x2l because 
nonnested testing always implies reversing the roles of the two models. 
Secondly, estimation of a and testing a = 0 in (5.37) involves nonlinear 
restrictions between the parameters (l-a)^,, (l -a)pp -p^l-cOp, and a, 
which is computationally demanding if nonlinear estimation is adopted, as it must 
be, to guarantee a correct estimate of the covariance matrix mentioned above. 
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Obviously, the inconvenience of such approach can only be reinforced if 
contains any current endogenous variable, so that I.V. estimation of M, is also 
required. 
In that case, regression (5.37) must also be estimated directly by I.V. (to obtain a 
consistent estimate of w2) using a proper set of instruments: either Wu, 
if x2l does not contain current endogenous variables, orW if x2l also 
contains any current endogenous variable. 
The inconvenience of such approach either in the L.S. or in the I.V. context, can be 
avoided if a G.N.R. approach is used to guarantee valid inference about the 
parameter estimates of model (5.37). But this was in first instance the motivation 
for the P and PA tests previously deduced. Applying a G.N.R. approach to model 
(5.37) will not produce therefore new results. 
To see this, note that the regression function of model (5.37) is given by 
<((3i,pi,a) = (l-a) ^,.,(3, +p1(yf_1 (5.38) 
with corresponding G.N.R. 
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y, -<(Pi.Pi.a) = (l-<*)K, -Pi^u-iK 
+ a\ x\ 2,1 P 2' P2 J xifi\ +Pi();/-i error term 
. (5.39) 
When evaluated at restricted root-;z consistent estimates under the null 
(pi)p„a) = (pi,p1,0j 
the G.N.R. associated with the maintained model is now easily seen to be the 
G.N.R. in (5.6), and the G.N.R. associated with the null model will still be the 
G.N.R. in (5.7). In other words, the J and JA tests so obtained would be exactly the 
same as the P and PA tests deduced before. This comparison also clarifies the 
asymptotic equivalence betwcen the J and JA tests directly based upon model (5.37) 
and the P and PA tests based upon the G.N.R.: as we learned from previous 
chapters, the use of a G.N.R. is mostly valuable to produce a consistent estimate of 
the covariance matrix of the parameter estimates of model (5.37). 
Given the drawbacks mentioned before, it is useless therefore to treat the J and JA 
tests in more detail (as we did for the P and PA tests). The J and JA versions are 
not really worthwhile when the modcls contain either lagged dependent variables or 
current endogenous explanatory variables. Nevertheless, as their specialisations are 
still interesting, we will consider those versions in the following section. 
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5.5. Summary of Results 
The generalisation for serial correlation processes of higher-order is 
straightforward. Therefore, the corresponding results will be considered in this 
summary. The summary will be useful not only for the propose of synthesis, but 
also to show that the general results obtained in this work 'encompass' the well 
known specialised results for the linear case (absence of serial correlation). New 
specialised results for Spherical Univariate Linear Models estimated by I.V. under 
different conditioning sets of instruments will also come through as a by-product of 
this work. 
5.5.1. Generalised PA, P , JA and J Tests for Higher-Order Autoregressive 
Processes 
5.5.1.1. Univariate Linear Models with Autoregressive Disturbances Estimated 
by N.L.S. 
PA test: Test a = 0, running by O.L.S. the following G.N.R.: 
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* A * A 
P, =x\,b] +2^rjUlt-j + a 
M 
A A A 
X2.\P>2A'P2\A'-"'P2p2A j ^ I' ^11'"''' ^Ip, J 
+ error term 
(5.40) 
where 
V A 
;'=i 
(5.41) 
Va i./ x\.i 2-iP\jxit-j 
;=i 
(5.42) 
uu-j =yH-xlHp,] (5.43) 
t = p + l,p + 2,...,N and p = max[pv p2), where p, and p2 are the 
autoregressive orders of M, and M2, respectively, and 
A A A 
J::2,,lPM'P2i/,'-'P2p,/1J-Jcú P,.Pn.-'P 
A A A 
lP\ (5.44) 
is the (negative of the) N.L.S. residual value taken from the auxiliary regression 
A A A Pl 
x;^P,,p,1,...Ip1/J =x2,P2 +2jP2;w2,,_;- + error term 
y=i 
(5.45) 
where 
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/" A A A X A ^ A A 
^l.rl^Pl' Pll'-"' Pi/;, J ~ X\.l P| + XíPly U^t-Í 
7=1 
(5.46) 
and 
U2.t-j yt-j X2.l-j P 2 • (5.47) 
P test: Test a = 0, running by O.L.S. the following G.N.R.: 
♦ * A ♦ 
y.-^uP, =xi,bi + 'Lriu>'-i+a 
7=1 
AA A \ /AA A 
4,IP2.P2I p2j-MPl.p„ plft 
+ error term 
(5.48) 
where 
A A A \ A y'2 A A 
•4 4 p2. P2!' ■ • • • P2J = X2, P 2 + Z P2J « 2..-2 
7=1 
(5.49) 
and 
"2.,-j =yH-x%t_jí>2\ (5.50) 
Ali the remaining expressions have the same deflnitions as for lhe PA test. 
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Comments: 
1) Use either the (/z - - p, )^(l) statistic or the pseudo-/ (;z -kl - p] - l) 
statistic to conduct lhe test; 
♦ A 
2) Alternatively, x] t p, can be dropped in both G.N.R/s, but then only the 
pseudo-/ test will be valid; 
3) If O.S., rather than N.L.S. estimation has been used to estimate M,, only 
the pseudo-/ test will be valid, no matter the choice one has made about the 
regressand. 
JA test; Test a = 0 , running by N.L.S. the following regression: 
=(l-a) *uPi+ZPiA.-; 
7=1 
+ aX2A?>2/].P2ln.---.P2ptn +errorterm (5.51) 
A A A 
where -^.rl P2/1'P2i/i'--*'P2/A/1J 1S t^e N.L.S. predicted value obtained from the 
auxiliary regression in (5.45). 
J test: Test a = 0 , running by N.L.S. the following regression: 
y, =(l-a) 
*uPi +I]piA>-j 
7 = 1 
+ a 4,1 P2, p21,..., p2 I + error term (5.52) 
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(A A A \ 
P2, p21,..., p2/) | has the same definition as for the P test. 
Comments: 
1) Use the pseudo-/ (/z - k] - p] - \j statistic to conduct the test; 
2) These tests have the inconvenience that we emphasised when dealing 
with the AR(1) case: Attention and due care is needed to insure that valid 
inference is obtained when xll contains any lagged dependent variable; 
O.S. estimation (to avoid nonlinearity) must not be adopted; 
5.5.1.2. Univariate Linear Modeis with Autoregressive Dísturbances Estimated 
by N.L.I.V. 
5.5.1.2.1. Under the Same Conditioning Set of Instruments 
PA test: Test a - 0, running by I.V. the following G.N.R.: 
♦ ♦ - 
y,~x)., Pi =*i,, +Z''J a 
7=1 
•^./l P2/I'P2I/1'-"'P2p,/1 J P|'P| !'•••'P (5.53) 
+ error term. 
where 
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/'l - 
y,=y,-llp,iy,-j (5-54) 
7=1 
\.t ~ x\.i jÈjPij x\.t-j (5.55) 
7=1 
Uu-j =yl-j -^u-yP, (5-56) 
t = p'+1, p'+2,..., N and p' is the maximum lag of the lagged variables 
considered in the common (extended) set of instruments W, that is the maximum 
lag induced by the model with higher autoregressive process; and 
-<,(P,.Pu P,j (5-57) 
is the (negative of the) N.L.I.V. residual value taken from the auxiliary regression 
^úíPrP,, P.J =^2,,P2 +Èp2j«2.,-j + error term (5,58) 
7 = 1 
where 
^úíPrPn Pi,,] =*UP, + SPi,">.'~2 (5-59) 
7=1 
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and u2l_j has the same definition as in (5.47). 
P test: Test « = 0, running by I.V. the following G.N.R.: 
♦ ♦ ~ 
=
xiíb]+Yjrjui'-j + a 
7=1 
4rlP2'P21'-.p2,J-<; PrPn'-.P 
+ error term 
(5.60) 
where 
P2 _ 
^.fl P2'p21'•••'P2/7, , X2.t P 2 P 2 / U2-'-Í 
7=1 
(5.61) 
and 
UI.h = yxi,l-j P2; (5.62) 
Ali the remaining expressions have the same definitions as for the PA test. 
Comments: 
1) Use either the nR] (l) statistic (with due care) or the pseudo-r(/z) statistic 
to conduct the test; 
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2) Alternatively, x] l P] can be dropped in both G.N.R.'s, but then only the 
pseudo-/ test will be valid; 
3) If O.S., rather than N.L.I.V. estimation has been used to estimate M,, 
only the pseudo-/ test will be valid, no matter the choice one has made about 
the regressand; 
4) The use of a common (extended) set of instruments W to estimate both 
M, and M2 as well as to run the G.N.R. is recommended when both 
models have the same current endogenous explanatory variables; 
5) Ali the regressions above (including the G.N.R/s) can be run instead by 
L.S. (eventually N.L.S. to estimate both M, and M, as well as the extra 
regressor under testing) if x, r and x2 [ are prior replaced by xl, and x2, , 
respectively. In that case, the extra regressor should be rewritten as 
x2.,{ • ) - *í,( • ); However, this option would imply that xlt p, could not 
be dropped from the G.N.R.'s: otherwise w2 would not be estimated 
consistently. 
test: Test cc = 0 , running by N.L.I.V. the following regression: 
= (l-a) x\.$. 
/'l 
+ 2]pi;«u-y 
;=i 
+a4.  p 2pl/\_ + error term. (5.63) 
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where (p2/i'Pu/i'-"'p2/;,/i) 's t^e N.L.I.V. predicted value obtained from the 
auxiliary regression in (5.58). 
J test: Test a = 0 , running by N.L.I.V. the following regression: 
y, =(l-a) 
ri 
■^i.íPi +EP.^ + a JC2,/(P2'p2i'---'p2/,J + error term. (5.64) 
where 1 P2'p2i'---'p2/í, J has the same definition as for the P test. 
Comments: 
1) Use the pseudo-í (n) statistic to conduct lhe test; 
2) These tests have the inconvenience that we emphasised before: Attention 
and due care is needed to insure that valid inference is obtained when x,, 
contains at least a current endogenous variable; O.S. estimation (to avoid 
nonlinearity) must not be adopted; 
3) The use of a common (extended) set of instruments W to estimate both 
M, and M2 as well as to run rcgressions (5.63-64) is recommended when 
both models have the same current endogenous explanatory variables; 
4) A two-stages L.S. procedure cannot be adopted in this case: otherwise 
w would not be estimated consistently. 
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5.5.1.2.2. Under Different Conditioning Sets of Instruments 
5.5.1.2.2.1. Only M2 Requires I.V. Estimation 
PA test: Test <7 = 0, running by O.L.S. the following G.N.R.: 
* a * A 
^r-^uP, =xub\ +Z^rjui'-J + a 
y=i 
A:2,r[ P2/I' P2I/I'"''' P2/;2/l j Xli[ Pi'Pii'-"'P 1' r 11 - • • • - r 1 p, 
+ error term 
(5.65) 
where yl , xX t , Wi,,_y have the same definitions as for the PA test in 5.5.1.1.; 
t = p' + {, p' + 2,...,N and p' is the maximum lag of the lagged variables 
considered in the set of instruments W2, that is the maximum lag induced by the 
autoregressive process in M,; 19 and 
X2.i\$2A' P2I/I''''' P2/;,/l j X\.1 ÍP|'P|1'---'P 
'/'l (5.66) 
is the (negative of the) N.L.I.V. residual value taken from the auxiliary regression 
19 If lhe autoregressive process in M, is ot" higher order lhan the maximum lag induced by 
the autoregressive process in M, , then p' is the order of the autoregressive process in M, . 
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f A A A ^ A 
P,,'""' P,pJ =X2.^2 +2^p2ju2.t-j+err0rterm 
;=i 
(5.67) 
A A A 
where x'u{ p,,p,,,...,p|/; J and u2l_j have the same definitions as for the PA test 
in 5.5.1.1.. 
P test: Test a = 0, running by O.L.S. the following G.N.R.: 
A ♦ 
P, =x,, b, + Y,rjuu^ + a 
7=1 
X2.t[^2>p2\'---'p2p, J X\.l[ Pl'Pll'"-'Plft 
+ error term 
(5.68) 
where 
4,[P2.P21--P2ft] =J:2,rP2+È 
7=1 
P2j U2,-j (5.69) 
and 
II2,-j =yi: X2.l-J P 2 ; (5.70) 
Ali the remaining expressions have lhe same definitions as for the PA test. 
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Comments: 
1) The same comments as for the PA and P tests in 5.5.1.1. 
2) The relevant difference is that in the P test, P2,p0],...,p9/) J rather 
than X2^P2,p21,...,p2/;J must be considered as first term of the extra 
regressor: otherwise the extra regressor cannot be treated as a 
predetermined variable. 
JA test: Test a = 0 , running by N.L.S. the following regression: 
y, = (l - a) 
Pi 
^.PI+EpiA,-, 
7 = 1 
+ a 4,[f'2n'P2m----'Pi,,A + error term (5-71) 
where Pip.A j 1S the N-L.I.V. predicted value obtained from the 
auxiliary regression in (5.67). 
J test: Test a = 0 , running by N.L.S. the following regression: 
y, = (l - a) 
Pi 
xiA+Lp>IuU 
7=1 
+ a X2.i[f>2'p2i'"-'p2,h ) + error term (5.72) 
where x2 J P2, p2],...,p2 I has the same definition as for the P test. 
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Comments: 
1) The same comments as for the JA and J tests in 5.5.1.1.; 
2) For the J test, also see the extra comment on the P test in this subsection. 
5.5.1.2.2.2. Only Mj Requires I.V. Estimation 
PA test: Test r/ = 0, running by I.V. the following G.N.R.: 
. - . /'i _ 
y,-*, , P, " 
+ error term 
where yt , xll , Uj.t-j have the same definitions as for the PA test in 5.5.1.2.1.; 
t = p' + 1, p' + 2,...,N and p' is the maximum lag of the lagged variables 
considered in the (extended) set of instruments Wl£, that is the maximum lag 
induced by the autoregressive process in M,;20 and 
■*2,/(p2/l'p2l/l'"-'P2/;2/i) " ' P] 1' * * *' Plp, ^ (5-74) 
■2.1 P2/1' Píl/I'"'' p 2p2A - X l.f Pi' Pn»"-> P 'Pi (5.73) 
20 If the autoregressive process in M2 is oí" higher order than the maximum lag induced by 
lhe autoregressive process in A7, , then p' is lhe order of the autoregressive process in M2 
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is lhe (negative of lhe) N.L.S. residual value taken from lhe auxiliary regression 
(5.58), where p^J has lhe same definition as in (5.59) and u2l_ 
, 
as 
lhe same definition as in (5.47). 
P test: Test a = 0, running by I.V. lhe following G.N.R.: 
♦ ♦ 
-V,-xu P, =xllb] +YJrjuU-j + a 
7=1 
•
X:2,/l ^2' P 21' " '' P 2 o, J ^l./l Pi'Pii'---'P p2j
+ error term 
(5.75) 
CA A A \ 
P2,p21,...,p2/;J has lhe same definition as in (5.49-50) and ali the 
remaining expressions have the same definitions as for the PA test. 
Comments: 
1) The same three first comments as in 5.5.1.2.1. ; 
2) Any I.V. regression above (including the G.N.R.'s) can be run instead by 
L.S. (eventually N.L.S. to estimate M,) if x,, is prior replaced by x, l . In 
that case, the extra regressor should be rewritten as ■ )~• ); 
However, this option would imply that xu p, could not be dropped from 
the G.N.R.'s: otherwise vv2 would not be estimated consistently. 
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JA test: Test a = O , running by N.L.I.V. the following regression: 
y, =(i-«) + 
;=i 
+ ax'\P2/.,p7]A>...,p 2 P2 A + error term (5.76) 
A A A 
where a-Jp2/1, p2/) ^ J is the N.L.S. predicted value obtained from the 
auxiliary regression in (5.58). 
J test: Test a = 0 , running by N.L.I.V. the following regression: 
y, =(l-a) 
l'\ 
•^..Pi +LPijuU-Í 
7=1 
A A A 
+ ax'2t f>2>p2],...,p2p\+error term (5.77) 
A A A 
where Aj,l P2,p2l,...,p2 _ J has the same definition as for the P test. 
Comments: 
1) The same two first comments as in 5.5.1.2.1.; 
2) Also, lhe same fourth comment as in 5.5.1.2.1.. 
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5.5.1.2.2.3. BothM, and M2 Require I.V. Estimation 
PA test: Test a = 0, running the G.N.R. in (5.53) by I.V., using the (extended) set 
of Instruments V/. 
Previously estimate both M, and M2 by N.L.I.V. using W, and W2 as set of 
Instruments, respectively. 
Also estimate by N.L.I.V. the auxiliary regression in (5.58) using W2 as set of 
instruments, to obtain the (negative of the) N.L.I.V. residual values to be tested in 
the G.N.R.. 
Ali the regressions may be run using the same value of t as in 5.5.1.2.1.. 21 
P test: As for the PA test but running instead the G.N.R. in (5.60). 
Comments: 
1) Only the pseudo-r(/z) statistic will be valid since the test must be based 
on the C(a) principie: The G.N.R.'s associated with the null model would 
still have some explanatory powcr in general; 
21 . Strictly speaking, a greater number of observations can be used eilher to estimate M, or to 
estimate M, . 
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2) Alternatively x] ; p| can be dropped in both G.N.R.'s if one uses the same 
time period to both estimate M, and to run the G.N.R/s; 
3) O.S. estimation, rather than N.L.I.V. estimation, can be uscd to both 
estimate M, and M2. If using the same time period to both estimate M, 
♦ ' 
and to run the G.N.R.'s, x, t p, can still be dropped; 
4) The use of different sets of instruments to estimate the G.N.R., M, and 
M2 is recommended if the two models do not have the same current 
endogenous explanatory variables (see the final comments on chapter 2 and 
also conclusion 7 on chapter 4); 
5) The same comment as in 5.5.1.2.1.. 
JA test: Test a = 0, running the regression in (5.63) by N.L.I.V., using the 
extended set of instruments W . 
J test: Test a = 0 , running the regression in (5.64) by N.L.I.V., using the extended 
set of instruments W . 
Obtain 4,^2/1,P2l/1,...,p2í>!/1 as for the PA test. 
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Comments: 
1) The first two comments as in 5.5.1.2.1.; 
2) The use of different sets of Instruments to estimate M,, AT, and the 
regressions in (5.63-64) is recommended if M, and M2 do not have the 
same current endogenous explanatory variables; 
3) AIso the last comment as in 5.5.1.2.1.. 
5.5.2. Specialisations of the PA, P , JA and J Tests 
5.5.2.1. Spherical Univariate Linear Models Estimated by O.L.S. 
PA test: Test a = 0, running by O.L.S. the following G.N.R. 
y.-^uP, =*,, bt+a 
A A 
X2.I P2/I - x\.t P| + error íerm (5.78) 
where t = 1, 2, N and 
A A 
X2,i P2/I Xl.l PI (5.79) 
is the (negative of the) O.L.S. residual value taken from the auxiliary regression 
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xu Pi = x2.,^2 + error term (5.80) 
where xX l Pj is the O.L.S. predicted value of yt given by M, 
P test: Test « = 0, running by O.L.S. the following G.N.R.: 
y,-*uP, =xubi+a 
A A 
+ error term (5.81) 
where x2í P0 is the O.L.S. predicted value of y, given by M-,. 
Comments: 
1) Use either the (/?-£,)/^(l) statistic or the /(/?-£,-l) statistic to 
conduct the test; 
A 
2) Alternatively, xX ! p, can be dropped in both G.N.R/s, but then only the 
Mest will be valid. 
JA test: Test a = 0 , running by O.L.S. the following regression: 
y, =(l-a)xl fPl + a x2 t$2A +error term (5.82) 
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A 
wherc x2j P2/1 is the O.L.S. predicted value of the auxiliary regression (5.80). 
J test: Test a = 0 , running by O.L.S. the following regression: 
y, = (l - a) jP, + a x2tf>2 +error term. (5.83) 
A 
where x2 l has the same definition as for the P test. 
Comments: 
1) Use the t[n- - l) statistic to conduct the test. 
These are the well known results for the spherical linear case estimated by O.L.S.. 
Davidson and MacKinnon (1981) derived both the P and the J tests which can very 
easily be shown to be exactly the same in this simpler context. Similarly for the PA 
and JA tests due to Fisher and McAlcer (1981) and that we have also obtained. 
Godfrey (1983) derived the r-test which is an equivalem test. In fact, in the t-test, 
the extra regressor is the negative of the extra regressor obtained in the JA and PA 
tests above. That is, in Godfrey (1983), the regressor under testing is precisely the 
O.L.S. residual vector taken from the auxiliary regression (5.80). However, 
because the alternative is two-sided, does not really matter the sign one affects to 
the parameter under testing. 
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5.5.2.2. Spherical Univariate Linear Models Estimate by I.V. 
5.5.2.2.1.Under the Same Conditioning Set of Instruments. 
PA test: Test « = 0, running by I.V. the following G.N.R. 
+ error temi (5.84) 
where t = p' + 1, p' + 2, ..., N and p' is the maximum lag of the lagged variables 
eventually considered in the common (extended) set of instruments W ;22 and 
^2.,P2/,-^UP, (5-85) 
is the (negative of the) I.V. residual value taken from the auxiliary regression 
x\.i Pi " x2.t^2 + error term (5.86) 
where xu p, is the I.V. predicted value of yl given by M, 
22 If lagged variables are not eonsidered as instruments, then p' = 0 . 
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P test; Test a = 0, running by I.V. the following G.N.R. 
P, = 'l.; ^1 + a X2.i P2 Xl' P| + error term (5.87) 
where x2r p, is the I.V. predicted value of yt given by M1. 
Comments: 
1) Use either the (/i)^(l) statistic (with due care) or the /(/z) statistic to 
conduct the test; 
2) Alternatively, .x,, p, can be dropped in both G.N.R/s, but then only the 
í-test will be valid; 
3) The same comment as before (in 5.5.1.2.1.) concerning the use of a 
common (extended) set of instruments; 
4) Ali the regressions above (including the G.N.RAs) can be run instead by 
o o 
O.L.S. if xu and x2t are prior replaced by xX t and , , respectively; In 
that case, the extra regressor should be rewritten as p2/1 - A:, , p, and 
a:2, P2-jclf p, in the PA and P tests, respectively; However, as for the 
nonlinear case, this option would imply that xX l P! could not be dropped 
from the G.N.R.'s: othcrwise vv2 would not be estimated consistently. 
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JA test: Test cc = O , running by I.V. the following regression: 
y, = (l - a) jP, +ax2 lp>2A + errorterm (5.88) 
where x2l P2/1 is the I.V. predicted value of the auxiliary regression in (5.86). 
J test: Test a = 0 , running by I.V. the following regression: 
y, = (l - a) xllfil + a x2 l P2 + error term (5.89) 
where x2 l has the same definition as for the P test. 
Comments: 
1) Use the t{n) statistic to conduct the test; 
2) The same comment about the use of a common (extended) set of 
instruments as for the PA and P tests; 
3) As in the nonlinear case, a two-stage O.L.S. procedure cannot be 
adopted; otherwise w2 would not be estimated consistently. 
These are the well known results for the spherical linear case estimated by I.V., 
using a common (extended) set of instruments. Godfrey (1983) derived the í-test 
in I.V. which is equivalem to the PA and JA tests above. The J and P tests in I.V. 
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are due to MacKinnon et al (1983). Also in this context, the P and the J tests can 
very easily be shown to be exactly the same. Similarly for the PA and JA tests. 
5.5.2.2.2.Under Different Conditioning Sets of Instruments 
5.5.2.2.2.1. Only M2 Requires I.V. Estimation 
PA test: Test « = 0, running by O.L.S. the following G.N.R.: 
where t = p' + 1, p' +2, ..., JV and p' is the maximum lag of the lagged variables 
eventually considered in W2; ' and 
is the (negative of the) I.V. residual value taken from the auxiliary regression 
^ Pi = b\ + a x2., P2/1 ~ xi- Pi + error term (5.90) 
X2,i P 2/1 Xhl P1 (5.91) 
23
 See foolnote 22. 
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A 
xl t p, = ,P2 + error term. (5.92) 
where xu P! is the O.L.S. predicted value of y, given by M,. 
P test: Test « = 0, running by O.L.S. the following G.N.R.: 
A A 
x] l p, = x] l b] + a x2t P2- x,, P, + error term (5.93) 
where x2l P2 is the two-stage O.L.S. predicted value of y, given by M2. 
Comments: 
1) The same comments as for the PA and P tests in 5.5.2.1.; 
2) As for the nonlinear case, the relevam difference is that in lhe P test, 
x2 , P2 rather than x2 , P2, must be considered as first term of the extra 
regressor: otherwise the extra regressor cannot be treated as a 
predetermined variable. 
JA test: Test a = 0 , running by O.L.S. the following regression: 
y, - 0 ~ a) ^i.,Pi + a x2í P2/1 + error term (5.94) 
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where x2t P2/] is the I.V. predicted value obtained from the auxiliary regression in 
J test: Test a = 0 , running by O.L.S. the following regression: 
where .v2 r p, has the same definition as for the P test. 
Comments: 
1) The same comment as for the JA and J tests in 5.5.2.1.; 
2) Also see the extra comment on the P test in this subsection. 
5.5.2.2.2.2. Only M/ Requires I.V. Estimation 
PA test: Test a = 0, running by I.V. the following G.N.R.: 
(5.92). 
y, = (l-a) x^p,+a x2j $2 +error term. (5.95) 
A 
y, - x,, p, = x,, /?, + a x2 l p2/1 - x,, P, + error term (5.96) 
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where t = p' + \, p' + 2, N and p' is the maximum lag of the lagged variables 
eventually considered in W]E ;24 and 
A 
^2.íP2/l-JtuPl (5.97) 
is the (negative of the) O.L.S. residual value taken from the auxiliary regression in 
(5.86), where xu P, is the I.V. predicted value of yl given by M,. 
P test: Test a = 0, running by I.V. the following G.N.R.: 
where x2 l p, is the O.L.S. predicted value of y, given by M2. 
Comments: 
1) The same two first comments as in 5:5.2.2.1.; 
2) Any I.V. regression above (including the G.N.R.'s) can bc run instead by 
O.L.S. if xlt is prior replaccd by x]l ; In that case, the extra regressor 
A o ~ A o ~ 
should be rewritten as x2; P2/1P, and x2, p2-xl f P, in the PA and P 
tests, respectively; However, as for the nonlincar case, this option would 
A 
y, - x] t Pj = x] I /?, + a x2 t P2 - xX l + error term (5.98) 
A 
24
 See footnote 22. 
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imply that xll P, could not be dropped from the G.N.R/s: otherwise w2 
would not be estimated consistently. 
JA test: Test a = 0 , running by I.V. the following regression: 
yl = (l - a) Xj jp, + a x2 l P2/l + error term. (5.99) 
where x2t P2/| is the O.L.S. predicted value obtained from the auxiliary regression 
in (5.86). 
J test: Test a = 0 , running by I.V. the following regression: 
y, = (l - a) x,^p, + a x2 l P2 + error term (5.100) 
where x2, p2 has the same definition as for the P test. 
Comments: 
1) Use the t{n) statistic to conduct the test; 
2) Also the same third comment as in 5.5.2.2.1.. 
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5.5.2.2.2.3. Both M, and M2 Require I.V. Estimation 
PA test: Test a = 0, running the G.N.R. in (5.84) by I.V., using the (extended) set 
of instruments W . 
Previously, estimate both M, and M2 by I.V. using W, and W-, as the set of 
instruments respectively. 
Also estimate by I.V. the auxiliary regression in (5.86), using W2 as the set of 
instruments, to obtain the (negative of the) I.V. residual values to be tested in the 
G.N.R.. 
Ali the regressions may be run using the same value of t as in 5.5.2.2.1..25 
P test: As for the PA test but running instead the G.N.R. in (5.87). 
Comments: 
1) Only the t(n) statistic will be valid since the test must be based on the 
C(a) principie: the G.N.R/s associated with the null model would still 
have some explanatory power in general; 
0
 See footnotes 21 and 22. 
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2) Alternatively, can be dropped in both G.N.R/s if one uses the 
same time period to both estimate M, and to run the G.N.R.'s; 
3) The use of different sets of instruments to estimate M,, M2 and the 
G.N.R.'s is recommended if M, and M2 do not have the same current 
endogenous explanatory variables (see comment 4 in 5.5.1.2.2.3.); 
4) Also the same comment as in 5.5.2.2.1.. 
JA test: Test a = 0 running the regression in (5.88) by I.V. using the extended set 
of instruments W. 
Obtain x2, P2/] as for the PA test. 
J test: Test a = 0 running the regression in (5.89) by I.V. using the extended set of 
instruments W. 
Obtain x2 l p2 as for the P test. 
Comments: 
1) Use the t{n) statistic to conduct the test; 
2) The use of different sets of instruments to estimate M], M2 and the 
regressions in (5.88-89) is recommended if M, and M2 do not have the 
same current endogenous explanatory variables; 
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3) Also the last comment in 5.5.2.2.1. 
One should be able to show that, also in this (new) context, the JA and the PA tests 
are exactly the same. Similarly for the J and P tests. 
Consider then the following regressions: 
y — A, (3 — A. /?, + ci i ~ A^I A27 PIVI A2) 1 X2r PWn A, A1 r Pw A, Pw y 
- (5.101) 
+ error vector 
y-X.p^X, b,+a XAX^P^XA X2-Pw, - XAX,'PWXA'X,7PWt 
+ error vector 
(5.102) 
y = (l-a)A1P1+aA2(A2VVV2A2) X2T PW2 X\X,T PWX,] X,rP^y 
+ error vector 
-1 
(5.103) 
y^fl-ajA, p,+a A2(a2/PlV2 A2 j X2r PW2 y + error vector. (5.104) 
The above regressions, are regressions (5.84), (5.87), (5.88) and (5.89), 
respectively, in matrix form, after estimation of M, and M2 by I.V., using W, and 
W1 as set of instruments, respectively. 
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As the above regressions should be run by I.V. using W as set of instruments, 
define 
M = I-Xi{xtTPwXiy'xiTPw . 
Now consider, for example, the JA test which corresponds to test a = 0 in 
regression (5.103). 
Since, under the null 
y-X^^y-X,{X,TPWX,^X,7Pw y = My 
wherep, is the I.V. estimate from regression (5.103) using W as set of instruments, 
it follows that one wants to test the significance of 
yTMTPw M X2{X2T P^)''X2T P^X,7 P^Y X,7 PWi y 
= yTMTPwX2[x2rPwX2yX2TPWiXl[xiTPWiXíyXlTPWiy, since MTPw M = MrPv 
= - yT MT Pw -X2[x2T P^^J P^x.yx7 P^y1 X7 P^ y (5.105) 
únce - yTMTPv/X,[x7PwX,yx7PWsy = 0, as MTPv/Xx=0. 
Consider now the corresponding PA test. Under the null, the I.V. estimate of /?, in 
v 
regression (5.101) is equal to the difference between p (the I.V. estimate from 
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regression (5.103)) and P,, the I.V. estimate from M,, using W] as set of 
Instruments. In fact, 
bt ={xíTPwXiyXíTPw{y-Xl)pi 
= {xiTPwXty'xíTPwy-^ 
V - 
=p,-p, ■ 
V 
Note that the I.V. estimate b\ (in regression (5.101)) is not identically zero because 
p -X, p,] pw*o 
as W^W . That is to say, the G.N.R. (5.101) as still some explanatory power in 
general, even under the null. Therefore, the corresponding expression being tested 
in the PA test must be (the negative of) expression (5.105) 26 because 
? - x, p, - x, è, = ?-x, p, - x, (iVp,) = V X P, 
= Y-xXx,TPwxyx,TPwy = My. 
On the same lines would be possible to prove that the J and P tests are exactly the 
same in this (new) context. Note finally that the cases where either M, or M. (but 
Obviously it does not really matter lhe sign one affects lo lhe parametcr under testing, because 
the alternative is two-sided. 
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not both) require I.V. estimation, can only be seen as particular cases of this more 
general case for which we have provided a formal proof. 
5.6. Final Comments. 
1. The roles of M, and M2 can simply be interchanged to perform the 
corresponding nonnested tests of M2 against M, . Looking at equation (5.3) 
is easily seen that testing a = 1 in Mc corresponds to interchange subscripts 
in equations (5.6-7). As the next comment will clarify, that does not 
necessarily mean that one should always treat M, and M-, symmetrically: in 
the I.V. context, that will be the case if and only if the same extended set of 
instruments is recommended to estimate both models as well as to run either 
the appropriate G.N.R/s (PA and P tests) or the extended regressions (JA and 
J tests). 
2. To the best of our knowledge, nonnested tests for competing models 
estimated under differing instrument validity assumptions as been addressed 
only by Smith (1992). However, the authoPs results are presented for 
nonnested linear regression models with heteroskedasticity and serial 
correlation of unknown form estimated by Generalised Method of Moments. 
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In this work we have also relaxed the assumption of using a common 
extended instrument set for both specifications. The results summarised in 
subsection 5.5.2.2.2. (for spherical univariate linear models), as a 
specialisation of the general results summarised in subsection 5.5.1.2.2. (for 
univariate linear models with autoregressive disturbances of order p) also 
generalise Godfrey^ (1983,1985) results but in a simpler and most attractive 
way. 
Quoting MacKinnon et al (1983, pp. 63-4) helps to understand why 
nonnested tests under differing instrument validity assumptions have not been 
widely addressed in the literature: 
«We are explicitly assuming that both competing hypotheses specify the same 
matrix of instruments. This assumption is somewhat restrictive, but is, we 
believe, a good one, even though it is entirely possible to devise tests based 
on more general assumptions. Such tests would have the undesirable 
property that their results might depend oh which instruments were associated 
with each hypotheses, rather than on the specifications of //0 and //, 
themselves. Moreover, our assumption makes it impossible for the applied 
worker to treat the same variables as exogenous in one model and 
endogenous in the other, an error which could easily cause non-nested tests to 
yield misleading results». 
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In our view, whereas the second argument justifies the use of the same 
(extended) set of instruments when both models contain the same current 
endogenous explanatory variables, the first argument is somehow strange and 
deserves debate. 
If economic theory suggests the use of different conditioning sets of 
instruments to estimate M, and M2 (and the validity of those sets can and 
must always be tested in advance) that information should be taken into 
account to 'complete' both the null and the alternative specifications. For the 
model under testing not to be rejected, its 'complete' specification should be 
able to encompass the 'complete' alternative. This is, in our view, what really 
should be under testing. Of course, some degree of arbitrariness still remains 
when choosing instrument sets in a Limited Information context and this is 
the reason why we have used inverted commas in the word 'complete'. 
However, using a common (extended) set of instruments to estimate both 
models is not a neutral strategy to either the rejection or non-rejection of 
either model as MacKinnon et al (1983) seem to suggest: an excessive 
number of instruments and/or the little ability of some of them to explain the 
current endogenous explanatory variable(s) contained in either of the two 
models will increase bias; Also the I.V. estimators may be extremely 
inefficient (see the final comments on chapter 2 and also conclusion 7 on 
chapter 4). This harmful effects may lead to the wrong conclusion. In other 
words, and using MacKinnon et al (1983) own words, such tests would have 
the undesirable property that their results might depend on which instruments 
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were not associated with each hypotheses, rather than on the specifications of 
Hq and //, themselves. 
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ANNEX 1 
1. E.S.S. of O.L.S. regression (4.2): 
E.S.S. = \ Xb+ru-\R \ \Xh+ru- 
-\R 
= b TXlXb+2b TXT U-\R r+ru-]RT U-iR r (A. 1.1) 
where 
r — [U-\R MyU-\R\ U-\R MyllR (A. 1.2) 
b = [xTXyXT{llR-u.XR'r). (A.1.3) 
Hence, 
b TXTXb = ['uK-u-lg'r] x{xTXy'Xrx(xTXy'XT[uR-u-IRr 
= \ UR-U-IR r\ Py\ UR-U-\R r 
♦ » 
2b TXT U-\R r = 2\ uR—U-\R r 
-i 
X1 u-\h r 
* » 
= 2\ uR-u-]R r PyU-]Rr 
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Therefore, 
E.S.S. = \uR-u.lR r\ PyuR-{uR-u-]Rr] Py U-lR r 
T 
+ 21 uR-u^Rr\ Pyu-\Rr+ru-\R' U-\Rr 
♦ ♦» + 0 
= uR
r
 Px uR-ru-]R' Px Uh-Ur' Px U-\R r 
o* * o * *00* * o 
+ ru-]R' Pxu.iRr+2uRr Px u.iR r-2ru-iRr Pxu.lRr 
+ ru-\R U-\R r 
The 2"d, 3ri1 and 5lh terms add up zero and collecting the 4'hand the 6,h terms, 
♦ ♦o* ♦oo» ♦ o 
= uR Py u.R— rii-\R Py U-\R r+ ru-\R U-\Rr. 
Finally collecting the last two terms, 
♦ » o ♦ T r» . T 
=uR PxuR+ru.lR Mxu-]Rr (A.1.4) 
and substituting for 
r = 
* T 
U-ir Mx U-\R V 
-\ 
,T 
U-\R M y U R 
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*t . , r . 
E. S. S. = Ur Py U R-\- U R M y ll~\R U-\R My U-\R U-\R M y Ur (A. 1.5) 
2. The Square of the t Statistic in regression (4.2): 
. T * T -1 . T 
{n- k - \)ur Mx u-\r U-\R M y U-\r \ U-\R M y Ur 
S.S.R. 
(A.1.6) 
,T , \ /2 ,T 
U-\RMxU-\R U-\RMxUR 
V J 
S.S.R./ 
(n-k- l) 
\T , y .r 
U-\R Mx U-IR U-\R Mx UR 
12 
S.S.R,/ 
/n-k 
Kr-7- 
Ur My U-\R 
s.e.l r 
= t (A. 1.7) 
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3. E.S.S. of O.L.S. regression (4.8): 
{^Xb+ru-\R 
♦ o o ♦ 
= b rX T Xb+2b ' X r u-\r r+ku-ír' u-\r r 
where 
t ' 1 r 
r = \U-\R McII-\r\ U-\r M.Ur 
h = \XTX X T\uR-U.lRr\. 
Therefore, simply substituting X by X in(A.1.4) 
E.S.S. = UR' P. UR + rii-iR1 M. u-\Rr 
or finally, substituting for 
. T \ -i 
r = u-ir M. u-ir 
V x J 
, T 
U-\r M UR 
X 
(A. 1.8) 
(A.1.9) 
(A.1.10) 
(A.1.11) 
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. T , T 
E. S. S. = LI R P, Ur+UrM. li-\R 
X X 
' , T 
U-\r M. U-\R 
X J 
. T 
U-\R M „ UR (A.1.12) 
4. E.S.S. of I.V. regression (4.2): 
E.S.S. = Xb+ru-\R \Xb+ru- 
-\K 
= b ' X1 Xb+2b 'X1 U-\r r+ rU-\r' U-\r r (A.1.13) 
where 
f — I W-i/?7 M, U-\r U-\RT M a UR (A. 1.14) 
b = \X'X X 'luR-u^Rr . (A. 1.15) 
Hence, 
b TXTXb = \ull-u.,sr X\XTX XTX\X,'X XT\uK-u^Kr 
-1 
2b TXT u.lRr = 2\uR-U-lRr\ X\ X ' X\ XT u.^ r 
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Therefore, 
7" o\-l /, o\-l 
7"^ vT" £.5.5. = X\X'X X^IX^ X ' uR 
♦ « V -I 
-[UR-U.^rj X\X T Xj XTX[XTXj X 7 u.>R r 
/• • vX^o/o <>S\-' * V V • ♦ V 
+ 2 Wfl — W-i/f r Xl X 1 X] X1 u-m r+ rU-\R7 U-\r r 
uR
r
 x[x ri] XTx[x rx] X 7 uR 
-rLIRTx[xTxj X7x[xTxj XT'UR 
-uR
T
x[xTxj X7x[xTxj XTu.,Rr 
+ Vru.IR
T
 kíx 7 k] XTx(xTx] XTu-l/r 
+ 2uR X\X ' X] X'u-lRr 
-2ru-lR7 X\X 7 X\ XTu.lRr 
v ♦ ♦ V 
+ ru-]K' U-]R r 
Adding the 2"11 and the 3ld terms, 
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= 11,, X X ' X X' X\X 1 X X ' uR 
-1 
-2ur X\X ' X\ X'X\X'X X'u-lRr 
-i 
+ ru-ir' X\X r X] X7"X| X 7 X| X 7m_1/? r 
+ 2ur' X X ' X X' u.]Rr 
-2ru-\R X X X X'ii-.Hr 
+ ru-\R U-\R k 
Collecting the 4"' and the 2"llterms and splitting the 5'" term, 
= urT x(X 7 X) X7Xl X 7 X I X 7 uR 
+ 2 Ur X\X 1 X X 
-I 
l-x\ X T x\ X 
-I * v 
U-iR r 
-i 
+ ru-\R X X X X^X X^ X U-\r r 
- ru-\Rr xí X 7 X 1 X7 u-\R r 
- ru-\RT x( X 7 X | X7 u-\r r 
V * * V 
+ rw-i/ U-iR r 
Collecting the 4"' and the 3"' terms, and collecting the 6"' and the transpose of the 
5'" term, 
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= u/X\XTX] XTX\XTX\ X 7 UR 
+ 2UrtX\XtX] X 
-I 
I-X X ' X X 
-1 
u-\k r 
-ru.iR'X\X'X X 
-i 
i-x\x TX X T 
-1 
U-\R 
+ ru-\R I-X\X ' X X 
-1 0 ^ T U-xr r 
Finally, collecting the yú and the 4"' terms, 
= UR' X X ' X X'X X ' X X ' UR 
+ 2urt Xl X r X] XTI-X\XTX\ XT U-XR r 
+ ru- \R I-X X ' X X I-X X ' X X 
-i . \ 
U-XR 
or, substituting for 
\ -i 
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= 'u/x(xTx] xTx[xT°x\ kT Ur 
+ 2UR'X\XTX\ XT I-X X 'X X 
+ UR M.. U-\R\ U-\R M, U-IR U-\R 
/ y - I N 
0
 r vl v/ T I-X X ' X X 
> ♦ f.T \ ♦ -> .r 
i:7 U-\R U-\R M0 U-\R U-\R M. UR 
\ V y X 
\-1 ^ 
-x\xTx\ xT 7 
í ♦ * A -1 . ♦ 
(A. 1.17) 
♦ / ♦
íí_l/f[ U-IR M„ U-\R U-\RT M, UR 
x y x 
It is now easily seen that this E.S.S. would collapse to the E.S.S. in (A. 1.12) if 
X = X , since: 
in the lsl term P, P. = P, ; 
xx x 
in the 2nd term M, = 0 ; 
x x 
in the 3rd term M.M, = M.. . 
xx x 
However that is not supposed to be the case, otherwise the I.V. estimation would 
be redundam. 
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ANNEX2 
Estimating regression models with MA(1) errors 
Consider the model 
y^xfi + u, ; «,=§,+aÇ,_1 ; ~IID(o,w2) 
where x! is row t of matrix X, t= 1,2, ..., n. 
Rewrite the disturbance process as 
=«, -a^-i 
and assume =0 to obtain 
^ = m, - aÇ0 = M, 
£,2 = u2 -a^>] = u2 - aul (A.2.3) 
2,3 - U3 - «2,2 = «3 - «(«2 _ ) - w3 _ aM2 + Ct2^! 
^4 = "4 - = u4 - a(M3 _ aw2 + a2wi ) = "4 " ««3 + CL2U2 - ^U] 
(...) 
(A.2.1) 
(A.2.2) 
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Therefore, 
yl =xfi + uI =j:,P + Ç, +aÇ0 =xfi + £,l 
y2 = x2fi + u2 = x2f> + + a^, = x2P + au[ +1>2 
y3 = JC3P + W3 = ^3P + Ç3 + aÇ2 = X3P + a(w2 -aw,) + 
= X3P + au2 — a2^, + 
(A.2.4) 
v4 = ^4P + «4 = -^ + §4 +aÇ3 = x4p + (*(«3 -au2 +a2u]) + í)l 
= x4f> + au3 -a2u2 + c^Mj +Ç, 
(...) 
or, by making the definitions 
11 o = 0 and 
u,-\ = - a 11,-2 t = 2, ..., n (A.2.5) 
We can write equations (A.2.4) in the form 
y, = xfi + au,-\ + ^l n (A.2.6) 
or 
y, =xlP + a{yt_]-xt_l] ; Çr~IID(o,w2) (A.2.7) 
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with regression function 
*;(p,a) = *,p + a(:y,_i - -Vi)* (A.2.8) 
Comparing this model with modcl (3.4) one can conclude that the two models seem 
very similar. However, lhe star in the lagged disturbance makes it clear that the 
regression function in (A.2.8) depends on the entire sample up to period t. 
♦ ♦ * 
Moreover, since and x,_, have similar definitions as in (A.2.5), both are 
functions of the parameter a. 
A specialised N.L.S. program should therefore allows us to define the regression 
function recursively and also take into account the higher nonlinearity in it. 
Those N.L.S. estimates may be obtained by minimising, with respect to (p, a) the 
criterion function 
(:y-*'(p.a))r(y-*'(p,a)) 
Xp + a y, (a) - X-, (a)p ^P + ctl y^íaJ-X.^^P (A.2.9) 
The F.O.C.'s are given by 
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A • /A 
X-aX-, ccj y a -X-i a m+a 
5 a 
da 
a = a 
(A.2.10) 
y- ^P+a y , a -X_, a p = 0 
where the matrix 
X-i a = 
0 
A 
- a a, 
A A 
Aj - a a2 +a a, 
/i-4 ;i-3 ii-2 
_a„_i -ccAn_2 +a a„_3-...+(- O'"4 a A3 +(-1)"~3 a a2 +(-1)"-2 a a, 
(A.2.11) 
with a, as row t of matrix X, and the vector >;_11 ct I as a similar definition with y l 
as its component of period t. 
The corresponding G.N.R. is 
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Xp+ a >> a - X-i a p 
X-aX-, a 
A \ A 
X-i a p + a y., a 
5Ly_,(a)-X-,( a 
da 
b 
r 
(A.2.12) 
a = a 
+ error vector 
or 
A A * / A \ A 
X - a X,, 1 a - Lx, p- a x,-, a p - 
xl -aAVi^cc h+r 
A \ A \ A 
^,1 al-x,-!! alpl+a- 
^1 X-,(a)~x'-i(a 
ca 
a = a 
(A.2.13) 
+error term. 
where 
A A * / A \ A \ A 
^ al - Lx, p-ax,.,! alp =Ç; 
x, -ax,-] a = 
(9x,'(p, a 
^P~ 
(p, a) = p, a 
^ a -xm a p 
A5w,-i(a) 
— Lii-\ + a 
5 >'f_1(a)-x,_1 a p 
+ a 
&;(p, a) 
c)a 5a 
(P.aj = p,a 
a = a 
da 
a - a 
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and A denotes N.L.S. estimates. 
Summarising, given suitable regularity condition on a), making the 
asymptotically innocuous assumption that 4oand also assuming the 
invertibility condition |a| < 1 so that a will be identified by the data, the N.L.S. 
estimators for [3 and a will be consistent, asymptotically efficient and 
asymptotically normal and with a covariance matrix consistently estimated by the 
estimated covariance matrix of the O.L.S. estimators for b and r in the G.N.R. 
above. 
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